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Abstract
Three-dimensionally woven composites are a relatively new class of material that offer
improved out-of-plane performance by including through-the-thickness mechanical rein-
forcement compared to traditional laminated composite structures. The mechanical prop-
erties are highly dependent upon the weave architecture as this dictates the nature of the
through the thickness reinforcement and its effect in improving out-of-plane shear strength.
A comparison of two testing methods, Short Beam Strength, and Five Point Bending was
conducted over a range of span to thickness ratios with the latter found to be more consis-
tent at producing shear failure over a greater range of span to thickness ratios, although
evidence of matrix crushing was present in both, and flexural failure in the Short Beam
Strength test.
Two weave architectures, the orthogonal and angle weave were subjected to the Five
Point Bending test and the failure and damage progression behaviour of both weave archi-
tectures were characterised using Digital Image Correlation analysis to measure the edge
strain through the thickness of the specimens. This testing showed the angle weave ar-
chitecture had in general a higher failure strength, and more gradual failure due to longer
debonding cracks. The orthogonal weave architecture showed a characteristic post-failure
response indicative of crack bridging with discrete load recovery and load drop phases.
A numerical model developed from previous work builds on the mosaic modelling
method and was modified to include cohesive elements in order to simulate interface
debonding via the maximum stress criterion. The simulations are consistently 15  20%
greater in failure loads, and 8 - 12% greater in failure shear stresses than those found from
the averaged experimental results over the range of tested span to thickness ratios. Post
failure response was not modelled.
The work presented in this thesis is another step towards gaining a thorough under-
standing of the mechanical properties of 3D woven composite structures, focussing in par-
ticular on out of plane shear strength. The modified mosaic modelling method used showed
it is effective at modelling the out of plane testing of orthogonal 3D woven composite struc-
tures, and offer the potential to predict the failure of larger composite structures of the
same construction and 3D woven architecture although developments are still needed in
modelling the post failure response.
Keywords: 3D Woven Composites, Out of plane, Five Point Bending, Orthogonal weave,
Angle weave, Digital Image Correlation, Mosaic modelling method
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1.1 Background and Overview of Composite Materials
The use of composite materials in the aerospace industry has increased exponentially,
starting with the use of basic, anisotropic composite materials in radomes, and other
secondary non-critically loaded components such as flaps and fairings. The growth in the
use of composites is primarily due to the drive for weight reduction in aircraft. This results
in a multitude of economic benefits such as greater payload, improved fuel economy and
reduced maintenance.
General Electric (GE) Aviation are interested in exploring the possibilities of designing
and manufacturing wing trailing edge ribs from composites, and this is the motivation
behind the research project. The first step is to gain an understanding of designing com-
posite structures with a step away from the traditional black metal design approach.
This garners a greater need for a fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanics
and structural behaviour of composite materials, and in particular the new multi-axis ar-
chitecture composites. The title of this thesis is Failure and Damage Progression of 3D
Woven Composite Structures Subjected to Out of Plane Loading and specifically studies
the static, linear mechanical response due to out of plane loading for this new class of
material.
The candidate structure, a wing rib, is currently manufactured from aerospace grade
titanium alloy, and machined from a billet of raw material so the potential design from
composite materials would enable a weight saving, and allow a step further towards achiev-
ing the Fully Composite Wing (FCW) strategy. This particular part would be primarily
loaded vertically, with the left side fixed to the main wing spar, and the right side to wing
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Figure 1.1: 3D CAD generated model of generic trailing edge wing rib structure
panels as represented by the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of this candidate struc-
tural part in Figure 1.1. Shear would be induced indirectly in the web sections of the part
as a result of bending and torsion from complex loading, although this particular geometry
was designed with aluminium in mind, and not composites, so the final shape could be
very different as a result of the mechanical response to loading for 3D woven composites.
Laminated composites are a specific category of composite material and are very prevalent
in modern structural applications due to the variety of benefits they provide over traditional
(often metallic) structures. They possess superiority over conventional metallic structures
in particular due to their ability to resist corrosion, improved fatigue characteristics, high
specific strength and high specific stiffness. Such properties and characteristics result in
indirect benefits for the products in which they are used in. Examples include improved
fuel efficiency, handling, reduction in maintenance, and higher thrust to weight ratios to
name all but a few aerospace related advantages. Multi-axis architecture composites have
shown even greater benefits over traditional laminated composites including improved out-
of-plane properties and much higher damage tolerance, although the ability to accurately
model this behaviour is only recently being investigated due to increasing computational
power and improved affordability.
In order to achieve the end goal of manufacturing a fully composite wing, the building
block approach, also known as the test pyramid, must be taken into consideration. It con-
sists of several stages, ranging from material identification and coupon testing, growing in
complexity and use, towards achieving certification for use in the full-scale article. Generic
specimens allow for a database of basic, similar parts and/or loading conditions to be con-
structed, from which specific or non-generic specimens can be developed using the gathered
information from both experimental testing and numerical or analytical approaches. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The Building Block Approach to structural design, also known as the test
pyramid
1.2 Classification of composite materials
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) states the definition of a com-
posite material as
Combinations of materials differing in composition or form on a macro scale.
The constituents retain their identities in the composite; that is, they do not
dissolve or otherwise merge completely into each other although they act in
concert. Normally, the components can be physically identified and exhibit an
interface between one another.
Traditional composite materials can be classified into fibre reinforced and particle reinforced
materials. The fibre reinforced materials can further be subdivided into Multi-layered
(laminated), and single layered, which can consist of Unidirectional or Bi-directional (woven
or planar), and random or oriented fibre construction respectively. Textile composites can
be classified generally as shown in Figure 1.3 (adapted from Dixit and Mali (2013)).
Traditional composite structures used in aerospace applications typically consist of
laminated Uni-Directional (UD) or Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF). Non-crimped fabrics are
often stitched in order to enhance the through the thickness material properties of the
overall laminate, as laminated composites typically suffer from delamination, the most
prevalent damage mechanism brought about by an inherent plane of weakness between the
stacked lamina. Stitching has however been found to cause damage, such as fibre breakage
and crimp, and introduces localised weaknesses in the final product, hence reducing the
overall material properties (Yudhanto, Watanabe, Iwahori and Hoshi 2013).
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Figure 1.3: Classification of Textile Composites
Fibre-reinforced laminated composites are often highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic
(though isotropic behaviour can be obtained through specific and careful design, e.g. Quasi-
isotropic layup). They generally have better mechanical properties than their individual
constituents. These qualities allow designing for specific loading cases and hence can exhibit
a high strength primarily in the required directions and often results in a weight saving
for the same performance when compared with using other materials. Modern aircraft are
now of up to 80% composite construction by volume, or 50% by weight; an improvement
that results in a 20% improvement in fuel efficiency (AIRBUS 2007).
1.3 Failure and Damage Mechanisms
Failure and damage mechanisms are critically important to the design of composite struc-
tures. A thorough understanding of these mechanisms enable the designer to obtain the
minimum weight and maximum performance from a properly designed composite structure.
The damage mechanisms of fibre-reinforced laminated composites are:
• Fibre fracture
• Matrix cracking
• Fibre-matrix debonding
• Ply splitting
• Delamination
Local material failures are indicated by the first three in the list. Fibre fracture occurs due
to local stress exceeding the maximum fibre tensile strength. Matrix cracking occurs due
to local stress exceeding the maximum matrix tensile strength. Fibre-matrix debonding
occurs due to local stress exceeding the interface shear strength. Ply splitting and delami-
nation are global failures. Ply splitting is usually only an occurrence in thick unidirectional
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Figure 1.4: Fracture Modes. From left to right: Mode I - Opening, Mode II - Shear-
ing/sliding, and Mode III - Tearing
FRP laminates. Delamination occurs due to interlaminar tensile stress, or interlaminar
shear stress exceeding the critical value, as the material properties in this direction are de-
termined by the relatively low mechanical properties of the resin and fibre/resin interface.
These fracture modes were proposed by Griffith (1921) and are illustrated in Figure 1.4.
To address the issue of delamination damage, composite parts are often over-designed
with extra thickness than required, resulting in increased manufacturing time, labour,
cost, weight and volume to the final part. This approach may also only provide moderate
improvement to delamination caused by impact damage. An alternative approach is to use
the chemical and rubber toughening of resins, chemical and plasma treatment of fibres, and
interleaving using tough thermoplastic film. These methods are effective at improving low
energy impact performance, however they have limited use in large composite structures
and can be considerably costly.
1.4 Progression of Composite Aircraft Structures
Composite materials have been used in aircraft for several decades, starting with simple,
non-critical secondary structures such as radomes and flaps, and progressed towards in-
creasingly complex and larger structures, including primary structures such as spars and
tail fins. Typically, composite material structures were initially developed in military
programmes and the technology then leveraged and adapted for use in civilian aircraft
applications. Figure 1.5 (adapted from AIRBUS (2007)) shows the rapid increase in the
use of composites by measure of percentage of structural weight, from typically 10-15%
up to over 50% for the latest generation of aircraft produced by Boeing, the 787 Dream-
liner and Airbus with the A350 family of aircraft respectively. The design of composite
primary structures are significantly more complicated than their metallic counterparts due
to the fundamental difference in material properties, however composite structures can be
designed to take full advantage of this and tailored to achieve high structural efficiency in
terms of performance to weight.
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Figure 1.5: Growth of composite content in aircraft as a percentage of structural weight
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1.5 Manufacturing methods and considerations
Traditionally, laminated composites are laid up by hand and then cured using a variety of
methods, each with their own benefits and drawbacks. The general method for processing
polymer matrix composites involves the following procedures;
1. Fibre placement along required orientations
2. Impregnation of fibre tows with resin
3. Consolidation of the impregnated fibres to remove excess resin, air, and Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs)
4. Curing of the polymer resin
5. Extraction from the mould
6. Finishing operations (such as trimming)
The simplest and most widely used manufacturing process is hand or wet lay-up. This
involves the manual placement of the dry fibres in the mould and then the resin is poured
on top. The wet composite is then rolled using hand rollers to evenly spread the resin
and remove air pockets; a process repeated until the required thickness is obtained. The
general process for wet lay-up can be described in four steps: mould preparation, gel
coating, lay-up and curing.
Advantages of this method of composites manufacture include being able to produce
relatively large and complex geometry parts with minimal equipment and tooling costs,
along with the ability to introduce inserts/structural reinforcements, and also curing ovens
are not necessary (dependent upon the type of resin used). The disadvantages of this
method include the quality of the part being highly dependent upon the skill of the op-
erator, only one surface of the moulded part is smooth, it is generally a labour intensive
process with long curing times, hence long production times and the VOCs emission is
high.
Another method of manufacturing Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) composites is known
as Pre-impregnated (prepreg) lay-up. This is where the fibre-reinforced material is pre-
impregnated with resin that is partially cured. prepregs are typically used to manufacture
high performance aerospace/automotive parts with complex geometries. Most are made
with a higher resin content than the final part is required to have, as this higher content
helps with the removal of excess trapped air or VOCs that can cause voids to form during
the curing process. Advantages of this method of manufacture include resultant high fibre
volume fractions and uniform fibre distribution. The disadvantages include the additional
cost of making the prepreg and particularly the storage of these prepregs as they often
require storage at sub-zero temperatures in order to maintain quality, with thawing times
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Figure 1.6: Vacuum bag moulding of composite part
logged for quality control. Also vacuum or autoclave conditions are often required to
properly cure and consolidate the laminated parts, avoiding defects such as voids.
The consolidation and final part shape can be improved through the use of vacuum
bag moulding. This is where a uniform pressure is applied to the laminate prior to curing
and aids the removal of excess resin, VOCs and air pockets by a bag or flexible diaphragm,
illustrated in Figure 1.6.
The laminae are laid up in a mould and resin is spread. Release film or a release agent
is used on both sides of the laminate to prevent it from sticking to the mould or to the
breather. Sometimes, a peel-ply is used to leave an imprint or pattern on the surface
to enhance adhesive bonding (secondary bonding) at a later time. The breather/bleeder
combination helps distribute the vacuum and channels the volatiles and excess resin to the
vacuum port. The laminate is then covered with a flexible bag, which is perfectly sealed
to the tool. Then, vacuum is applied and the part is cured with heat and pressure. By
applying vacuum under the bag, the atmospheric pressure acts uniformly over the laminate.
The vacuum helps withdraw excess volatile compounds, such as residual solvent, trapped
air, or low molecular weight components of the resin. After the cycle, the materials become
an integrated moulded part shaped to the desired configuration. There are three basic
methods of applying pressure to the laminate: pressure bag, vacuum bag, and autoclave
processing, the latter two being the most popular (and cheaper) methods.
Autoclave manufacture however does allow much better part quality as the pressurised
environment enables much better conformity with the mould, which is particularly impor-
tant for parts with complicated geometries or curvatures. Autoclaves are pressure vessels
that contain pressurised gas during the processing. It is effective for large parts as a consis-
tent uniform pressure can be applied to the composite on the mould, and a greater pressure
than that which can be produced by solely using the vacuum bag technique, resulting in
greater compression and better void elimination. The disadvantages of the autoclave man-
ufacturing technique include the long process times due to heating and cooling of the mould
tools, and also pressurisation and depressurisation of the autoclave, along with large energy
and material consumption, including nitrogen and bagging materials. With thick parts in
particular, this process has to be repeated several times as sufficient part quality is difficult
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to obtain in only one run. Compression moulding is an alternative method to obtain part
conformity, and is easily automated; however it does not allow a high content of continuous
fibres and therefore the parts are not suitable for primary, load bearing structures due to
their lower mechanical properties.
Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) is another process that differs from the previous tech-
niques slightly in that the fibre reinforcement is placed dry in the closed mould, and then
liquid resin is pumped into the mould cavity through the inlet ports, soaking the fibres.
When full, the resin flow is stopped and then the inlets and outlets are sealed, and heat
is applied to cure the resultant composite. This process can produce large continuous
fibre-reinforced parts with complicated shapes in comparatively short times, and has the
additional benefits of better control over the orientation of the fibres in the final part, and
with less VOCs emissions. Disadvantages of the RTM process include a relatively high
waste factor around the perimeter of the parts as corners and edges can be resin rich,
causing difficulty in obtaining a uniform fibre content throughout the part. This method
can also be combined with a vacuum to improve manufacturing times and part quality, and
is called Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Moulding (VARTM). This is where a vacuum is
applied to the outlet of the mould and the resin is drawn through the part via the vacuum
only. The top mould is also replaced with a vacuum bag as it is now the vacuum that pro-
vides the atmospheric pressure action to the top surface of the part. Curing of these parts
is often carried out at room temperature, and so the need for heavy gauge steel moulds
can be reduced, and lighter/cheaper moulds can be used instead. The typical processing
method for VARTM is:
1. Layup laminae of dry fabric or preform on the bottom moulding tool
2. Optionally cover with a high permeability resin distribution medium to assist with
the resin distribution
3. Cover with vacuum bag
4. Place resin inlet ports carefully around the mould to allow even resin distribution
and avoid dry spots
5. Evacuate any trapped air with vacuum
6. Continue to apply the vacuum to draw the liquid resin from an external reservoir
into the lay-up, ensuring there are no dry spots of unimpregnated fibres
One final and very important potential disadvantage is that during the manufacture of
large parts, any dry spots/unimpregnated areas of the part may result in the part failing
quality checks, leading to scrappage; a very expensive consequence. Avoidance of this issue
necessitates proper resin flow through the part prior to curing.
The manufacturing process for 2D laminated composites can be expensive. Conven-
tional processing techniques used to fabricate the composite components, such as wet hand
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lay-up, autoclave and resin transfer moulding require a significant amount of skilled labour
to cut, stack and consolidate the laminate plies into the preformed component. Some air-
craft structures consist of sixty or more plies of carbon/epoxy prepreg tape or fabric, which
must each be individually aligned and stacked by hand; a time consuming and labour inten-
sive process, with the risk of slippage causing fibre orientation misalignment and resultant
part defects. A common hindrance to the use of 2D laminated composites for complex
shape components is the further increase in cost due to the fabrics possessing poor drape,
resulting in some components needing to be assembled from a number of separate parts
that necessitate joining through methods such as co-curing, mechanical fastening (stitch-
ing) or adhesive bonding. This presents a major challenge for aerospace structures such as
wing sections which must be made from a large number of smaller laminated parts such
as stiffeners, stringers and skin panels, which result in higher costs due to longer manufac-
turing times and complicated assembly procedures than simply resorting to the traditional
aerospace metallic alloys.
The manufacture of three-dimensionally woven composites however begins at the fibre
tow stage, where a modified Jacquard loom can weave the full thickness of the composite.
This modification involves an additional binder tow that varies its position through the
thickness in the z-direction depending on the orthogonal, or angle weave architecture. This
manufacturing method allows novel designs with respect to near-net shape preforms, as
discussed in 2.7.1.
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1.6 Main Aims, Thesis objectives and outline of chapters
1.6.1 Main aims
There are two main aims of this thesis.
1. Understand the failure behaviour of 3D woven carbon fibre composite structures when
subjected to out of plane loading for two different weave architectures; orthogonal
and angle weave.
2. Create a numerical modelling method to replicate and predict initial shear failure as
computationally efficiently as possible.
1.6.2 Objectives
The two main aims will be achieved through the following objectives:
• Understand the previous work in the field of 3D woven composites, both experimental
and numerical through a detailed literature review, focussing on the state of the art
experimental and numerical techniques.
• Evaluate different means of testing out of plane loading in order to induce shear
failure through literature and experimental testing.
• Identify the most suitable test method and execute experimental testing of the or-
thogonal and angle weave architectures.
• Observe and characterise the failure behaviour and damage progression of orthog-
onal and angle weave architecture 3D woven composites through analysis of load-
displacement and non-contact strain measurement data.
• Develop numerical models to simulate the failure of 3D woven composite structures
under out of plane loading by replicating their physical experimental counterparts
and strive to achieve parity.
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1.6.3 Outline of chapters
The thesis takes the following structure:
Chapter 1 Introduction, Main aims, and Objectives.
Chapter 2
Understand the state of the art for experimental test-
ing and numerical modelling of 3D woven composites,
and identify the shortcomings/gaps in existing knowledge.
Chapter 3
Demonstrate the shortcomings and sensitivity to span/thickness ratio
of the Short Beam Strength test according to the existing test stan-
dard through experimental testing and analysis using load-displacement
data, and full field strain measurement via Digital Image Correlation.
Chapter 4
The Five Point Bending Test, previously unused in 3D woven composites,
is adapted for use in evaluating shear failure by inducing out of plane load-
ing on orthogonal weave architecture composite specimens. The test is
demonstrated to be less sensitive to span/thickness ratio and more reliable
and consistent in inducing shear failure than the Short Beam Strength test.
Chapter 5
Following the success on testing the orthogonal weave architecture,
the Five Point Bending Test is now used on the Angle Weave ar-
chitecture to determine its failure and damage progression char-
acteristics, and compared to the orthogonal weave architecture.
Chapter 6
The MOSAIC modelling method is modified and adapted for use in eval-
uating the shear failure of 3D orthogonal woven composites through
use of cohesive zone elements to simulate the interface. Numerical
models are validated against experimental tests to confirm observa-
tions for both Short Beam Strength and Five Point Bending Tests.
Chapter 7
The conclusion summarises main findings of this body
of work, and suggests work to continue the study.
Figure 1.7: Flowchart illustrating the thesis layout by chapter, summarising key points in
each
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A literature review on the state of experimental evaluation of failure behaviour and numer-
ical modelling methods for modelling 3D woven composites is conducted in Chapter 2. It
shows the need for new methods in testing out of plane loading, and also the need for new
approaches modelling shear failure in particular that do not require cutting or notching of
specimens.
The Short Beam Strength test is demonstrated in Chapter 3 and conducted on the
orthogonal weave architecture over a range of span to thickness ratios, highlighting lim-
itations with the test method for achieving the desired results consistently. The Digital
Image Correlation technique was selected as the most suitable non-contact measurement
technique, allowing for full field strain measurement and was used to measure the edge
strain of the specimen, in order to gain an understanding of the failure and crack develop-
ment under loading. The manufacturing process for producing the test specimens is also
outlined.
The Five Point Bending Test is then adopted as a means to induce out of plane loading
over the same range of span to thickness ratios in Chapter 4 and comparisons are made to
the Short Beam Strength test. This test method is then adopted to establish the failure
and damage progression behaviour of the angle weave architecture over a range of span to
thickness ratios in Chapter 5. A comparison of the observed failure and damage progression
behaviour is presented.
A macro-scale model is developed in Chapter 6 and used to model shear failure by
replicating both Short Beam Strength and Five Point Bending tests for the orthogonal
weave architectures using the maximum stress failure criterion in cohesive elements. These
models replicate the experimental tests conducted in the previous chapters and allow a like
for like comparison to be made. The overall conclusions and recommendations for future
work are presented in Chapter 7.
1.7 Novel contribution to the field
This body of work contains novel contributions to the field by evaluating existing test
methods for out of plane loading in order to induce shear failure, and developing a combi-
nation of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) for full field strain analysis with the previously
unused in 3D woven composites Five Point Bending Test. Existing numerical modelling
techniques have been extensively modified in order to accurately simulate the failure and
evaluate the out of plane shear strength of the orthogonal 3D woven carbon composite
specimens as a relatively cheap, yet effective modelling method.
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2.1 Introduction
A wealth of work has been carried out in order to mitigate the main failure mode of regular,
laminated composite structures. This chapter reviews the literature of published matter
on methods of reinforcing the laminated structures, and introduces the challenges asso-
ciated with understanding the damage and failure mechanisms of multi-axis architecture
composites, including use of the finite element method (FEM).
The objective of the literature review is to examine and understand the state-of-the-
art for experimental testing and numerical modelling of 3D woven composite structures,
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specifically focussing on out-of-plane loading. The existing mechanisms for through the
thickness reinforcement are examined and comparisons to 2D laminated composites is
presented in terms of mechanical performance and manufacturing differences, including
advantages and disadvantages.
The mechanical properties and failure mechanisms, including an examination of existing
experimental test techniques and standards are stated, with potential adaptations where
necessary for use with 3D woven composites.
The Digital Image Correlation analysis technique is introduced and particular its use
in understanding mechanical properties and failure of 3D woven composites is presented,
highlighting the advantages of using such a system to establish failure and damage pro-
gression.
Finally, modelling methods are examined with the goal of adopting an appropriate and
relatively inexpensive method for numerically modelling shear failure, with the emphasis
on simplicity and ability to model structures at a macroscopic scale, and eventually to full
component level, in line with the testing pyramid as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
2.2 Multi-axis Architecture FRP Composites
Delamination is the most prevalent failure mode in laminated composites, and so 3D woven
composites have been developed that eliminate this problem by introducing a z-weave,
or binder i.e. they possess fibres that are aligned in the through-thickness direction and
achieve crack bridging (Mouritz, Baini and Herszberg 1999) by integrating these tows into
the weave structure of the overall composite.
2.3 Stitching
Stitching with a high strength thread has proven an effective method for through-thickness
reinforcement of 2D laminates. Stitching involves inserting a fibre thread, (usually carbon)
through a stack of lamina using an industrial grade sewing machine. It is used to provide
better delamination resistance and impact damage tolerance for a conventional 2D lami-
nate, and can also be used to join together several separate composite parts to create a new
part, hence eliminating the need for mechanical fasteners such as bolts, rivets or screws,
and consequently reducing weight and potentially manufacturing time and cost. They can
also be selectively placed along areas that are desired to have through-thickness reinforce-
ment such as part edges, cut-outs, holes and edges, or in a joint. A wide variety of 3D
stitched composite parts have been made, including structures such as lap joints, stiffened
panels, and aircraft wing to spar joints specified by Liu (1990), Lee and Liu (1990), Tong,
Jain, Leong, Kelly and Herszberg (1998), and Whiteside, DeIasi and Schulte (1985).
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2.4 Z-Pinning
Another method for introducing through thickness reinforcement was developed and patented
by Aztex Corporation, called Z-fiber (Freitas, Frusco, Campbell, Harris and Rosenberg
1996) and consists of sort pins made of pultruded composite or metal wire that are inserted
through uncured pre-preg tapes or dry fabrics, effectively making a 3D composite. This
technology reduces or removes the need for rivets or fasteners and results in a more even
load distribution over the joined area. It is used in the F/A-18 Super Hornet aircraft to
reinforce inlet duct skin panels and to fasten top hat shaped stiffeners to composite panels.
2.5 3D Woven Composites
3D woven composites are a relatively new type of advanced composite material. The main
advantages for the use of such materials are (Mouritz, Bannister, Falzon and Leong 1999):
• Thicker structures produced in less time than equivalent thickness laminated struc-
ture
• Vastly improved through the thickness material properties due to reinforcement
• Net shape or near net shape preforms
• Reduced fabrication cost
• Improved impact resistance
• Greater design flexibility
2.6 Classification of 3D Woven Composites
Multi-axis architecture FRP composites come in a variety of types; Braided, knitted and
woven. There are distinct differences between the types, involving very different manu-
facturing techniques, and each possessing their own advantages and disadvantages. The
classification of 3D textile preforms is illustrated in Figure 2.1 reproduced from Ansar,
Xinwei and Chouwei (2011) with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of 3D textile preforms
2.6.1 Braided
The braiding process for 3D braided structures is much the same as 2D braiding, and
is often used to manufacture a variety of tubular components in particular. Examples
include golf clubs, yacht masts, and propeller blades (Popper 1991). The advantages in
3D braiding over the traditional 2D braiding include forming intricately shaped preforms
through changes in cross-sectional shape to produce tapers, along with other features such
as bifurcations, bends and holes in the final preform.
Potential aerospace applications for 3D braided composites include airframe spars, F-
section fuselage frames, fuselage barrels, tail shafts, rib stiffened panels, rocket nose cones,
and rocket engine nozzles (Brown 1991, Mouritz, Bannister, Falzon and Leong 1999). A
variety of other components have been made of 3D braided composite as demonstration
items, including I-beams (Yau, Chou and Ko 1986, Brown 1991, Chiu, Lu and An 1994,
Fukuta, Kinbara, Amano, Tamaki, Ozaki, Nakamura, Furuyama, Mitani and Takei 1995),
bifurcated beams (Popper and McConnell 1987), connecting rods (Yau et al. 1986), and
C-, J- and T-section panels (Macander, Crane and Camponeschi 1986, Brookstein 1990,
Brookstein 1991, Fedro and Willden 1991).
2.6.2 Knitted
The most significant advantage of knitted preforms over conventional 2D laminated struc-
tures is the much better drape properties and superior impact damage resistance. However,
this is not without its limitations. Knitted preforms possess high degrees of crimp, which
affect the in-plane properties due to tow-straightening under load. (Sheffer and Dias 1988)
However, a number of aerospace structures have been manufactured as technology demon-
strators using this technique, including wing stringers (Clayton, Falzon, Georgiadis and
Liu 1997), wing panels, jet engine vanes (Sheffer and Dias 1988), T-shape connectors
(King, Greaves and Low 1996) and I-beams (Sheffer and Dias 1988). Knitted composites
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were also investigated for the manufacture of the rear pressure bulkhead for the Airbus
A380 aircraft (Hinrichsen 2000).
2.6.3 Woven
A 3D woven architecture can be achieved with minor modifications to a regular 2D weaving
loom. However, there are many sub-categories within 3D woven structures that depend
on the directions of the bias tows (weft tows), and the nature of the third, through-the-
thickness binder tow, which offers the through the thickness reinforcement and delam-
ination resistance. The most common construction of 3D woven interlock composite is
described by Ansar et al. (2011) as multi-layered fabrics produced by interlacing three
sets of fibre tows in the weaving machine. With the warp direction corresponding to the
machine or weaving direction, and the weft tows running transverse to the warp direction,
often called fill. These layers are placed in cross-layers of 0◦ and 90◦ to form a multi-
layered weave. Binder tows, also called warp weavers, interlock the layers together in the
warp direction.
2.6.4 Weave Architectures
The 3D woven structures are further sub-categorised into angle interlock and orthogonal
interlock, then again, through-the-thickness (TTT) and layer-to-layer (LTL). These are
shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.2, adapted from Ansar et al. (2011) and reprinted
with permission from Elsevier.
Figure 2.2: Weave architectures
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2.7 Comparisons to 2D laminated composite structures
3D woven interlock composites possess better delamination resistance and higher inter-
laminar fracture toughness than 2D laminated composites when they are subjected to
interlaminar stress concentrations, which may arise from factors such as manufacturing
defects, impact damage, or geometric discontinuities such as free edges, notches, ply ter-
mination, or bonded/bolted joints. Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness was reported
by Guénon, Chou and Gillespie (1989) to be an order of magnitude higher for a 3D woven
orthogonal carbon/epoxy composite with 1% binder tow when comparing to the equiva-
lent 2D laminated structure. This was also reported by Ishikawa, Matsushima, Banaksu,
Watanabe and Sunakawa (1996) and Tanzawa, Watanabe and Ishikawa (1997) with a 10
to 15 times increase, even with only 0.6% binder tows. Crack bridging is thought to be
the main toughening mechanism, as reported by Mouritz, Baini and Herszberg (1999),
along with being associated with the prevention or stopping of delamination growth under
impact loading.
Other advantages of 3D woven composite structures come in the ability to form thick
structures, of varying shapes, and near-net form preform shapes prior to resin infusion. This
has multiple benefits in terms of manufacturing costs and time savings. 3D woven interlock
composites are not without their drawbacks however. This particular form of multi-axis
architecture composite suffer from comparatively lower in-plane mechanical properties due
to fibre crimping, fibre damage due to the bending and abrasion during weaving, geometric
defects such as tow waviness, low overall fibre volume fraction, and resin rich areas due to
weave architecture. (Bannister, Herszberg, Nicolaidis, Coman and Leong 1998, Lee, Leong
and Herszberg 2001, Lee, Rudov-Clark, Mouritz, Bannister and Herszberg 2002, Rudov-
Clark, Mouritz, Lee and Bannister 2003). This is particularly evident in the poor in-plane
shear resistance due to the warp and weft fibres orientation in the 0◦ and 90◦ direction
only.
2.7.1 3D Woven Preforms
One of the most significant benefits for the use of 3D woven architecture composites is the
ability to produce net form or near-net form parts straight from the weaving loom. This
has a significant advantage over structures produced from conventional laminates due to
the much reduced manufacturing time due to the lack of adhesive/joining required, risk of
manufacturing error or defect due to lay-up and assembly, and the ability to produce more
curved/complex shapes as a single part in one manufacturing step (Mouritz, Bannister,
Falzon and Leong 1999).
Preforms generated that resemble Pi- (pi), I-, T- and L- sections are often the most
beneficial in terms of using the 3D weaving process for manufacture, as they are easily
implemented and are vastly superior to their equivalent 2D laminated structure equivalents.
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Figure 2.3: Regular construction (Left) and Pi- Preform construction (Right)
One particular example of this is the T-Bar and Cross-member jointing system which
consists of a fully 3D woven T- profile with a solid rectangular bar at the tip of the profile's
web. This enables its use as a stiffener for larger structures, where cross-members can have
cut-outs that enable the T-bars to slot through, creating a reinforced grid like jointed
structure. The main advantages of a system such as this include one-piece construction,
resulting in no need for stitching, laying up plies, or use of filler noodles, and hence
reduced labour, saving time and cost.
Another successful use of 3D woven preform structures was demonstrated by Sharp,
Bogdanovich, Boyle, Brown and Mungalov (2013) in an exercise to reduce manufacturing
time, cost, and improve structural performance of a wind turbine blade joint. The approach
was to change the shape of the shear web to spar cap joint to a flat shear web plate that
fits directly into the legs of the Pi- shape preform, and with the spar cap mating flatly with
the top. Secondly the spar caps were co-infused with the Pi- shaped preform. The result
is a construction that provides relatively large bonding surface areas, symmetric transfer
of flexural and tensile loads to the Pi- preform legs as shear forces, and their further
transfer as tensile forces to the base of the preform element. The differences between the
traditional and improved construction can be seen in Figure 2.3 (Reprinted from Sharp
et al. (2013) with permission from Elsevier) and is a demonstration of the hybrid component
manufacturing strategy.
One main advantage of the use of integral 3D woven Pi joint preforms is the simplifi-
cation of the manufacturing process. In this particular case, the shear web becomes a flat
plate, rather than an L or C section, ultimately resulting in lower labour and mould
costs. The 3D woven Pi- joint preform can be co-infused with the blade halves, resulting in
significantly reduced number of manufacturing steps, and also wait time between curing of
the bottom shear web prior to bonding the top half. It was reported that the fabrication of
the I-beams with integral 3D woven Pi- joint preforms required 14% less epoxy putty and
18% less labour compared to the conventional construction and the overall cost was 16%
less. The Pi- section preform had a total fibre volume fraction of 54% with the relative
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fibre volume content in the fabric as 26% in the fill, and 2% in the Z-directions. The split
sections extended for 42.5mm on each side of the 25mm wide central section.
2.8 Mechanical properties and failure mechanisms of 3D
woven composite structures
The mechanical properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites are heavily
dependent upon the fibre architecture and weave pattern of the part made, and to some
extent, also the consolidation process. The nature of manufacturing these parts, weaving,
inherently causes some microstructural defects that degrade the in-plane and through-
thickness properties. These defects are abrasion, breakage, and distortion of the in-plane
and binder yarns, along with resin rich or resin starved areas. The abrasion and breakage
of the fibres occurs when they are bent during the weaving process, and as yarns slide
against the weaving machinery (Lee et al. 2002, Lee et al. 2001). This damage during
manufacturing results in an overall loss of tensile strength of 9-10% (Archer, Buchanan,
McIlhagger and Quinn 2010) for the dry carbon fibre yarns.
The 3D weaving process also introduces a phenomenon known as crimp, which is a
form of extreme localised fibre distortion, and is most evident at the surface regions where
the binder yarns cross over the weft yarns. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.4
adapted from Archer et al. (2010) (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
The crimping caused by the pinching effect of the binder tow on the surface tows create
resin rich areas as a result of yarn collimation (Farley 1992, Leong, Lee, Herszberg and
Bannister 2000) and can be seen in Figure 2.5 (Dai 2013). This also affects the cross-
sectional shape of the fibre tows, particularly the surface weft tows. The binder tows
themselves can also be misaligned during the manufacturing process, as for example, in an
Figure 2.4: Illustration of fibre tow crimp
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Figure 2.5: Section micrograph of Orthogonal interlock weave
Figure 2.6: Section micrograph of Angle interlock weave
orthogonal weave structure, the binder tow path takes a quasi-sinusoidal profile instead of
the expected square-wave pattern, and can cause merged weft tows within the angle weave
architecture, as seen in Figure 2.6 (Dai 2013).
The deviation from an ideal square-wave path for the binder tows is clearly shown in Figure
2.5, and can be misaligned as much as 45◦ (Callus, Mouritz, Bannister and Leong 1999,
Leong et al. 2000). The modelling of these imperfections caused by manufacturing is a
considerable challenge and is discussed in 2.9.2.
2.8.1 Tension
The tensile properties of 3D woven composites are generally reported to have lower mod-
ulus, but the same strength as the equivalent (in terms of fibre volume fraction) 2D com-
posite. This is because the strength is predominantly dependent upon the damage to the
fibre tows during manufacturing, and assuming a similar weaving process is used, the dam-
age subjected to the tows is the same. The modulus however, is around 10 to 35% lower
(Ding, Wenger and McIlhagger 1993, Reifsnider, Sendeckyj, Wang, Chaio, Feng, Johnson,
Rodericks, Stinchcomb, Guess and Reedy 1985)) due to the onset of plastic tow straight-
ening and higher tow waviness of the tensile load bearing yarns caused by the binder tows.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.7, reprinted from Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002) with
permission from Elsevier.
The kink in Figure 2.7 shows the onset of plastic tow straightening within the 3D
woven composite structure and this represents a permanent softening. It does not usually
occur in 2D laminates, and can result in a reduction in stiffness of between 20 and 50%
(Callus et al. 1999) due to the applied tensile strain reaching a critical value which induces
permanent shear flow of the resin within the fibre bundle.
The effect of fibre waviness on the plastic tow straightening stress can be seen in the
plot in Figure 2.8, reprinted from Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002) with permission
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of tensile stress-strain behaviour between 2D and 3D woven com-
posites
Figure 2.8: Comparison of plastic tow straightening stress with fibre waviness
from Elsevier. A comparison of prepreg tape laminate, 2D woven laminate, and 3D woven
composite is illustrated. It should be noted that the tensile strength is not often more
than 20% lower than the strength of the equivalent 2D laminate, and is attributed to the
damage caused during the weaving process that weakens the load bearing tows, along with
increased fibre waviness, and pinching of the surface tows.
It should be noted, however, that this plastic tow strengthening estimation is not very
useful when trying to predict the tensile failure strength of composites via micromechanical
modelling, as the extent of fibre damage, waviness and crimping cannot be accurately
known, especially in manufactured structures that require destructive testing/sampling,
hence the prediction of tow rupture tensile stress is quite difficult.
2.8.2 Compression
The compressive properties of 3D woven composites is of particular interest in the domain
of aerospace structures due to their potential applications. 3D woven composites have been
reported to have a lower compressive modulus than 2D prepreg tape or woven laminates
with a similar fibre volume content (Brandt, Drechler and Arendts 1996, Farley 1992) and
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Figure 2.9: Kink band formation under compression loading
is attributed to the same issues that affect the in-plane tensile modulus, namely crimp and
tow waviness of the load bearing tows.
The primary failure mechanism for compression in 3D woven composites was identified
to be due to a phenomenon known as kink band formation, resulting from the kinking
of the load bearing tows (Cox, Dadkhah, Inman, Morris and Zupon 1992, Cox, Carter
and Fleck 1994, Kuo and Ko 2000). Kinking is the failure process that initiates in regions
that have a low resistance to permanent shear deformation, such as areas where tows are
misaligned from the load direction, or the presence of voids/microcracks in the resin. It
occurs when the applied compression stress reaches a sufficient level to induce plastic shear
flow of the resin matrix around and within the tow. The fibres within individual tows begin
to rotate due to this plastic yielding and continue to do so until they become unstable and
break along a well-defined plane labelled as a kink band. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9
(adapted from Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002) and reprinted with permission from
Elsevier.)
The kink bands in 3D woven composites tend to initiate in the regions where the tows
are most severely distorted, and this is most often the region in which the binder tows pass
over the weft tows and cause the previously mentioned pinching phenomenon. A unique
feature of 3D woven composites is how after the surface tow fails and loses stiffness, it is
constrained from buckling outwards by the binder tow. This results in very high strains to
ultimate failure as the tows fail at discrete locations throughout the material, and could be
described as ductile behaviour. Cox et al. (1992) found that 3D woven composites retain
significant strength after compressive strains of greater than 15%. The kink band formation
within a surface weft tow is illustrated in Figure 2.10, reprinted from (Cox et al. 1992)
with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 2.10: Barreling and kink band formation
2.8.3 Interlaminar shear properties
The interlaminar shear strength has been evaluated by Brandt et al. (1996), Ding et al.
(1993), Reifsnider et al. (1985), and Tanzawa et al. (1997) as largely the same or slightly
higher than the equivalent 2D laminated composites.
2.8.4 Interlaminar fracture properties
As mentioned previously in 2.7, a unique and significant feature of 3D woven composites
is the inherent resistance to delamination damage. 2D laminates are easily subjected
to delamination damage when out of plane loads or impact loads occur due to their low
interlaminar fracture toughness properties. This makes 3D woven composites very suitable
for aerospace structure that are subject to high loads, especially out of plane loads (Stig
and Hallström 2009) and also prone to impact damage from stones, debris, bird strikes etc.
for structures such as wing panel joints, turbine rotors and flanges. A range of applications
have been listed and evaluated by Mouritz, Bannister, Falzon and Leong (1999).
The binders produce a number of toughening mechanisms, namely crack bridging that
help reduce the stress at the crack tip as the opening load is carried by the binder tows,
reducing the stress acting at the crack tip as illustrated in Figure 2.11.
The weave architecture and presence of the binder tows that improve through thick-
ness properties also results in extensive crack branching that promotes further toughening
throughout the structure, enhancing its delamination resistance. Contrary to regular anal-
ysis of crack propagation and delamination in 2D laminates, with 3D woven composites
possessing binder tows, the applied stress acting on the binders within the bridging zone
is not equal, but instead, a low stress is exerted on the binders close to the crack tip, and
a larger stress is present on the binders at the area of the bridging zone where opening
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of crack bridging
displacement is the largest. These binders eventually break, or are pulled out near the sur-
face of the material where the binder tows have been weakened due to crimp and damage
during the weaving process. The work done to pull the binder tows out of the composite
also contribute to the enhanced toughening.
Mode I and mode II tests were carried out by Fishpool, Rezai, Baker, Ogin and Smith
(2013) using the double cantilever beam, end loaded split and four-point end notch flexure
test methods, and concluded that the specific weave architecture has some effect of the
delamination resistance of the material, specifically the orthogonal weave was found to
be most effective in resisting delamination propagation in mode I and was found to be
comparable to the layer-to-layer architecture in mode II. In all cases it was found that the
angle interlock weave appeared to be the least effective weave architecture for delamination
resistance. It should be noted that the test for mode I delamination however, the binder
caused twisting in the angle interlock sample, and so the relatively poor performance could
be the result of either the architecture or the twist. Mode III testing has been very limited
due to the difficulty in performing mode III fracture tests on 3D woven composites.
2.8.5 Impact damage tolerance
One of the most impressive advantages of 3D woven composites over 2D laminated com-
posites is the much greater impact damage tolerance properties they possess. A vari-
ety of medium and low energy impact tests have been carried out by Arendts, Drechler
and Brandt (1993), Brandt et al. (1996), Chou, Chen and Chen (1992), Reifsnider et al.
(1985), and Susuki and Takatoya (1997) to gain an understanding of their performance
for aerospace structures subjected to bird strikes and hail during flight, and also tool drop
during maintenance. Military applications are also of interest with research being carried
out on high velocity impact damage tolerance by James and Howlett (1997) and Lundblad,
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Dixon and Ohler (1995) for military aircraft and armoured vehicles. The general conclu-
sions were that for composite materials with the same fibre volume content, the 3D woven
structures performed better with lower damage than the 2D laminates, due to the through
the thickness reinforcement and delamination resistance toughening mechanisms mentioned
in the previous section. Arendts et al. (1993) and Voss, Fahmy and West (1993) found
the compressive strengths and post-impact flexural strength to be significantly superior to
2D laminated structures. Gerlach, Siviour, Wiegand and Petrinic (2012) experimentally
investigated in-plane and through thickness properties, failure modes and delamination
resistance of 3D woven carbon fibre composites subjected to impact loading and found
that the delamination resistance in plate bending tests due to the presence of the binder
is considerable.
2.8.6 Mode II shear testing methods
There exist several shear testing methods to test for the mode II failure mechanism. These
are typically the Short Beam Strength (SBS), double notch specimen, V-notched specimen
and End Notched Flexure (ENF) denoted by the ASTM test standards D2344, D3846,
D5379 and D7095 respectively, although the latter is strictly used for evaluating fracture
toughness and rather than shear strength. It should be noted that these tests exist for
plain unidirectional or stacked laminates. There currently exist no test standards for 3D
woven composites structures and so these test standards serve as a baseline from which
modifications can be made, and for which this work aims to develop into a test standard
with the processed described in the subsequent chapters.
Most delamination studies on 3D woven composites have been observed in the Mode I
load condition (Byun, Gillespie and Chou 1990, Guénon et al. 1989, Arendts et al. 1993,
Byun et al. 1990). It was found that they possess significantly improved delamination
resistance over 2D laminates, and that the toughness increases with the pull out resistance
of the binder tows, tensile strength, elastic modulus and fibre volume content. Even
small amounts of binder content within the structure provide a significant improvement in
delamination resistance, as Guénon et al. (1989) found that a 1% binder content increased
the toughness to 14 times the toughness of the 2D equivalent carbon/epoxy laminate.
The binders produce a number of toughening mechanisms, namely crack bridging that
help reduce the stress at the crack tip as the opening load is carried by the binder tows,
reducing the stress acting at the crack tip.
The weave architecture and presence of the binder tows that improve through thick-
ness properties also results in extensive crack branching that promotes further toughening
throughout the structure, enhancing its delamination resistance. Contrary to regular anal-
ysis of crack propagation and delamination in 2D laminates, with 3D woven composites
possessing binder tows, the applied stress acting on the binders within the bridging zone
is not equal, but instead, a low stress is exerted on the binders close to the crack tip, and
a larger stress is present on the binders at the area of the bridging zone where opening
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displacement is the largest. These binders eventually break, or are pulled out near the sur-
face of the material where the binder tows have been weakened due to crimp and damage
during the weaving process. The work done to pull the binder tows out of the composite
also contribute to the enhanced toughening.
Mode I and mode II tests were carried out by Fishpool et al. (2013) using the double
cantilever beam, end loaded split and four-point end notch flexure test methods, and
concluded that the specific weave architecture has some effect of the delamination resistance
of the material, specifically the orthogonal weave was found to be most effective in resisting
delamination propagation in mode I and was found to be comparable to the layer-to-layer
architecture in mode II. In all cases it was found that the angle interlock weave appeared
to be the least effective weave architecture for delamination resistance. It should however
be noted that in the test for mode I delamination, the binder caused twisting in the angle
interlock sample, and so the relatively poor performance could be the result of either the
architecture or the twist.
2.8.7 Short Beam Strength test (ASTM D2344)
The Short Beam Strength test consists of loading a beam that is loaded in a three point
bending configuration, centrally loaded and supported by two supports equidistant from
the central load point. The beam is relatively short compared to the distance between the
supports and the loader, with a span (distance between supports), s, to thickness, t, ratio
of 4. The test setup is illustrated in Figure 2.12.
The loader has a diameter of 6mm and the supports, diameter 3mm. The test is fre-
quently used to evaluate shear strength as the specimens are simple and therefore inexpen-
sive to produce, and the test setup is fairly simple. The short beam specimen configuration
is chosen so that the shear stresses on the transverse plane of the beam will dominate the
stress distribution in the beam. The beam is loaded until fracture occurs, and the fracture
Figure 2.12: Short beam strength test configuration
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load is interpreted as a measure of the interlaminar shear strength of the material. How-
ever, the test is not recognised for design calculations and is simply used for quality control.
This is due to mixed stress states, stress concentrations and high secondary stresses at the
loading points.
Sullivan, Miller, Ouellette and Coffenberry (1998) carried out short beam strength tests
on 3D woven carbon composites through redesigning the specimens to that of a machined
I-Beam cross-section in order to facilitate shear failure in the web section, as previous
interlaminar shear data included failures in compression during flexure. The results indi-
cated substantially higher (85%) ultimate shear strengths and significant (>25%) increase
in proportional limit when comparing 3D woven to 2D laminated composites. It is of the
author's opinion that machining the specimens introduces stress concentrations, compli-
cates the specimen production and introduces much variability in terms of the quality of
the machining on the specimen.
Gerlach et al. (2012) carried out mid-plane shear tests using the double notched spec-
imen test, to ASTM D3846 in which the specimen is notched on alternate sides with a
gauge length in between, then loaded in compression. The specimens were loaded in both
warp and weft directions to investigate the different confinement of the binder tow. When
loaded in the warp direction, the binder tow is confined between weft stuffers and the stress
levels drop lower than that of those tested in the weft direction. This is attributed to the
residual strength left in the binder due to crack bridging. Criticisms of this method are
the notches inducing stress concentrations, and the assumption of a uniform shear stress
across the gauge section. The notches also have the possibility of making the binder tow
discontiguous along the specimen.
Three-point bending tests were also carried out on angle interlocking weave specimens
of 60 × 10 × 2.95 mm with a span between loader and supports of 20 mm. Results showed
delamination prior to compressive failure at the top surface, with linear force-displacement
prior to failure. A difference was observed between warp and weft direction, with a higher
loss in bending stiffness observed in the weft direction specimens and attributed to binder
elongation along the warp direction. Delamination either ran through several layers or was
stopped by the binder.
A major conclusion from this study was a hierarchical modelling approach is required
to provide a generically useful model for the large variety of 3D weaving architectures and
material combinations and suggests the key to numerically predicting the advantages of
any 3D reinforcement on 3D weavings lie in the accurate modelling of the binder deforma-
tion, failure, damage progression and its effect on the materials resistance to delamination
with significant amount of deformation and damage encountered in the binder requires a
robust and stable numerical methodology.
Walter, Subhash, Sankar and Yen (2010) conducted SBS tests and measured the re-
sponse for both orthogonal and angle interlocking 3D weaves of woven glass fibre composite
specimens measuring 50.8 × 25.4 × 6.4 mm and span 35 mm. Findings include the effect
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of the binder tow not only on interlaminar shear strength, but also on the elasticity of the
composite beyond the elastic limit. Microscopic examination of the damaged specimens
showed delamination cracks were arrested by the binder tow, and crack arrest phenom-
ena resulted in a reduction in inter-laminar crack lengths and a higher distribution of the
micro-cracks throughout the 3D composite when compared to an equivalent 2D laminate.
Criticisms of the short beam shear method were also made, noting how the central loader
induces a large contact stress which is likely to cause local damage and crushing of the
specimen if delamination strength is high. Equation 2.1, used to calculate the apparent
Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS), also neglects the effect of concentrated load.
ILSS =
3P
4bt
(2.1)
Where P is the peak load, b is the specimen width and t is the specimen thickness.
Three main types of damage modes were identified in each of the four composite architec-
tures; localized damage beneath the punch, tow cracks along the bottom of the specimen,
and delamination between the various tows and yarns. The localized damage is caused
by the large stress concentration just beneath the central loader, resulting in crushing of
the matrix and fibre damage in the tows. The tensile stress generated at the bottom of
the specimen due to the bending moment was significant enough to cause tensile cracks to
form in both the tows parallel to the warp fibres as well as in the matrix rich regions.
2.8.8 End Notched Flexure (ENF) Test
Mode II delamination resistance can be measured through the End Notched Flexure
test, although this measures fracture toughness GIIc and not interlaminar shear strength.
Pankow, Salvi, Waas, Yen and Ghiorse (2011) carried out such tests on a variety of pro-
prietary 3D orthogonal woven composites and angle weave glass fibre composites. Initial
cracks were inserted into the material through a fine-tooth saw followed by the use of a
knife edge for a finer starting crack. By introducing the crack into the specimen, it is of
the author's opinion that this does not necessarily represent a true measurement of de-
lamination resistance as the quality of the initial cut and the fact that the cut results in a
discontiguous binder tow. Another significant issue with this test method is that there is
currently no standardised method of data analysis for the determination of fracture tough-
ness of a material with crack bridging, and no currently accepted test standard for Mode
II testing.
2.8.9 Other methods
Brandt et al. (1996) stated that in order to determine the interlaminar shear strength, a
new shear strength testing method was necessary, and that it is not possible to generate
interlaminar shear failure by using the short beam bending test. They consequently
developed an all new cut shear test fixture. Limitations however include difficulty in
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testing thin specimens and potentially introducing high stress concentrations at the edges
where the loads are applied.
2.8.10 Five Point Bending Test
The Five Point Bending Test (FPBT) is a development from the short beam strength/three
point bending test in which there are two loading points and three supports. The advan-
tages with this method include simple specimen fabrication, as they do not involve any
notching or edge cracks, an economical testing jig, easy stopping of the test for study-
ing the phenomenon that occur during testing, and the ability for the operator to take
photographs of the specimen during or after failure.
Kim and Dharan (1995) conducted five point bending tests for determining the interlaminar
shear strength of unidirectional composite materials. In this they stated major theoretical
conclusions on the stress states of the short beam shear test:
• The large shear deformation under loading noses cannot be avoided, and is more
severe for orthotropic materials.
• The Euler-Bernoulli hypotheses of beam bending cannot apply to the current ASTM
Short Beam Strength for an exact interlaminar shear strength of the material.
• Modification of test configuration is needed for an accurate determination of the
interlaminar shear strength of uni-directional composites.
They also suggested three general methods for reducing the localised shear deformation
under the loading point:
1. Elimination of anisotropy (or orthotropy) in material properties
2. Variation in specimen cross section
3. Modification of loading configuration
The first suggestion is clearly impossible for the testing of 3D woven composite structures.
The second suggestion has been tried as previously mentioned, through creating machined
I-beam specimens. However this is highly dependent upon machining accuracy, and in-
herently introduces damage to the specimen, along with discontiguity for the binder tows.
The third suggestion is what prompted the study under the five point bending conditions
as it provides the designer with a more flexible test fixture design for shear dominant failure
than does three point bending. Since five-point loading provides a smaller concentrated
force at the middle point on the bottom surface of the beam, the stress concentration in the
zone of the load application can be decreased compared to the one in the current ASTM
SBS test. A properly selected span to height ratio and loading configuration can produce
a uniformly developed shear deformation around the mid-plane of the specimen, analogous
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(a) Stresses through thickness of SBS test (b) Stresses through thickness of 5PB test
Figure 2.13: Comparison of shear stresses through the thickness at the midpoint between
loading nose and support for SBS and FPBT
to that suggested by Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. This comparison is illustrated in Figure
2.13 (adapted from Kim and Dharan (1995) and reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
The main advantage of the five point bending test over the three point bending test is
the loading provides the advantage of subjecting the specimen to both high shear stresses
and minimal bending stresses over a substantial region of the specimen. This translates
to incorporating more binder insertion points between weft tows in the distance between
support and loading nose, allowing enabling the observation of the effect of the binder
tow as a means of physical reinforcement through the thickness, whereas the short beam
strength test is limited to a short span for which it is possible to induce shear failure,
hence only span across one binder tow insertion. This is illustrated in Figures 2.14, 2.15
and 2.16.
Other advantages for the five point bending test method have also been identified in
studies when comparing to ASTM D198 (essentially a three point bending test) when
assessing the measurement of shear properties for structural panels in lumber (Hindman,
Janowiak and Manbeck 2006, Fridley and French 2000). The span to thickness ratio,
(s/t) was varied to investigate sensitivity with regard to the shear strength and was found
to level out and lose influence from the compressive field action of the supports from
a s/t ratio of 6 and above. This supports the conclusion that shear strength can be
obtained over a substantial s/t region, further supported by the Coefficient of Variance
(CV) being significantly lower for five point bending than the ASTM standard, indicating
more consistency in reporting shear strength values and ultimately a more consistent and
reliable test method.
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Load
Shear Force
Bending Moment
Figure 2.14: SBS shear force and bending moment diagram
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Shear Force
Bending Moment
Figure 2.15: FPBT shear force and bending moment diagram
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increased span
Figure 2.16: Diagram showing binder tow path in relation to loading nose and supports
for Short Beam Strength test as span increases
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2.8.11 Digital Image Correlation analysis technique
The DIC technique is non-contact method for visualising strain development for a given re-
gion of interest captured by one or more cameras. The process involves using the camera(s)
to capture a surface with a random/irregular pattern. This is often applied as a spray of
black or white paint to produce good contrast and random distribution of speckles. These
are picked up by the analysis software and the movement between successive captured
video frames interpolated using a pixel mapping. Lighting and contrast levels are very im-
portant for good data. The DIC analysis technique can be used for both two dimensional
and three dimensional deformations if required. It has been used very successfully with
3D woven composites to generate full field strain maps for visualising strain concentrations
around the binder tow path insertions under various loading conditions, and determined
the binding points as the source of failure and crack initiation (Dai, Cunningham, Marshall
and Silva 2015).
2.9 Modelling Multi-axis architecture composites
2.9.1 Modelling scales
Composites can be modelled at a range of scales, ranging from atomic/molecular right up to
full scale structures. They are quite different from metallic materials in that they are made
up of two or more constituent materials, and so the overall material possesses a combina-
tion of the individual material properties. This presents issues when attempting to model
the mechanical behaviour of the overall composite, as each constituent has different moduli
and strength characteristics. A common, and somewhat effective solution is homogenisa-
tion, where the material properties are averaged according to the volume content of the
constituents in the overall material in which they are present, factored accordingly, then
the homogenised material subjected to an iso-stress or iso-strain homogeneous boundary
condition. Bogdanovich (1993) introduced the concept of a meso-volume which he defines
as homogeneous, anisotropic block of composite material with effective elastic properties
determined through volumetrically averaged 3D stress and strain fields computed at a lower
(finer) level of structural hierarchy and application of generalised Hooke's law to the av-
eraged fields, and goes on to state that this meso-volume can be used to represent such
volumes as a relatively large, homogenised section of a composite structural component,
a homogenised assembly of several textile composite unit cells, a single homogenised unit
cell, and a resin impregnated yarn to name a few.
When modelling textile composites, the specific geometry of the textile is very impor-
tant in order to determine their mechanical properties and failure behaviour; particularly
when using numerical means such as Finite Element Analysis as the micromechanical mod-
els for predicting these properties are heavily reliant on good source input data such as
tow geometries, where the shape of the tow cross section, position within the textile, and
tow path. This data is needed together with preform geometric parameters such a fibre
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Figure 2.17: Fibre packing arrangement and packing factors
volume content of tows and the overall fibre volume fraction. Typically, tow cross-sections
are taken as elliptical, lenticular, rectangular, circular or racetrack (Ansar et al. 2011)
The tows themselves have a parameter called fibre packing factor, which is a number
between 0 and 1 to indicate how tightly the fibres are packed together within the tow. There
are two main packing arrangements that are used within numerical studies; rectangular, in
which the fibres are packed in horizontal and vertical rows, and hexagonal in which they
are arranged in staggered rows. The typical packing factors were reported by Archer et al.
(2010) and are illustrated in Figure 2.17 (adapted from Ansar et al. (2011).
The fibres naturally tend to form the hexagonal packing arrangement as it is most the
most efficient packing arrangement, hence the higher packing factor value. The rectangular
packing factor is used when modelling the fibres within the tow, as it can be simpler to
set up and be less computationally expensive when implemented in micro-scale Finite
Element (FE) models, however they do not represent real fibre tows. When numerically
modelling textiles, the finite element analysis (FEA) typically consists of breaking down
the composite structure or material into an assemblage of unit cells interconnected at a
discrete number of nodal points. This unit cell is often a periodic square array of fibres
embedded in a regular pattern within the matrix. If the force-displacement relationship for
a unit cell is known, then this knowledge can be used to evaluate the mechanical properties
of the overall assembled composite structure and then study its mechanical behaviour by
making use of the theory of elasticity, periodical boundary conditions, and a number of
other mechanisms such as damage for example. In order to correctly predict the mechanical
properties of these textile composites, the accuracy of the FEA model, and in particular,
the modelling the fibre geometry within the unit cell is paramount.
Whitcomb (1989) found that the in-plane moduli for plain weave composites decreased
almost linearly with increasing tow waviness, and created large shear strain and normal
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strain concentrations when subjected to uniaxial loading. There are significant challenges
to precisely modelling the very complex microstructure of textile composites, making it
impractical and indeed very computationally expensive, to model every detail of a textile
composite, particularly 3D woven composites. Whitcomb (1991), Whitcomb and Woo
(1993) stated that in order to obtain reasonable predictions of mechanical properties with
minimal analysis effort, computational efficiency is key.
It was suggested by Thompson and Griffin (1992) that an accurate global analysis
that determines the local effect on a gross scale be carried out first, followed by several
local analyses as required. An iterative local/global finite element method was proposed
by Whitcomb (1991) where the coarse global model is used in order to obtain the dis-
placements or forces that feed into appropriate boundary conditions for the local model,
however differences in stiffness results between the local and global models may cause is-
sues. Whitcomb and Woo (1993) used this approach to perform linear and geometrically
non-linear analysis. Woo and Whitcomb (1994) then proposed a new type of finite element
which they refer to as the macro element. The tow path was assumed to be sinusoidal
and the displacement field within the macro element was assumed to be a single field, re-
sulting in potential errors. This new type of element was used in 3 types for the proposed
local/global method, where a coarse microstructure, transitional microstructure and fine
microstructure were used. When looking at the local/global boundary, predictions using
traditional FEM and this new approach however were in poor agreement.
Since modelling each individual fibre is substantially difficult if not impossible, then 3D
FEA approach often models the yarns and matrix within a unit cell with three-dimensional
brick, wedge or tetrahedral elements. Since the fibres follow the yarn path, the yarns can
be modelled as having the properties of a unidirectional composite in conjunction with a
coordinate transformation to determine the properties of a spatial yarn. In this case, the
yarn geometries such as cross-section shape, area, centreline and path need to be defined.
The yarn cross section is often idealised as constant along the centreline of the yarn path
for simplicity in setting up the FEA and meshing.
The FEA of a textile composite can be reduced to a Repeating Unit Cell (RUC) in which
unit cell model is created consisting in parts of fibre tow and matrix. The matrix is modelled
as a homogeneous isotropic material, and the tows as orthotropic with respect to their
corresponding principle axis. The mechanical properties of each tow can be determined
using the properties of the matrix and the fibre, the fibre volume fraction, generalised
Hooke's law for orthotropic materials, and the equations for composite material properties
proposed by Chamis (1983). In order to evaluate the overall material properties for the 3D
woven composite, six independent displacement fields are applied to the unit cell model
respectively, which yield six independent overall uniforms strain fields,
εx = 0.001, εy = 0.001, εz = 0.001, γxy = 0.001, γyz = 0.001, γxz = 0.001
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With which the corresponding engineering constants can be determined using equation 2.2.
{σ¯} = [C¯ij] {ε¯} (2.2)
Where
{σ¯} =
{
σ¯11 σ¯22 σ¯33 σ¯23 σ¯31 σ¯12
}T
(2.2a)
{ε¯} =
{
ε¯11 ε¯22 ε¯33 ε¯23 ε¯31 ε¯12
}T
(2.2b)
[
C¯ij
]
=

C¯11 C¯12 C¯13 C¯14 C¯15 C¯16
C¯21 C¯22 C¯23 C¯24 C¯25 C¯26
C¯31 C¯32 C¯33 C¯34 C¯35 C¯36
C41 C¯42 C¯43 C¯44 C¯45 C¯46
C¯51 C¯52 C¯53 C¯54 C¯55 C¯56
C¯61 C¯62 C¯63 C¯64 C¯65 C¯66

(2.2c)
and where σ¯ij andε¯ij are the average stress and average strain components and C¯ij are the
effective elastic stiffness constants respectively.
As the composite material at unit cell level is homogeneous and orthotropic, this stiff-
ness matrix reduces to
[
C¯ij
]
=

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C21 C22 C23 0 0 0
C31 C32 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C55 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66

(2.3)
The corresponding equation for the iso-strain method is
{ε¯} = [S¯ij] {σ¯} (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (2.4)
Which for a homogeneous and orthotropic composite the compliance matrix reduces to
[
S¯ij
]
=

S11 S12 S13 0 0 0
S21 S22 S23 0 0 0
S31 S32 S33 0 0 0
0 0 0 S44 0 0
0 0 0 0 S55 0
0 0 0 0 0 S66

(2.5)
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Once the compliance matrix is known, the macroscopic elastic properties of the unit cell
can then be calculated from the constants within the matrix as follows.
Ex =
1
S11
, Ey =
1
S22
, Ez =
1
S133
(2.6a)
νxy = νxz = −S12
S11
, νyz = −S23
S22
(2.6b)
Gxy =
1
S44
, Gzx =
1
S55
, Gxy =
1
S66
(2.6c)
2.9.2 Modelling Strategies
The majority of modelling attempts for 3D woven composites are based on the existing
strategies that have been proven for 2D laminated composites, and extended to the third
dimension (the binder tow direction).
Analytical Models
An analytical model was proposed by Kuo and Pon (1997) at the unit cell level, where the
elastic moduli are predicted for all three directions. The tows within the unit cell model are
treated as undulated and spatially oriented solids and the model assumes that the normal
strains within the unit cell are one dimensional as the unit cell deformations are assumed to
be functions of the associated directions. The Poisson's effects were taken into account in an
average manner, and the normal-shear coupling was neglected. Force equilibrium was used
to calculate the normal strain functions from global applied stresses using the geometric
and stiffness data of the tows. The global strain in any particular direction is obtained by
averaging the normal strain functions over the unit cell dimensions, and then the global
strain vector and global applied stress vector are used to obtain the overall stiffness matrix
for the homogenised unit cell. The authors found this model under-predicted the elastic
moduli when compared to experimental results.
A very simple and widely used model called the orientation averaging model has been
used by several researchers Tarnopol'skii, Polyakov and Zhigun (1973) and Yang, Ma and
Chou (1987) for predicting the macroscopic elastic properties of both 2D and 3D woven
composites. This model discretises the composite body into small volume elements in
which all the fibres are aligned and oriented in a specific direction depending upon the tow
in which they represent. Each of these elements are treated as a unidirectional lamina with
transversely isotropic properties, and the overall macroscopic elastic moduli are evaluated
by volume averaging under the iso-stress or iso-strain method, called the Compliance Aver-
aging Method (CAM) and Stiffness Averaging Method (SAM) respectively. It is typically
used to find the upper and lower bounds for the elastic moduli which the experimental
values lie between.
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The orientation averaging model however, does not take into consideration the defects
produced in the woven composite during the weaving process, such as tow waviness. Cox
and Dadkhah (1995) modified this orientation averaging model to incorporate waviness of
the in-plane warp and weft tows. This is done by introducing a stiffness degradation factor,
also known as knockdown factor, so the out-of-plane tow waviness can be taken account
of. They found the out-of-plane was much more important than the in-plane tow waviness,
and so neglected in-plane tow waviness. The knockdown factor η was estimated from
the distribution of the out-of-plane misalignment angles, and is incorporated by simply
substituting E1 → ηE1 and ν12 → ην12 for the tows loaded in the fibre direction. The
authors report significant improvements over the original orientation averaging model.
Huang and Abdi (2006) developed an analytical model based on the orientation averaging
approach and modified laminate theory, whereby the 3D composite is considered as a
laminate and discretised into plies that consist of either warp or weft tows, and have parts
of binder tows passing through them. The stiffness is then evaluated for each ply from the
combination of tows within it, and then the elastic properties of the overall 3D composite
evaluated by the cumulative ply properties. The results produced by the model were found
to be in good agreement with experimental results.
A model based on the rule of mixtures method for prediction of elastic properties
of a 3D orthogonal woven composite was developed by Nagai, Yokoyama, Maekawa and
Hamada (1994) which assumed the unit cell to be a 3D anisotropic volume, where the
material properties vary continuously in the three orthogonal directions. Infinitesimal
volume elements were used to represent any point within the unit cell, corresponding to
fibre, matrix, void etc. and characterised using standard elasticity theory and averaged
over the entire space. The rule of mixtures was used to derive the fundamental formulae
for elastic and shear moduli, and Poisson's ratio, in all three directions. This model
was validated experimentally, although it did not consider the weave architecture and its
corresponding effects on the overall material, such as crimp.
Tan, Tong and Steven (1998), Tan, Tong and Steven (1999a), Tan, Tong and Steven
(1999b) proposed several analytical models in which the structure is discretised into assem-
blies of micro-blocks. These micro-blocks consist of one of two types of material, namely
resin and fibre tow, assembled in the x-, y- and z- directions, separately called theX-model,
Y -model and Z-model respectively. The composite Repeating Volume Element (RVE) is
segmented into these micro-blocks, with the two materials being resin impregnated binder,
warp or weft tows, and assembled according to a combination of the X-, Y - and Z- models
to form the XY Z-model, Y XZ-model, ZXY -model or ZY X-model, so the XY Z model
assembles in the x-, y- then z- direction according to the X-, Y - and Z-models respectively.
These models have been shown to agree well with experimental results (Brandt, Drechsler,
Mohamed and Gu 1992, Tan, Tong and Steven 2001) however, it is not understood which
one model amongst these are beneficial over the others for different conditions. Zuorong,
Shouwen, Xiqiao, Lu and Ye (2002) assembled a unit cell and presented an analytical
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model also based on this method, achieving good agreement with experimental results
when looking at a 3D orthogonal woven composite.
Similar to the above models, Naik, Azad, Prasad and Thuruthimattam (2001), Naik,
Azad and Prasad (2002), Naik and Sridevi (2002) developed an analytical model based
on volume averaging to estimate the elastic properties of 3D woven orthogonal and angle
weave composites. This model consists of two levels of discretisation. In the first level, the
RVE is discretised into sections that are perpendicular to the loading direction, followed
by discretising these elements further into elements in the transverse directions. The
elements can consist of either spatially oriented tows, or pure matrix. The second level
involves discretising the elements further into sub-sections, which are further discretised
into sub-elements, which consist of either pure matrix, or resin impregnated fibre regions.
Elasticity theory is used to calculate the elastic moduli of the sub elements, followed by
calculation of the elastic properties of the representative volume element by using the iso-
stress assumption at the section and sub-section levels, and iso-strain assumption at the
element and sub-element level.
In another technique similar to the one used by Naik et al., Wu, Brown and Davies
(2002) discretised a composite representative volume element into orthotropic slices or lay-
ers, and then into strips or elements, each consisting of fibres and matrix, and treated as
a unidirectional lamina. The iso-stress assumption was employed when calculating trans-
verse material properties, and the iso-strain assumption for the fibre direction. Buchanan,
Grigorash, Archer, McIlhagger, Quinn and Stewart (2010) improved upon this model by
refining the method used to determine the volume fractions following the method presented
in his earlier paper Buchanan, Grigorash, Quinn, McIlhagger and Young (2010) as Wu et
al., previously assumed rectangular cross-section of the tows, hence produced values that
were higher than the experimental values measured.
The Modified Matrix Method (MMM) was proposed by Tarnopol'skii et al. (1973) and
used by Abolin'sh (1966) to predict the elastic properties of an elastic material reinforced
in two directions. This was further extended by Yushanov, Bogdanovich and Mohamed
(1999) to what is known as the Generalised Modified Matrix Method (GMMM) in order
to predict the elastic properties of 3D orthogonal woven composites. This is done by
considering the fibres aligned in the 1-direction as embedded in an isotropic matrix, the
fibres in the 2-direction as embedded in a transversely isotropic homogeneous matrix with
plane of isotropy 2-3, and the fibres along the 3-directions as embedded into a homogeneous
orthotropic matrix consisting of two mutually orthogonal planes of isotropy, the 1-3 and
2-3 planes. This method results in the elements within the compliance matrix that can
subsequently be used to calculate the overall material properties. The authors found good
agreement for E1 and E2 but a lower value for E3. A study of the effect of yarn waviness
was also carried out through the use of stochastic methods and parametric studies as an
attempt to simulate the effects of manufacturing the 3D woven composite on the elastic
moduli of the final composite.
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Numerical Models
The effects of manufacturing on the overall woven composite such as tow waviness and
fibre crimp can only really be modelled analytically through the use of stochastic methods.
However, Cox et al. (1994) and Xu, Cox, McGlockton and Carter (1995) developed a nu-
merical model, called the Binary Method, the goal of which was to provide the simplest
possible formulation of such computational model which emphases is placed on realistic
representation of the pattern of reinforcing tows, random irregularity of tow positioning,
randomness of the strength of constituent elements, and the mechanics of stress redistribu-
tion around sites of local failure. In this model, the tows are modelled using two node line
elements and eight node iso-parametric solid elements, called effective medium elements.
This is because the line elements represent the axial stiffness of the tows, and all other
properties, such as transverse stiffness, shear stiffness and Poisson's effect of the tow are
represented by these effective medium elements. The binder tows however are modelled as
spring elements with an effective stiffness in the thickness direction. The configuration of
the node pattern represents the weave architecture of the woven composite. The mechani-
cal response of this model is calculated using FEM and predicted the in-plane macroscopic
elastic properties of the 3D woven composites to acceptable accuracy Ansar et al. (2011).
The greatest benefit of this method is the significantly reduced computational effort re-
quired to perform this FEA, as the tows are simply represented by one-dimensional line
elements. The main issues occur when evaluating the transverse properties as they are en-
tirely dependent upon the correct material properties for the effective medium elements as
they are the only elements in this model that can respond to transverse loads. Stochastic
analysis was conducted on the locations of the nodes for the binder tows and the stiffness
of the line elements to simulate tow waviness and random damage within the fibre tows.
This model was extended by McGlockton, Cox and McMeeking (2003) to deal with non-
linearity due to distributed damages such as shear load transfer around tow breaks and
tow pull-out, and micro cracking as an attempt at studying the strength characteristics.
Another approach for analysing the effects of manufacturing damage and tow waviness
is to carry out virtual testing via a full scale FEA. Kim, Lee, Shin and Tong (2001),
Kim, Ji and Paik (2008), Lee, Chung, Shin and Kim (2005) carried out such an analysis
in which the 3D orthogonal woven composite was discretised into a repeating volume
element unit structure consisting of solid 3D elements that were considered as transversely
isotropic solids for the tows, and homogeneous isotropic for the resin. The full FE model
was built by assembling these RVEs in both the warp and weft directions, and elastic
properties determined by average stress divided by average strain, each obtained via volume
integration over the entire volume of the FE model.
When assembling FE models that use RVEs or Unit Cells (UC), periodical boundary
conditions (PBC) must be employed to ensure under translational symmetrical transfor-
mation, the stress and strain are identical in any two corresponding points in two unit
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cells across the entire model. Wang, Wang, Zhou and Zhou (2007) carried out a mi-
cro/macro FEA to predict the elastic properties of a 3D orthogonal woven composite using
this method via multipoint constraints in MSC Patran/Nastran FE software. The FE
models were used to predict the elastic properties of the tows, and then the unit cell. In
this method, a combination of three types of element were used; four node linear tetragonal
elements, eight node brick elements and six node wedge elements. Six independent global
deformations are applied to execute the analysis in order to populate the compliance ma-
trix, from which the elastic properties can subsequently be calculated using equations 2.6a,
2.6b, and 2.6c. The textile geometry pre-processor developed by Lin, Zeng, Sherburn, Long
and Clifford (2012) automates this process and has been used by Potter, Pinho, Robinson,
Iannucci and McMillan (2012) to accurately represent fibre misalignment and changes in
tow cross-section due to crimp.
2.9.3 Strength analysis
Strength analysis is very important when considering the potential applications of 3D
woven composites as full scale experimental testing can be extremely expensive and time
consuming. It is important to simulate damage within 3D woven composites to gain an
understanding of the failure modes and limitations of weave architectures for example,
in order to utilise the optimum weave architecture for the specific design requirement.
Strength analysis studies have been carried out for 3D orthogonal woven composites by
a number of researchers, at both micro- and meso-scale including Tong, Tan and Steven
(2002) who used a curved beam model to investigate the effect of tow waviness on the
ultimate strength of the composite based on the maximum stress concentration in the fibre
tow, and found the failure stress in the weft direction was significantly affected by the span
length and amplitude of the weft tow waviness through a parametric study. Structural
models to predict strength of 3D orthogonal woven composites include those proposed by
Nagai, Yokoyama, Maekawa and Hamada (1995) in which micro-mechanical FEA of a unit
cell is carried out and the results fed into a discretised structure various homogeneous
unit cells possessing orthogonal anisotropic non-linear material properties. Tan, Tong and
Steven (2000) presented a macro/micro analytical model in which the failure strength
is evaluated based on the iso-strain assumption and maximum stress failure criterion as
the macroscopic loads were transferred at the micro level in order to identify the failure.
They found good agreement for longitudinal failure strength, but attributed the slight
mismatch for transverse failure strength to the presence of waviness of the weft tows in the
manufactured test specimens.
Other attempts at compressive strength analysis using full FE models were carried out
by Quek, Waas, Shahwan and Agaram (2004), Song, Waas, Shahwan, Xiao and Faruque
(2007), Song, Waas, Shahwan, Faruque and Xiao (2008), and Huang and Waas (2009).
These models made use of unit cell and RVE approach to modelling the resin and fibre
tow geometries through solid tetrahedral and hexahedral continuum elements. Song et al.
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(2008) found that the computational time to generate results increases dramatically when
extending the analysis to use more than one unit cell; a considerable disadvantage when
trying to model at the structural level.
An alternative, simpler approach was presented by Bogdanovich (2006) in what is
known as the Mosaic model at the RVE level to predict failure of 3D orthogonal woven
composites. This model consists of matrix blocks and unidirectional composite lamina
blocks oriented in warp, fill and thickness directions. Iso-stress or iso-strain conditions are
enforced to apply stress or displacement controlled loading to the matrix and composite
lamina blocks, and failure is identified by using the maximum stress failure criterion for
tensile, compressive and shear failure modes. The analysis is carried out in cycles where a
property degradation factor of 0.1 is applied to reduce the elastic moduli, Poisson's ratios
and shear moduli according to the respective criterion when failure is identified. The
main advantages of the Mosaic model are that all details of the individual yarn centreline
curvatures, cross-sectional shapes, yarn interlacing in the cross-over regions etc., do not
need to be explicitly addressed as they do in the full FE analyses described previously. Also,
unit cells can be reduced to 1/4 or 1/8th of the full unit cell taking advantage of the close to
symmetry conditions with respect to the x-, y- and z- planes. The limitations of this model
however involve the application of the reduced material properties after failure occurs, in
that each material block can experience only one failure occurrence corresponding to each
failure mode, and progressive failure analysis results may strongly depend on the quality
of the initial discretisation of the composite into its constituent material blocks.
Another multi-scale modelling approach was carried out by Jia, Xia and Gu (2012)
in which the mechanical properties and damage mechanisms of surface layer and interior
layer fields for 3D orthogonal woven composite were investigated through the voxel method
of discretisation (Kim and Swan 2003) and periodical boundary conditions as presented
by Xia, Zhang and Ellyin (2003) The damage patterns and procedure for meso- RUC
were determined by the properties of its constituents, the meso-structure, and the loading
cases applied, and a new elastic material model with damage propagation was defined
with the user-defined material subroutine (UMAT) within the commercial FE software
ABAQUS/Standard, and cracks modelled with the so-called smeared crack approach.
They found the cracks initiate in the resin rich L channels of the binder yarns and
propagate to the zone between warp and weft yarn layers.
The voxel technique was also used by Green, Matveev, Long and Hallett (2013) in which
various geometrical models of a complex orthogonal 3D woven composite were assessed
and a continuum damage model for elastic and failure analysis was employed. Geometric
assumptions used in the idealised models showed to have significant implications for the
stiffness and in particular the strength predictions, and produced more accurate results.
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2.10 Literature Review Conclusion
Existing test standards for laminates and new methods for measuring interlaminar shear
strength and delamination resistance have been presented along with criticisms and lim-
itations of the methods employed. The need for a new, inherent damage free method
for evaluating this material property has been presented, and the five point bending test
method supported with evidence from studies on unidirectional and lumber composites as
a likely candidate for a reliable test method. Both analytical and numerical methods have
been summarised in the literature review. Analytical methods are effective for quick and
relatively simple estimations of material properties for 3D woven composites, however they
often necessitate the use of stochastic methods to simulate weaving defects that arise from
manufacturing, either during weaving or consolidation. The number of simulations for such
methods to achieve statistically viable information may be prohibitively large and so the
numerical method for modelling such parameters can be a more effective method as the
detail of the weave architecture, and associated tow parameters can be easily accounted
for or modified within the numerical FEA. Damage progression is impossible to simulate
in the analytical models and so the numerical approaches are most suited.
The limitations with the FEA models however appear to be how the accuracy of the
estimation of the overall composite material properties is dependent upon good input data
for tow path, cross-section, and crimp if applicable, or accounted for within the respective
model, particularly with the reliance on the rule of mixtures calculations to generate input
data, for example, the shear properties of the Binary model are entirely reliant on the
rule of mixtures assumption. Homogenisation of the RVEs or Unit Cells appears to be the
main issue with respect to the transfer of strength information as micro-mechanical models
are used to calculate failure properties of the respective weave architectures, which when
homogenised, lose some information when placed into the meso-scale models such as local
stress concentrations within the tows. Failure analysis can still be carried out using the
homogenised micro-scale unit cell or RVE models, however inevitably the failure mechanism
may be different given that the scale of inspection is now larger. So for example, tensile fibre
rupture would be represented by an entire failed element. This is also heavily dependent
upon the discretisation scheme used to break down the composite into its constituents and
model them effectively. The more accurate models tend to require higher computational
times due to the increased complexity of the models or sufficient level of mesh refinement
required to capture the material properties effectively in the homogenised model.
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In the paper by Gerlach et al. (2012), the authors state that it is especially challenging
to develop data sets that are of sufficient comprehensiveness to serve as a reference for a
constitutive model development. This is due to several reasons including
1. The full anisotropy of 3D weaves, requiring characterisation in all six normal and
shear directions
2. Their complex failure and damage behaviour
3. The difficulty in experimentally characterising the out of plane properties
4. The requirement for complementary experimental data of the 3D weave constituents
matrix and fibre
They also state that a hierarchical modelling approach is required to provide a generically
useful material model for the large variety of 3D weaving architectures and material combi-
nations, and most importantly, that the key to numerically predicting the advantages of any
3D reinforcement on 3D weavings lies in the accurate modelling of the binder deformation,
failure, damage progression and its effect on the materials resistance to delamination.
The advantages of the voxel meshing technique over the tetrahedral meshing scheme
is that there is no need for a fine layer of resin matrix between adjacent tows to prevent
meshing issues, as each tow is discretised as a block with assumed perfect interface. The
assurance of mirrored nodes on all faces is a useful by-product of the regular voxel structure,
allowing more efficient implementation of nodal constraint boundary conditions. Potter
et al. (2012) listed a number of benefits for the voxel technique, including the possibility
to automate mesh generation due to the regularity of the mesh; the ease and possibility
to automate application of boundary conditions due to the regularity of node distribution
at the boundary and the ease of automation of including defects and deformities within
weaves. They also identified that full automation of model generation at the meso-scale
level together with a multi-scale framework make it possible to analyse components at
a macroscopic scale, while being efficient and retaining the required details of the meso-
structure, and hence this will be the method used for this research towards producing an
effective multi-scale modelling method.
Overall, the need for a robust test method that is both notch-free and can induce shear
dominated failure due to out of plane loading over a large span is required. The Five Point
Bending Test has been identified as having the potential to satisfy this requirement.
The DIC technique has been identified as a method by which the failure and damage
progression can be viewed, and has had great success in previous work with failure of 3D
woven composites.
The most appropriate modelling method to simulate shear failure has been identified
as the Mosaic Modeling Method due to its relatively low node and element count, and its
adaptability for potential use in larger, structural scale components.
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3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter identified that a notch-free testing method is required in order to
successfully evaluate the shear failure and post failure load-displacement response of 3D
woven composite structures, in particular the influence of the through the thickness rein-
forcement that the binder tow provides. This chapter is the first of three chapters detailing
the experimental investigation of out of plane loading for 3D woven composite structures
and focuses on the existing Short Beam Strength (SBS) test method, carried out according
to ASTM D2344. The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the suitability of the SBS test
method for inducing shear failure via out of plane loading and highlight the shortcomings
specifically related to the use of this test with 3D woven composites by evaluating a range
of span to thickness ratios that cover multiple binder tow insertions (z-reinforcements) in
order to establish the ability for this test to produce the shear dominated failure over a
wide test span. The limitations for use specifically on 3D woven composites are demon-
strated as unsuitable for use in the bottom step of the test pyramid. This results in the
necessity for developing an alternative test method, described in detail in Chapter 4, that
can better meet this requirement.
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A brief overview of the weaving process is described along with the specific manu-
facturing, preparation and set up of the test specimens for use with the Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) analysis and test procedure.
3.2 Manufacturing
3.2.1 Weaving
The fabric preforms were woven at M. Wright and Sons LTD on a Muller NC2-S machine.
The fabric width is limited by the size and capability of the machine to 80mm. Two weave
architectures were manufactured; orthogonal weave (used in this chapter and chapter 4),
and angle weave (discussed in chapter 5).
The orthogonal weave passes the binder tow through the full thickness of the specimen
after each weft insertion, whereas the angle weave architecture steps the binder tow up
or down after each weft insertion. The edges along the length of the fabric preforms
are held together with Dyneema thread. Tow specifications are listed in table 3.1. The
manufactured composite architectures and method are identical to those used in the work
by Dai (2014), referred to as W-1 for the orthogonal weave architecture, and W-3 for
the angle weave architecture respectively.
Table 3.1: Carbon fibre tows and tow types
Tow Fibre Tow count
Warp IMS5131 24K
Weft HTA49E13 2x 6K
Binder Toray T300 1K
3.2.2 Dry fibre preform infusion
Five dry fabric preforms, labelled A through E were cut to lengths of 350 mm and placed
adjacently into a closed aluminium mould tool with a 400 x 400 x 10 mm cavity, seen in
Figure 3.1. The warp tows run parallel to the flow direction to aid infusion. The surfaces
of the mould tool are coated in Chemlease 41-90 to ensure ease of removal of the moulded
composite panel. Dry glass fibre fabric strips are used to fill in any remaining spaces
within the mould tool, particularly around the outlet to aid smooth resin flow and avoid
racetracking, shown in Figure 3.2. Slight compaction during resin infusion is desired to
improve mechanical performance. The dry fabric has nominal thickness 3.1 mm, and the
final 3 mm composite panel thickness was achieved through the use of an 8 mm thick
silicone sheet intensifier (used to evenly distribute compaction force) and 1 mm silicone
frame shim, seen in Figure 3.3. The resin used in the infusion process was the Gurit Prime
20LV epoxy resin system, consisting of two parts; resin and hardener. A Hypaject MKIII
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Table 3.2: Fibre volume fractions, Vf for each tow type
Tow Type Vf (%)
Warp 27.27
Weft 21.10
Binder 1.04
Overall 49.86
Resin Transfer System is used and shown in Figure 3.4. The resin mixture was loaded into
the homogeniser and warmed to 30◦C, then degassed to reduce viscosity to approximately
0.13 Pa · s. The entire closed mould tool and injection hose are also heated to 30◦C, and
heated resin injected into the closed mould tool at 1 bar pressure, and cavity evacuated
to -0.8 bar. Once the mould tool is filled with resin, the outlet tubes are closed off and
injection pressure increased to 1.5 bar for a further 5 minutes in order to minimise dry spots
or voids. Curing then takes place at 50◦C for a total time of 16 hours. As the material,
weave architecture and manufacturing method were identical to used in the work of Dai
(2014), Fibre volume fractions for the orthogonal weave cured composite panel obtained
using the resin burn off method as per ASTM D3171 and calculated using Equation 3.1
are displayed in Table 3.2.
Vf =
mf/ρf
(mc −mf )/ρr +mf/ρf (3.1)
Where ρf and ρr are the densities of the fibre and matrix in kg/m
3 given in the manu-
facturer data sheet; and mc and mf the mass in kg of the whole composite sample and
residual carbon fibres respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Mould tool cavity
Figure 3.2: Dry fabric preforms in mould tool
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Figure 3.3: Silicone intensifier and frame shim
Figure 3.4: Hypaject MK III Resin Transfer System
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3.2.3 Specimen preparation
The cured panel can be seen in Figure 3.5. This was then marked up using a paint marker
for cutting the specimens to the required size of 75 x 15 mm using a wet saw. A cut
specimen can be seen in Figure 3.6. Each of the five cured fabric strips labelled A to E
were further divided up into specimen numbers from 1 to 12 with exception of 9 from
the strip labelled C due to the resin inlet port shortening the effective area available for
extracting specimens.
Specimens can only be cut from the central portion of each cured fabric strip due to
the inherent degradation in weave architecture quality at the edges due to the weaving
process. It should be noted that a dry spot did form below the central section of the panel,
on fabric strip C however this was out of the region in which specimens were extracted.
The specimens were then placed into a bags labelled A through E to indicate which
fabric strip they originated from, and to allow for randomness across the entire panel when
selecting specimens for testing, ensuring not all specimens used in a specific test set are all
taken from the same fabric strip, acting to mitigate manufacturing variability between the
woven fabric strips.
Each specimen was then masked, exposing only the side face seen by the camera during
testing. This face is painted with white matte primer paint, followed by a fine speckle
pattern with Tamiya XF-01 flat matte black paint applied using an Iwata Custom Micron
airbrush. The applied speckle pattern is a necessary requirement for using the DIC analysis
technique. The speckle pattern as observed by the camera used within the DIC system
setup can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.5: Marked, cured panel ready for cutting
Figure 3.6: Sample specimen cut to size
Figure 3.7: Side of specimen with speckle pattern applied, as seen by the camera system
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3.3 Test fixture
A fully adjustable test fixture was designed and manufactured for the Instron 8870 testing
machine fitted with a 25 kN load cell. The fixture was designed in order to minimise set up
and change over times between test configurations, and possess the ability to change the
setup without powering down. A CAD drawing of the test fixture for the SBS is illustrated
in Figure 3.8. The loading nose has diameter 6 mm and the supports 3 mm in compliance
with the ASTM D2344 test specification to which the tests were conducted. The loading
nose was aligned central to the test machine crosshead, with supports spaced equidistant
from the centreline according to the required test span. The tests were conducted for spans
of 6, 9, 12 and 15 mm, which translate to span to thickness (s/t) ratios of 2, 3, 4 and 5 as
the specimens are nominally 3 mm thick.
Figure 3.8: CAD drawing of test fixture in Short Beam Strength configuration
3.3.1 Digital Image Correlation equipment set up
The specimens were carefully placed in the fixture with the centre of the specimen aligned
with the loading nose, and supports equidistant from the centreline. A set square was
used to ensure perpendicularity with the loading noses to the edges of the specimen. Fibre
optic illumination was used to illuminate the region of interest on the specimen, required
for even and diffuse lighting, and care taken not to create any shadows that may interfere
with the visibility of the speckle pattern. This can be seen in Figure 3.9.
The DIC system consists of the LaVision DaViS DIC software, with a 12-bit E-Lite CCD
Camera and macro lens. Loading rate was set to a linear 2 mm/min, with load-displacement
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data captured at 5 Hz to allow for more data points, particularly in order to capture the
failure event and images captured at 1 frame per second throughout the mechanical test.
The camera lens was positioned to fill the frame and Field of View (FOV) as much as
possible during each test. For s/t ratios of 2 and 3, the FOV covers the entire distance
between supports. For the remaining s/t ratios, it was only possible to record one half of
the specimen (between loading nose and outer support) due to the inability to resolve the
speckle pattern required for DIC analysis. The speckles should be random, and cover a
minimum of 4 pixels as captured by the camera to enable accurate processing, hence the
use of a 100 mm macro lens, focussed manually to avoid drift or any variation in focus plane
during recording. The aperture of the lens was adjusted to allow for maximum dynamic
range according to the DaViS capture software. A single frame with zero load is captured,
then the specimen moved laterally by around 0.5 mm, and another frame subsequently
captured. Analysis is then run to demonstrate there is zero strain, and only displacement,
ensuring the capturing system is set up correctly. The correlation mode is set to relative
to first to ensure calculations are processed from an initial image of the unloaded specimen
with subsequent frames as loading nose displacement increases. Processing is carried out
using the 2D Vector analysis feature of the software, where a region of interest is selected
as the rectangle between the loading nose and support, covering as much of the height of
the specimen as possible. A seed point is then placed in the centre of the rectangle from
which calculations are made. Displacement calculation settings vary depending on the
field of view and region of interest captured by the camera as the span increases, though
typically begin with a subset size of 121 and step size of 20, indicating the number of pixels
used. The calculation mode is set to accurate with both outlier and smoothing filters
applied with default settings.
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Figure 3.9: Test fixture in Short Beam Strength configuration with illuminated specimen
3.4 Testing
3.4.1 Test plan
The SBS test was conducted for the orthogonal weave architecture for spans of 6, 9, 12
and 15 mm, corresponding to span/thickness ratios of 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Each
s/t ratio test was repeated 5 times, with a random sample picked from bag A through to
E for each repeat, i.e. the first test conducted on a specimen from bag A, the fourth was
conducted on a specimen from bag D.
This procedure allowed 20 tests in total for this configuration, ensuring samples for
each specific s/t ratio test were selected across all 5 of the cured fabric strips, and hence
picked randomly across the manufactured composite panel and not from a single fabric
strip.
A 2mm/minute linear displacement rate for the loading nose ensures quasi-static test
conditions, so no dynamic behaviours need to be accounted for in terms of rate dependency.
The tests are considered as small displacement as maximum displacement was set to 3 mm.
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Table 3.3: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 2
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A3 14.69 3.08
B8 15.47 2.94
C6 15.07 3.02
D4 15.19 3.10
E9 14.48 2.91
Table 3.4: Maximum loads and shear stresses for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 2
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa)
A3 2.651 0.0439
B8 2.999 0.0495
C6 2.681 0.0442
D4 2.628 0.0419
E9 2.694 0.0480
Average 2.731 0.0455
CoV (%) 5.58 6.87
3.5 Results and discussion
3.5.1 Span/thickness ratio = 2
Figure 3.10a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the SBS
test with s/t = 2. The equivalent interlaminar shear stress can be calculated using
Equation 2.1 (repeated below), using dimensions from Table 3.3 and are plotted in Figure
3.10b. This takes into account the variation in specimen thickness and width between test
repeats.
ILSS =
3P
4bt
(2.1 revisited)
The average maximum load achieved is 2.731 kN, with a coefficient of variance 5.58%. All
of the initial load drops occur at around 0.4 mm displacement. The sharp load drop that
takes place after maximum load is reached is indicative of shear failure, and range from 13
- 31%, with an average load drop of 23%. Load recovery is seen in each test specimen as
the load increases again after the initial failure event, indicating either crack bridging or
delayed crack opening. The shear stress-displacement plots in Figure 3.10b show a larger
spread in maximum shear stress reached, indicated by a coefficient of variance 6.87%. The
results are summarised in Table 3.4.
The DIC analysis for this set of tests has a field of view and region of interest that
includes both supports with the loading nose at the centre of the image captures. The axes
show location in mm and colourbar the shear strain, εxz. Figures 3.11a and 3.11b show the
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 3.10: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots for SBS tests with
s/t = 2
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shear strains at maximum load and immediately after failure respectively for specimen B8.
It can clearly be seen that shear strain concentrates in two distinct bands above and below
a the central warp tow, where shear failure occurs. This is shown in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b
where the micrograph of a representative weave structure is overlaid as a transparency on
the strain distribution plot from the DIC analysis for specimen B8. Strain concentrations
that follow the binder tow can also clearly be seen in Figure 3.12a and particularly for
specimen E9 in Figure 3.14b where the shear concentration band stops abruptly upon
meeting a binder tow. This is characteristic of crack bridging and is supported by the
hypothesis that the binder tow acts to prevent crack propagation in shear by deflecting
the crack direction and is evidence of the mechanical reinforcement working to support
the structure after shear failure as the load begins to increase in a load recovery phase,
seen from a displacement of 0.475 mm onwards. The load then peaks and proceeds to
fall gradually again indicating a crushing/matrix cracking failure as the load decrease is
very gradual. The strain values for specimens post failure are only indicative of shear
failure and do not represent true shear strain as the structure at this point is no longer
contiguous. The DIC analysis was primarily used in order to obtain a strain distribution
map of the specimen through the thickness and highlight areas of strain concentration and
failure locations. All of the DIC analyses for SBS tests can be seen in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.11: DIC Analyses of specimen B8 pre and post failure, s/t = 2
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(a) Pre-failure, with overlay
(b) Post-failure, with overlay
Figure 3.12: DIC Analyses with overlay of specimen B8 pre and post failure, s/t = 2
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Figure 3.13: DIC Analyses of specimen E9 pre and post failure, s/t = 2
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(a) Pre-failure, with overlay
(b) Post-failure, with overlay
Figure 3.14: DIC Analyses with overlay of specimen E9 pre and post failure, s/t = 2
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3.5.2 Span/thickness ratio = 3
Figure 3.15a shows the load-displacement plot for the five specimens under the SBS test
with s/t = 3. The equivalent interlaminar shear stress (the composite is not strictly a
laminate) can be calculated as before using Equation 2.1, using dimensions from Table 3.5.
With the increase to s/t = 3 the results are quite different from those of s/t = 2 in
that there is very little or no load recovery after peak load has been reached. The load-
displacement plots show a gradual failure as they do not have sharp or sudden drops in
load. This gradual failure indicates brittle and/or flexural failure prior to or in combination
with shear failure. This sequence of gradual failure can be seen in Figures 3.16a - 3.17c
and is represented on the load-displacement plot in Figure 3.15a by the non-smooth curves
prior to reaching peak load. The D11 specimen clearly fails primarily in flexure indicated
by the strain concentration on the side opposite the contact point of the loading nose,
at 6.6 mm along the specimen. The successive load drops and load recoveries indicate
shear failure on multiple planes, as seen in Figure 3.17c. A combination of failure modes
can also be identified for specimen E1 in Figures 3.18a and 3.18b with evidence of both
shear, and matrix cracking failure under the loading nose, although it is evident from the
load-displacement plot that the matrix cracking failure is gradual and occurs prior to the
shear failure indicated by a sharp load drop. The shear band indicating shear failure in
specimen E1 in Figure 3.18b is approximately 5 mm long, and so would pass through the
binder tow at some point. This large strain value of 0.24 indicates that, particularly after
the initial failure in flexure, that this shear failure could be a result more due to opening
crack propagation (Mode I) than the desired shear/sliding (Mode II) mode for failure
and crack propagation. The crack is also bridged by a binder tow at 13.5 mm along the
Table 3.5: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 3
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A7 15.26 3.00
B2 15.00 2.73
C5 15.32 2.80
D11 15.75 3.10
E1 15.37 2.85
Table 3.6: Maximum loads and shear stresses for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 3
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa)
A7 2.579 0.0423
B2 2.262 0.0414
C5 2.334 0.0408
D11 2.719 0.0418
E1 2.034 0.0348
Average 2.386 0.0402
CoV (%) 11.3 7.60
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Figure 3.15: Load-Displacement and Shear-stress displacement plots for SBS tests
with s/t = 3
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(a) Pre- initial failure of specimen D11 at 0.63 mm displacement
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(b) Post- initial failure of specimen D11 at 0.64 mm displacement
Figure 3.16: DIC analysis pre and post initial failure of specimen D11, s/t = 3
specimen indicated by another band of strain concentration that appears approximately
the height of a warp tow from around 13.8 mm to the edge of the recorded ROI. The
averaged maximum load and maximum shear stress achieved are 2.386 kN and 0.0402 GPa
with coefficient of variance values 11.3% and 7.6% respectively. All DIC analyses for SBS
tests can be seen in Appendix A.
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(a) DIC analysis post- secondary load drop of specimen D11 at 0.69 mm displacement
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(b) DIC analysis pre- tertiary load drop of specimen D11 at 0.77 mm displacement
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(c) DIC analysis post- tertiary load drop of specimen D11 at 0.78 mm displacement
Figure 3.17: DIC analyses of successive load drops for specimen D11, s/t = 3
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Figure 3.18: DIC analysis pre and post failure of specimen E1, s/t = 3
3.5.3 Span/thickness ratio = 4
Figure 3.19a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the SBS
test with s/t = 4. The equivalent shear interlaminar shear stress can be calculated as
before using Equation 2.1, using dimensions from Table 3.7.
As the span increases again with s/t = 4, it can be seen that the failure no longer
occurs in a distinct, clearly defined manner, with each test showing a gradual failure over
a displacement of 0.1 - 0.2 mm once maximum load has been achieved, followed by a
sudden load drop. The average maximum load achieved is 1.941 kN and average maximum
Table 3.7: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 4
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A10 15.09 3.20
B7 15.39 3.05
C8 15.72 2.98
D5 15.68 2.79
E6 14.46 2.79
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Figure 3.19: Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for SBS tests
with s/t = 4
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Table 3.8: Maximum loads and shear stresses for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 4
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa)
A10 2.053 0.0319
B7 1.994 0.0319
C8 2.060 0.0330
D5 1.785 0.0306
E6 1.815 0.0337
Average 1.941 0.0322
CoV (%) 6.80 3.72
stress 0.0322 GPa, with coefficient of variance 6.8% and 3.72% respectively. Although the
coefficient of variance values are approximately half those found in the previous set of tests
for s/t = 3, the indication is that this specific s/t ratio predominantly induces flexural
failure with little or no evidence of shear failure. Load recovery is evident after large load
drops, however this can be attributed to warp tow tensioning once the surrounding matrix
has cracked and failed in flexure. The field of view for the DIC analyses used in this set of
tests has changed with the loading nose at the top left of the images, and support at the
bottom right. This was to ensure the speckle pattern was visible by the system in order for
successful strain mapping. Figures 3.20a and 3.21a clearly show strain concentrations near
the loading nose and support locations at maximum load, and flexural/matrix cracking
failure in Figures 3.20b and 3.21b under the loading nose. There are no clear indicators of
shear failure from the DIC analyses of these specimens.
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Figure 3.20: DIC analysis pre and post failure of specimen C8, s/t = 4
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Figure 3.21: DIC analysis pre and post failure of specimen E6, s/t = 4
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3.5.4 Span/thickness ratio = 5
Figure 3.22a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five specimens under the SBS test
with s/t = 5. The equivalent interlaminar shear stress can be calculated as before using
Equation 2.1, using dimensions from Table 3.9.
With the largest span tested at s/t = 5, the average maximum load achieved is 1.553
kN and average maximum stress 0.0322 GPa, with coefficient of variance 7.03% and 5.33%
respectively. Load drops do occur, although not always immediately after maximum load
is achieved. This is indicative of flexure/matrix cracking failure directly as opposed to the
mix of failure observed in some of the previous tests with s/t = 4. There is some evidence of
load recovery, however this occurs after the initial flexural/matrix cracking failure and can
be attributed to warp tow tensioning as the matrix surrounding the tows has failed locally
in the centre of the specimen, under the loading nose. This behaviour is most evident in
test D3 where the specimen clearly fails in matrix cracking prior to shear. It should be
noted that the missing data in this region (white patches) is due to excessive distortion
resulting in the DIC system unable to resolve the speckle pattern in this small localised
region and calculate strain. Shear failure does eventually occur in some of the tests and
can clearly be seen in test D3 where after a period of load recovery a second sharp, almost
instantaneous drop in load occurs. This is characteristic of pure shear failure and Figures
3.23c and 3.23d show the DIC analysis just before and just after this second load drop
at around 1.35 mm displacement for specimen D3, after the initial matrix cracking failure
indicated by the first load drop at 0.95 mm displacement.
Table 3.9: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 5
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A2 14.94 2.80
B5 15.17 2.83
C9 14.84 2.97
D3 14.76 2.70
E11 15.12 2.97
Table 3.10: Maximum loads and shear stresses for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 5
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa)
A2 1.623 0.0291
B5 1.475 0.0258
C9 1.532 0.0261
D3 1.434 0.0270
E11 1.701 0.0284
Average 1.553 0.0273
CoV (%) 7.03 5.33
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Figure 3.22: Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for SBS tests
with s/t = 5
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(d) Post secondary failure
Figure 3.23: DIC analysis of specimen D3, s/t = 5, showing progressive failure types
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3.6 Discussion
The Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots presented for span to thick-
ness ratios of 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the Short Beam Strength testing of the orthogonal weave
architecture, combined with DIC analyses show a shift from shear to flexural/brittle fail-
ure with increasing ratio. Shear failure is indicated by dramatic load drops immediately
or very shortly after peak load is achieved, and only clearly seen to occur in the tests for
s/t = 2. As the ratio increases, matrix cracking, flexural or brittle failure becomes more
dominant and prevalent, indicated by a gradual decrease in load carrying capacity prior
to achieving peak load, and can be in combination with small fluctuations in load, i.e. the
load-displacement curve is not smooth up to peak load. Less non-linearity in the elastic
region of the load-displacement plots are also a possible indicator of flexural failure over
shear failure.
Table 3.11: Primary failure modes for span/thickness ratios under SBS testing
s/t Primary failure mode
2 Shear
3 Shear/matrix cracking
4 Matrix cracking/flexural
5 Flexural
It has not been possible to ascertain the precise mechanism in which the mechanical re-
inforcement the binder tow provides in resistance to shear failure due to the sensitivity
of the SBS test to s/t ratio in order to produce primary shear failure. Although s/t = 2
does consistently produce shear failure, the span covered only includes one period of binder
tow passing through the thickness of the specimen, so the effect of multiple binder tow
reinforcements, nor crack/damage evolution could be ascertained. Summarised in Table
3.11, the primary failure migrates towards favouring a combination of modes up to pure
flexural failure with the largest span that incorporates the most binder tows, but cannot
produce a pure shear failure without first failing in flexure. This ultimately limits the
effectiveness of the Short Beam Strength test in determining the response to shear failure
of the orthogonal woven carbon fibre composite.
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3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the manufacturing process for producing 3D orthogonal woven composites
was presented, along with a description for the specimen preparation for use in testing. A
series of experimental tests have been conducted according to the existing test standard
ASTM D2344 for the range of span to thickness ratios of 2-5. The DIC technique has
been successfully used, allowing a full field strain analysis to be created in the visible area
between the loading nose and support(s), and has proven very effective in visualising the
failure and damage progression at the edge of the specimen under the quasi-static out of
plane loading.
The main conclusions from this chapter are:
• Shear dominated failure was only observed at a span/thickness ratio of 2. Any higher
would result in a mixture of failure mechanisms.
• The current ASTM D2344 test standard is incredibly limited in its use for 3D orthog-
onal woven composites as the span in which it can effectively produce shear failure
is very small. reinforcements.
• The very limited range of span/thickness for which shear dominated failure occurs
highlights the need for a more consistent, reliable and suitable test method.
• This highlights the particular need for a test method that can induce shear failure
at spans that cover more than one through the thickness reinforcement, and can
consistently produce shear dominated failure.
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4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed testing the orthogonal weave architecture 3D woven com-
posite specimens under ASTM D2344, also known as the Short Beam Strength (SBS)
test. It demonstrated that it is unsuitable for testing 3D composite structures due to its
sensitivity to the test span by inducing shear dominated failure for the smallest tested
span.
The aim of this chapter is to develop and test an improved method for testing 3D woven
composite structures under out of plane loading conditions, with the goal of being able to
test at a greater range of span/thickness ratio and thereby covering multiple through
the thickness reinforcement points (binder tow insertions). This newly developed test
would fit in the bottom category of the test pyramid and could be developed towards a
formal test standard for out of plane loading and shear failure of 3D woven composite
structures. In order to evaluate the suitability of this new test procedure, it is tested over
an identical range of span to thickness ratio as those in the previous chapter, enabling a like
for like comparison to be made to demonstrate its superiority in evaluating shear failure and
observing and characterising damage progression within the 3D woven composite structure.
A newly developed test procedure previously described in 2.8.10 is introduced in this
chapter and explores the Five Point Bending Test (FPBT) as a means of inducing shear
failure within the composite specimen. Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement
plots are presented along with corresponding images from the Digital Image Correlation
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(DIC) analysis in order to gain a greater understanding of the shear failure and damage
progression mechanisms that take place under out of plane loading. Shear dominated
failure is expected and the region of influence is focused on the point at which there is zero
bending moment and high shear force, unique to this particular test configuration.
4.2 The Five Point Bending Test fixture
The test fixture used in the previous set of SBS tests has been modified and configured
for conducting the FPBT. It was entirely designed, developed and manufactured at the
Department of Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering at Loughborough University. A
CAD render of the test fixture for the FPBT is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The loading noses
and supports all have diameter 3 mm. The loading noses were aligned equidistant to the
fixed centre support, with outer supports spaced equidistant from the centre according to
the required test span. An alignment key was manufactured to enable quick and accurate
configuration of the test fixture, seen in the s/t = 3 configuration in Figure 4.2. The tests
were conducted for spans of 6, 9, 12 and 15 mm where span is defined as the distance
between the centre support and loading nose. These translate as span to thickness ratios
of 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
Figure 4.1: CAD render of test fixture in Five Point Bending Test configuration
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of Alignment key for FPBT configuration, placed between loading
noses and supports
4.3 Testing
4.3.1 Test plan
The FPBT test was conducted for the orthogonal weave architecture for spans of 6, 9, 12
and 15 mm, corresponding to span/thickness ratios of 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. The span
in this test is defined as the distance between the centre support and an outer support.
Each s/t ratio test was repeated 5 times, with a random sample picked from each strip of
specimens extracted from A to E as conducted for the previous set of SBS tests. Load-
Displacement data was captured at 5 Hz with DIC image frames also captured at 5 frames
per second. The data capture rate was increased from 1 Hz to 5 Hz in order to provide
more data points for observing the post failure response with finer granularity.
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4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Span/thickness ratio = 2
Figure 4.3a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the FPBT
with s/t = 2. The equivalent interlaminar shear stress can be calculated using Equation
4.1, using overall load, P and dimensions from Table 4.1 taking into account the variation
in specimen thickness, t and width, b. A Shear stress-Displacement plot is shown in Figure
4.3b. DIC analyses for this s/t = 2 set of tests have a field of view and region of influence
set between the centre support and left loading nose, i.e. the centre support makes contact
at the bottom right of the images, and the loading nose, the top left.
τ13 =
33P
64bt
(4.1)
Table 4.1: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in FPBT test with s/t = 2
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A6 14.80 2.80
B11 15.82 3.05
C7 14.68 3.06
D1 15.13 2.70
E5 15.45 2.78
The elastic region of the load-displacement and shear stress-displacement plots are slightly
S-shaped, showing a slight stiffening as displacement increases. This is due to tow straight-
ening as the warp tows and binder tow increase in tension under loading and therefore
straighten slightly. This is then followed by a linear section and finally a gradual loss of
stiffness prior to peak load due to matrix softening/cracking. None of the specimens show
significant sudden load drops, and all of them retain 10 - 20% maximum load throughout
the test indicating an extremely good load carrying capacity and damage tolerance. All of
the specimens fail in shear as indicated by the DIC analyses, although load carrying capac-
ity is retained with no sudden drops. This may be influenced by the span/thickness ratio
and spacing between binder tow insertion points, as under loading, the tows straighten out
and act somewhat in tension due to the relatively short distance between loading nose and
support; a mechanism that could be unique to low span/thickness ratios. Shear failure oc-
curs in bands along the warp tow interface and is contained within binder tow insertions.
This can clearly be seen in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b for before and after shear failure has
occurred. It should also be noted that there are indications of matrix cracking failure at
1.5 mm along the bottom surface and 6.5 mm along the top surface indicated by the strain
concentrations at these locations, however this is after shear failure has already occurred.
A summary of the maximum loads and shear stresses for each specimen can be found in
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Figure 4.3: Load-Displacement and Stress-Displacement plots for FPBT with s/t = 2
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Table 4.2. The average maximum load and average maximum shear stress achieved are
5.24 kN and 0.0618 GPa, with coefficient of variance 8.44% and 4.48% respectively.
Table 4.2: Maximum load and shear stress for each specimen in FPBT test, s/t = 2
Specimen ID
Maximum Load
(kN)
Maximum Shear Stress
(GPa)
A6 5.287 0.0658
B11 5.794 0.0619
C7 5.486 0.0630
D1 4.650 0.0587
E5 4.986 0.0599
Average 5.240 0.0618
CV % 8.44 4.48
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Figure 4.4: DIC strain analyses of test specimen E5 prior to and post initial shear failure,
s/t = 2
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(a) Pre failure with overlay
(b) Post failure, with overlay
Figure 4.5: DIC strain analyses of test specimen E5, prior and post failure with weave
architecture overlaid, s/t = 2
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4.4.2 Span/thickness ratio = 3
Figure 4.6a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five specimens under the FPBT with
s/t = 3. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions from Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in FPBT test with s/t = 3
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A12 14.44 3.12
B10 15.25 3.24
C3 15.56 2.68
D9 14.91 2.92
E4 15.32 2.90
As the span/thickness ratio increases, the load-displacement plots are notably different
from those of s/t = 2, in particular the post failure region. Here the tests exhibit multiple
load drop and load recovery phases, producing a saw-tooth pattern where loads recover
up to 100% of maximum even after initial failure and never fall below 83% of the maximum
load achieved for the test; demonstrating outstanding damage tolerance. Specimen B10
is anomalous in terms of load as it did not produce any load drops, although it did fail
in shear indicated by the DIC analysis, and shear stress remained similar to the other
specimens as this accounts for variations in specimen size. Shear failure for the specimens
occur consistently within a 0.05 mm range of displacement, average maximum load 4.22 kN
and average maximum shear stress 0.0486 GPa, and with coefficient of variation 5.61% and
3.25% respectively. The percentage load drops for each specimen are shown in Table 4.4
and show a 9.1 - 15.7% drop in load during the first failure, average 13.35% and coefficient
of variance 22.11%. Values were taken at maximum load prior to initial failure, and at
the point just before load recovery begins again. The percentage reduction in stiffness is
also presented for each specimen test, with an average reduction of 32.54%. The slope of
the Load-Displacement plots prior to and after the initial shear failure are calculated and
the percentage reduction in stiffness presented as an attempt to see whether there is any
consistency or pattern in the decrease in stiffness. The secondary slope is measured during
the first load recovery phase. They are presented for each specimen test in Table 4.4.
However, as mentioned previously the loads do recover for each specimen, up to 100% of
the maximum load prior to the initial shear failure. The work done to failure is calculated
using the trapezium rule and uses all data points up to maximum load. It is interesting
to note that the averaged work done to failure is 1 Joule with a coefficient of variance of
7.07%. This translates to an average of 0.111 J/mm when divided by the test span.
The DIC strain distribution analyses shown in Figures 4.7a - 4.10b further show the
mechanism in which shear failure occurs, and as observed in the previous section, show
the strain concentrations occur around the binder tow and at the warp/weft tow inter-
faces. At maximum load, the strain concentrates in the resin rich regions of the weave,
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Figure 4.6: Load-Displacement and Stress-Displacement plots for FPBT with s/t = 3
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Table 4.4: Data summary table for FPBT with s/t = 3
Specimen ID
Max Load
(kN)
Max Stress
(GPa)
% load drop
Work to
failure (J)
Work/span
(J/mm)
% stiffness
reduction
A12 4.128 0.0472 9.060 0.986 0.110 33.80
B10 4.602 0.0480 - - - -
C3 4.104 0.0507 13.91 0.985 0.109 18.35
D9 3.993 0.0473 15.70 0.934 0.104 40.97
E4 4.292 0.0498 14.74 1.102 0.122 37.02
Average 4.224 0.0486 13.35 1.002 0.111 32.54
CV % 5.61 3.25 22.11 7.07 7.07 30.43
located between weft tow insertions and above and below warp tows, where the binder tow
passes through the thickness. This is clearly illustrated with the help of an overlay of a
representative orthogonal weave architecture in the DIC analysis of specimen D9 in Figure
4.8a, where the strain concentrations can be seen at 2.1 mm, 4.8 mm and 7.5 mm along
the specimen, above and below the central warp tow. The failure connects these strain
concentrations in a band of shear failure, illustrated by Figure 4.8b.
With specimen E4, Figure 4.10a shows how the strain concentrates around the weft tow
interfaces, particularly at the warp/weft tow interface, and also the binder tow interface.
This results in concentrations that are contained along the length (x- direction) of the
specimen by the binder tow insertions, and indicate a regular pattern. Again clear shear
failure at warp/weft tow interfaces can be seen in Figure 4.10b, particularly showing how
the shear failure is contained within subsequent binder tow insertions. This indicates the
binder tow acting in an bridging fashion in order to maintain structural integrity of the
specimen under shear failure, as the lowest strain values along the plane of shear failure
(warp/weft tow interface) can be seen at the binder tow intersections, at 3.4 mm and 6.2
mm along the length of the specimen.
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Figure 4.7: DIC strain analyses of test specimen D9, prior and post failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Pre failure, with overlay
(b) Post failure, with overlay
Figure 4.8: DIC analysis before and after initial shear failure of specimen D9, with weave
architecture overlaid, s/t = 3
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Figure 4.9: DIC strain distribution analysis before and after initial shear failure of specimen
E4, s/t = 3
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(a) Pre- initial shear failure, at maximum load, with weave architecture overlay
(b) Post- initial shear failure, with weave architecture overlay
Figure 4.10: DIC analysis pre and post- initial shear failure of specimen E4, with weave
architecture overlay, s/t = 3
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4.4.3 Span/thickness ratio = 4
Figure 4.11a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the FPBT
with s/t = 4. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions from Table 4.5.
The tests were stopped after several shear failures have occurred, as excessive vertical
displacement of the loading noses then begins to induce flexural failure.
Table 4.5: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 4
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A4 14.48 3.01
B1 14.97 2.80
C2 14.92 2.70
D8 15.76 2.94
E2 15.48 2.72
The increase to a span/thickness ratio of 4 shows much larger load drops and different
failure behaviour when compared to the lower s/t ratios, with an average load drop of
21.38% from the initial shear failure, and coefficient of variance 7.79%. The aforementioned
saw-tooth pattern is again present, albeit less pronounced for this set of tests, as load
recovery is much less than that observed in the tests for s/t = 3. All shear failures occur
within a displacement range of 0.56 mm - 0.67 mm and all show sudden load drops. Average
maximum load and average maximum shear stress is 3.715 kN and 0.0447 GPa, with
coefficient of variance 6.43% and 2.15% respectively. The slope of the load-displacement
plots are used to calculate the stiffness during the first load recovery period, with an average
stiffness reduction of 28.33%, and with a coefficient of variance 38.03%. Test specimens
B1, D8 and E2 show small stages of load recovery past the initial shear failure. Upon
inspecting the DIC analysis, these are attributed to secondary shear failure planes that
occur after the initial shear failure, and can be seen in Figures 4.13b with a secondary
shear plane developing after the initial failure has occurred. The containment of the shear
concentrations, and subsequent failures are clearly illustrated from the DIC analyses shown
with the weave architecture overlaid in Figures 4.15a and 4.15b. It should however be noted
that there was some flexural failure in this specimen, indicated by the maximum strain
concentration at 1.6 mm along the bottom of the specimen in Figure 4.14a, the side opposite
the loading nose. The average work done to initial failure is 1.245 J, with coefficient of
variance 14.48% which translates to 0.104 J/mm when divided by the test span of 12 mm.
This data is summarised in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.11: Load-Displacement and Stress-Displacement plots for FPBT with s/t = 4
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Table 4.6: Data summary table for FPBT with s/t = 4
Specimen ID
Max Load
(kN)
Max Stress
(GPa)
% load drop
Work to
failure (J)
Work/span
(J/mm)
% stiffness
reduction
A4 3.848 0.0455 21.18 1.408 0.117 23.02
B1 3.499 0.0430 20.82 1.008 0.084 22.60
C2 3.496 0.0447 23.99 1.153 0.096 39.81
D8 4.053 0.0451 19.40 1.440 0.120 39.77
E2 3.680 0.0451 21.51 1.216 0.101 16.46
Average 3.715 0.0447 21.38 1.245 0.104 28.33
CV % 6.43 2.15 7.79 14.48 14.48 38.03
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(b) Post- initial shear failure
Figure 4.12: DIC strain distribution analyses of specimen B1, s/t = 3
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(a) Pre- initial shear failure
(b) Post- initial shear failure
Figure 4.13: DIC strain analysis for specimen B1 under FPBT at s/t = 4 with weave
architecture overlay
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Figure 4.14: DIC strain distribution analyses of specimen D8, s/t = 4
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(a) Pre- initial shear failure
(b) Post- initial shear failure
Figure 4.15: DIC strain analysis for specimen D8 under FPBT at s/t = 4 with weave
architecture overlay
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4.4.4 Span/thickness ratio = 5
Figure 4.16a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the FPBT
with s/t = 5. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions from Table 4.7. The
tests were stopped after multiple shear failures were recorded as beyond these, failures
represented by load drops are not representing shear failure, but failure in flexure. One
instance of this can be seen in Figure 4.16a at the end of test specimen B3 at 1.36 mm
displacement.
Table 4.7: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in FPBT with s/t = 5
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
A8 14.62 2.91
B3 15.07 2.65
C4 14.74 2.85
D2 16.04 2.68
E12 14.87 3.00
Again the saw-tooth pattern can be observed in the load-displacement and stress-displacement
plots represented by Figure 4.16a and 4.16b respectively. Three of the specimen tests, A8,
B3 and D2 show this clearly, with clear regions of load recovery and load drops. The load
drops in this set of tests for s/t = 5 are much larger than any of the previous s/t ratios,
with a maximum load drop of 38.36%. Shear failure is the predominant primary failure
mechanism and takes place within a 0.11 mm displacement range. The average maximum
load 3.578 kN and average maximum shear stress 0.0435 GPa, with coefficient of variance
2.82% and 1.87% respectively. The percentage load drops range from 23 - 38% and can
be seen in Table 4.8, with an average load drop of 28% and coefficient of variance 21.62%.
The average work done to the initial failure is 1.657 J, which translates to 0.110 J/mm
when divided by the test span of 15 mm, with coefficient of variance 7.94%. Stiffness
reductions range from 40 - 56%, and average 47%. Very short load recovery regions can
be seen after the initial failures in specimens B3 and D2. These are followed by secondary
load drops, which indicate failure along a secondary plane parallel to the warp tows, as
seen previously with s/t = 4 where the cracks migrated to another plane through intra-tow
splitting, or at the resin rich region where the binder tow passes through the thickness of
the specimen. Figures 4.18a - 4.18c show the strain distribution through the thickness of
the specimen from maximum load and through the initial and secondary load drop, with
the secondary shear plane failure occurring at 2.5 kN load, as highlighted by point B on
the Load-Displacement plot shown in Figure 4.17.
From Figure 4.18c it is clear that failure occurs in distinct planes that follow the
warp/weft tow interfaces. The regions with highest strain concentrations indicate localised
shear failure, and clearly show how the shear failure occurs in distinct bands contained
within binder tow insertions, as the binder tow insertion points have comparatively very low
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Figure 4.16: Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for FPBT
with s/t = 5
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Table 4.8: Data summary table for FPBT with s/t = 5
Specimen ID
Max Load
(kN)
Max Stress
(GPa)
% load drop
Work to
failure (J)
Work/span
(J/mm)
% stiffness
reduction
A8 3.545 0.0430 24.51 1.770 0.118 55.82
B3 3.473 0.0448 27.48 1.679 0.112 47.98
C4 3.509 0.0431 22.99 1.430 0.095 -
D2 3.648 0.0438 26.68 1.708 0.114 43.97
E12 3.715 0.0429 38.36 1.698 0.113 40.54
Average 3.578 0.0435 28.00 1.657 0.110 47.08
CV % 2.82 1.87 21.62 7.94 7.94 13.96
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Figure 4.17: Load-Displacement plot for FPBT specimen B3, s/t = 5
strain values. This is a clear picture of crack bridging. There is also evidence of transverse
weft tow cracking and intra-tow splitting where cracks migrate through the thickness (y-
direction) of the weft tows, seen at 5.4 mm along the bottom shear plane and 11.6 mm
along the top plane. It is also important to note that the crack length spreads across the
entire test span, and does not grow with increasing displacement between successive binder
tow insertions.
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(b) At Point B of load-displacement plot, post- initial shear failure
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(c) At Point C of load-displacement plot, post- secondary plane shear failure
Figure 4.18: DIC strain distribution analyses of specimen B3, s/t = 5, showing develop-
ment of multiple planes of shear failure
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4.4.5 Discussion
Table 4.9 summarises the FPBT results and analyses for the averaged results in each
span/thickness ratio tested, with coefficient of variance values also stated.
Table 4.9: Averaged data summary table for all FPBTs
s/t ratio
Avg. Max
Load (kN)
Avg. Max
Load CV
(%)
Avg. Max
Stress (GPa)
Avg. Max
Stress CV
(%)
Avg. Work
to failure (J)
Avg.
Work/span
(J/mm)
Avg.
Work/span
CV (%)
2 5.240 8.44 0.0618 4.48 - - -
3 4.224 5.61 0.0486 3.25 1.002 0.111 7.07
4 3.715 6.43 0.0447 2.15 1.245 0.104 14.48
5 3.578 2.82 0.0435 1.87 1.657 0.110 7.94
It is important to note the coefficient of variance values for average maximum shear stress,
ranging from 1.87 - 4.48%. The calculated shear stress is a useful indicator for the con-
sistency of the tests as it includes the variation in specimen thickness and width due to
manufacturing and sample preparation, allowing a more accurate measure than using the
load directly as a comparison. It is also worth noting that the camera Field of View (FOV)
is only on one section of the specimen, whereas failure could, and indeed did, occur on
the section of the specimen the other side of the centre support, resulting in the failure
not being captured by the DIC system. Due to the nature of the weave, with through
the thickness reinforcement at discrete locations through the width of the specimen it is
entirely possible that any damage or failure may not be planar, or exist through the entire
width of the specimen, nor the crack front be planar or parallel to the loading noses and
supports. This may also be due to inherent manufacturing variation, where the weft tows
are not exactly perpendicular to the specimen edges due to bowing created as the dry
fibres move during the infusion process. With the particular DIC set up used, the crack
may also initially present itself on the face opposite the one with speckle pattern applied,
and the camera may not capture all damage/failure as it is only viewing one face of the
specimen.
Overall the FPBT has proven to be a consistent and reliable method for inducing shear
failure within the composite specimens. Shear failure is observed for all test span/thickness
ratios and load-displacement plots can be corroborated with the DIC analyses performed
to confirm the crack bridging mechanism that is present and produced by the mechanical
reinforcement through the thickness of the specimens. Strain initially concentrates in
the resin rich regions where the binder tow passes through the thickness between weft
tow insertions, and failure occurs in distinct bands at the warp/weft tow interfaces, and
debonding is contained within binder tow insertions.
A characteristic saw-tooth pattern is observed for span/thickness ratios above 2,
indicated by successive load recovery and drops, suggesting the progression and halting of
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debonding cracks, and of secondary shear failures occurring elsewhere in the specimen (not
observed by the DIC camera).
4.5 Comparison to Short Beam Strength test
When comparing the Short Beam Strength test and Five Point Bending Test, it is firstly
vital to note that the FPBT induced shear failure for all test spans as the initial failure
mechanism for all composite test specimens. This highlights the sensitivity of the SBS
test to span, as increasing the test span, and hence span/thickness ratio, resulted in a
progression from shear failure to flexural failure with combinations of the two between
either end of the tested s/t ratio range. The consistency and reliability for inducing shear
failure with the FPBT can be seen when considering the average maximum shear stress
and coefficients of variation for these shear stresses and for work done to failure/test span.
The spread in average shear stress calculation is more useful to measure variability as it
takes into consideration the specimen thickness and width, which accounts for specimen
dimension variability caused by the manufacturing and specimen preparation process.
Table 4.10: Data summary table for both test methods
Test Method s/t
Avg. Max. Load
CV (%)
Avg. Max Stress
CV (%)
Work to
failure/span
(J/mm)
Work/span CV
(%)
SBS
2 5.58 6.87 0.099 8.08
3 11.29 7.60 0.079 13.50
4 6.80 3.72 0.075 31.92
5 7.03 5.33 0.053 11.72
FPBT
2 8.44 4.48 - -
3 5.61 3.25 0.111 7.07
4 6.43 2.15 0.104 14.48
5 2.82 1.87 0.110 7.94
A comparison of coefficient of variance calculated for average maximum load, average
maximum shear and work done divided by test span are presented in Table 4.10. It is very
clear how the FPBT has consistently lower coefficient of variance values, particularly with
respect to average maximum shear stress, indicating how the FPBT is able to consistently
and reliably produce shear failure of the specimen over a wider range of span/thickness
ratios. What is also interesting to note is that the work done to failure divided by the test
span is around 0.1 J/mm for all tests that induced shear failure, i.e. all of the FPBTs and
the first set of SBS tests, with s/t = 2. There are no calculations for work done to failure
for s/t = 2 in the FPBT as the exact point of failure was difficult to establish from the
load-displacement plots. All work calculations were carried out using the trapezium rule.
The DIC analyses carried out for both sets of tests also clearly show how the FPBT
method presents a much clearer picture of the onset of shear failure and damage progression
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than the SBS test method does, in part due to the combination of high shear force and
zero bending moment, and the reduced interaction of the loading nose and supports with
the region of interest that shear failure is expected to occur in terms of stress field.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter shows how a new test method applied to the 3D orthogonal weave composite
specimens is much more suited to producing shear failure under out of plane loading. It has
demonstrated the design, manufacture and use of the Five Point Bending Test apparatus
for use with the same size composite specimens as used in the previous chapter with the
SBS test. This newly adapted test procedure has shown
• Shear dominated failure observed for all span/thickness ratios tested, with an iden-
tifiable specific location in which failure will occur.
• Crack bridging in the form of a characteristic saw-tooth pattern for span/thickness
ratios greater than 2, demonstrating load recovery and load drops as crack propaga-
tion and bridging occurs.
• Shear observed through a greater section of the thickness compared with SBS.
• DIC works effectively to show full field strain distribution and damage progression
post failure, with discrete strain concentrations corresponding to tow interfaces.
• Objective of developing a notch-free test method for spans greater than 3 mm that
achieve shear dominated failure.
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5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated the effectiveness of the Five Point Bending Test (FPBT)
in inducing shear failure within the orthogonal weave architecture, and over a greater
span/thickness ratio range than the Short Beam Strength (SBS) test. This chapter now
uses this improved methodology to investigate the failure and damage progression of the
angle weave architecture in the same manner as the previous chapter, including again using
the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system to carry out full field strain analysis in order
to observe and characterise the failure and damage progression. A like for like comparison
is made with the orthogonal weave architecture by keeping all test configurations identical,
including specimen dimensions, in order to determine the more damage tolerant weave
architecture in terms of energy and loss of load carrying capacity.
The specimen manufacturing process is identical to that described in 3.2, with the
warp and binder tows running parallel to the resin flow direction. Details of the ideal
and actual weave architecture configuration can be seen in Figure 5.1, including a section
micrograph showing the binder tow path in Figure 5.1d. Moving through the width of the
specimen, the binder tow path is stepped forward with each warp tow running the length
of the specimen, shown in the idealised representation of the angle weave architecture, as
generated by the TexGen software in Figure 5.1b.
The test methodology and s/t ratios tested are identical to those in the previous chapter
in order to make a like for like comparison to the orthogonal weave architecture. However,
as s/t = 2 showed some localised crushing in the previous chapter, it was omitted from
this set of tests. Tow fibre volume fractions Vf were previously obtained using resin burn
off tests conducted according to ASTM D3171, and are listed in Table 5.1.
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(a) Angle weave architecture with ideal binder tow highlighted in green, viewed in x-z plane
(b) Angle weave architecture showing binder tow paths through width of specimen
(c) Angle weave architecture showing binder tow paths through width of specimen, viewed from
the top (x-y plane)
(d) Section micrograph of angle weave architecture, showing actual binder tow path
Figure 5.1: Ideal and actual angle weave architecture. Warp and binder tows running
across the width of the page
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Table 5.1: Fibre volume fractions, Vf for each tow type
Tow Type Vf (%)
Warp 25.66
Weft 18.09
Binder 2.26
Overall 46.01
5.2 Results and analysis
5.2.1 Span/thickness ratio = 3
Figure 5.2a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the FPBT
with s/t = 3. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions from Table 5.2, and
presented in 5.2b. The load displacement plots typically show a prolonged period of damage
where load is sustained as displacement increases, followed typically by a succession of small
load drops. Some evidence of load recovery is present, however it is not as significant or
pronounced as seen earlier with the orthogonal weave architecture, with little to none of
the characteristic saw-tooth pattern observed. The overall drop in load due to distinct
shear failure is quite difficult to establish given the multitude of several small load drops in
succession over a prolonged displacement, though it can be seen that load (and shear stress)
values stabilise to values that are approximately 80% of the maximum load. Given the
difficulty in establishing the exact point of failure (as it is more gradual) the subsequent DIC
analyses are presented with their corresponding points on the respective load-displacement
plots. The average work done to failure divided by span is 0.182 J, calculated using the
trapezium rule and failure is defined as the point of maximum load.
The DIC analyses presented in Figure 5.3 clearly show distinct bands of shear strain con-
centration along the warp/weft fibre tow interfaces, and at point A of the load-displacement
plot presented in Figure 5.3a, just before failure, the large band of strain concentration
can clearly be seen. This band is not, however, along the warp/weft fibre tow interface,
but follows the path of the binder tow interface, clearly observable due to the angle at
which the strain concentration is present. This shear strain concentration band proceeds
to develop into the crack initiation site, and the crack then follows the path of the binder
tow, along the interface of the binder tow and surrounding resin matrix.
Table 5.2: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 3
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
Z7 15.22 2.97
Z5 15.87 3.05
Z11 15.55 2.90
Z8 15.31 3.01
Z3 14.43 3.08
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(a) Load-Displacement plot
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(b) Stress-Displacement plot
Figure 5.2: Load-Displacement and Stress-Displacement plots for Angle weave specimens
under FPBT with s/t = 3
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for specimen Z7, s/t = 3
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(b) Shear strain distribution at point A
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(c) Shear strain distribution at point B
Figure 5.3: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z7, prior and post failure,
s/t = 3. Loading nose top left, centre support bottom right.
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for specimen Z5, s/t = 3
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(c) Shear strain distribution at point B
Figure 5.4: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z5, prior and post failure,
s/t = 3. Loading nose top left, centre support bottom right.
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Table 5.3: Data summary table for angle weave specimens tested at s/t = 3
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa) Work to failure (J) Work/span (J/mm)
Z7 5.205 0.0594 1.869 0.208
Z5 5.644 0.0601 1.512 0.168
Z11 4.878 0.0558 1.438 0.160
Z8 4.999 0.0559 1.310 0.146
Z3 5.647 0.0655 2.080 0.231
Average 5.275 0.0593 1.642 0.182
CV % 6.79 6.69 19.53 19.53
Evidence of the crack being non-planar is made very clear from the DIC analyses presented
in Figure 5.4. There are two distinct areas where strain concentrations are present; seen
in the top half and the bottom half. The bottom half shows how strain concentrates along
the warp/weft fibre tow interfaces, but then migrates once encountering the path of a
binder tow on the left side of the image. The strain concentration regions in the top half
of Figures 5.4b and 5.4c clearly show the strain concentration vary along the length of the
specimen upon encountering a binder tow. Concentrations are localised along warp/weft
binder tows, and are prevented from developing once encountering a binder tow passing
at an angle opposite to the plane at which the strain concentration band is developing.
The presence of multiple shear strain bands indicates the crack is not planar and is indeed
complex, varying through the width of the specimen, localised around the binder tow
interface, and is only observed once it propagates and reaches the surface face observed
by the camera. This means the cracks propagate in a truly three-dimensional manner,
typically along the interfaces of fibre tows, and particularly with the angle interlock weave
architecture, these are only contiguous along the length and width of the specimen around
the warp and weft tows, with the binder tow interfaces inclined as they follow the tow path.
This makes it impossible for a crack to progress, unhindered, along a specific plane without
encountering the mechanical reinforcement provided by the binder tow. Figure 5.5 shows
how the binder tow arrangement mitigates planar crack development. Multiple points
where the binder tow insertions intersect with the x-y plane indicate areas of mechanical
reinforcement, and therefore potential crack bridging sites, where the crack is likely to
deflect along the binder tow interface, moving through the thickness of the specimen.
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(a) DIC Strain distribution analysis, highlighting weft tow (grey) and binder tow (white) locations
(b) Cut plane through which crack plane develops, on idealised geometry
(c) Plan view of cut section through which crack plane develops, with binder tow points highlighted
in red
Figure 5.5: Explanation of crack development with influence of tow locations
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5.2.2 Span/thickness ratio = 4
Figure 5.6a shows the Load-Displacement plot for the five test specimens under the FPBT
with s/t = 4. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions from Table 5.4.
Typically the load-displacement plots have a steady, linear gradient up to a point of inflex-
ion where the gradient reverses, indicating an almost equal and opposite load reduction,
again, indicative of a gradual failure. Sudden load drops are observed beyond the point
of maximum load, and after a period of load reduction, which is indicative of rapid crack
propagation. This can be seen in Figure 5.8c where the debonding cracks are relatively
long compared to those observed in the orthogonal weave architecture, due to the much
greater distance along a warp tow interface between successive binding points. Again loads
stabilise after a series of small successive load drops that correspond to crack growth, and
retain around 75-80% of maximum load; again reiterating the high degree of damage toler-
ance and resistance to shear failure. The maximum shear stress achieved is very consistent,
indicated by a coefficient of variance of 2.48%. The average work done to failure divided
by the span is 0.13 J.
The DIC analyses presented in Figure 5.7 clearly show the path of the binder tow
as a distinct diagonal dark blue band, passing from the top left to the bottom right of
the strain distribution map. The loading nose and center support are at the top left and
bottom right of the images respectively, with the high strain concentration observed near
the centre support location in Figure 5.7b. Figure 5.7c shows the crack initiation location
that develops along the path of the binder tow, indicating crack bridging taking place as
the binder tow diverts the crack progression plane from following the warp tow interface
purely along the x-y plane.
Table 5.4: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 4
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
Z2 15.12 2.99
Z10 15.18 2.83
Z6 14.46 2.86
Z14 15.17 2.90
Z3 14.91 2.99
Table 5.5: Data summary table for angle weave specimens tested at s/t = 4
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa) Work to failure (J) Work/span (J/mm)
Z2 4.890 0.0558 1.944 0.162
Z10 4.418 0.0530 1.450 0.121
Z6 4.226 0.0527 1.500 0.125
Z14 4.513 0.0529 1.595 0.133
Z9 4.555 0.0527 1.330 0.111
Average 4.520 0.0534 1.564 0.130
CV % 5.36 2.48 14.91 14.91
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 5.6: Load-Displacement and Stress-Displacement plots for Angle weave specimens
in FPBT with s/t = 4
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for Angle weave specimen Z6
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(c) Shear strain distribution at point B
Figure 5.7: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z6, prior and post failure,
with s/t = 4
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With this in mind, the load displacement plot presented in Figure 5.8a shows a period of
load drop and recovery immediately after maximum load is achieved, and the corresponding
DIC analyses seen in Figures 5.8b and 5.8c are snapshots of the shear strain distribution at
points A and B respectively. The initial load drop indicates a failure that was not captured
by the DIC camera. However, what can be observed is the long region of debonding in
Figure 5.8c, which is not linear and branches between weft tow and binder tow interfaces.
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for Angle weave specimen Z9
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(b) Shear strain distribution at point A
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Figure 5.8: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z9, prior and post failure,
s/t = 4
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5.2.3 Span/thickness ratio = 5
With the final set of tests, the load-displacement plots show much larger and more sudden
load drops, presented in Figure 5.10a. Shear stress is calculated as before, using dimensions
from Table 5.6, and plotted in Figure 5.10b. Little or no load recovery is observed, however
there is some load stabilisation prior to successive failures. These successive load drops
represent multiple locations for crack development and propagation as cracks initiate in
more than one region, as seen in Figures 5.11b and 5.11c. Again it can be seen how the
crack path is deflected to follow the binder tow interface and warp/weft tow interfaces.
The deflection of these shear bands, that develop into cracks, can clearly be seen to
migrate along the binder tow interfaces and reach the surface of the specimen in the top
left and bottom right of Figures 5.12c and 5.13c respectively. The load drop observed at
0.95 mm displacement in the load-displacement plot presented in Figure 5.13a is clearly
evidenced by the size of the debonding cracks seen in Figure 5.13c. The failure behaviour is
very different between specimens Z12 and Z16, despite identical weave architecture, binder
configuration and loading nose contact points, as illustrated by Figure 5.9. This may be
due to small variations in tow alignment due to the manufacturing process of infusing
dry fibres, or could be due to the crack initiating from a different location within the
microstructure. Both of which cannot be seen without the use of x-ray or computer micro
tomography scans.
Figure 5.9: Plan view of specimens Z12 and Z16 showing identical binder configuration
and also loading nose contact points in red
Overall the average maximum shear stress is 0.05 GPa and the average work done
to failure divided by span is 0.145 J/mm, with coefficients of variation 3.17% and 7.57%
respectively.
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(a) Load-Displacement plots
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plots
Figure 5.10: Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for Angle Weave
specimens in FPBT with s/t = 5
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for specimen Z1, s/t = 5
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Figure 5.11: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z1, prior and post failure,
s/t = 5
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for specimen Z12, s/t = 5
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(b) Shear strain distribution at point A
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Figure 5.12: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z12, prior and post failure,
s/t = 5
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for specimen Z16, s/t = 5
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(b) Shear strain distribution at point A
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Figure 5.13: DIC strain analyses of Angle weave test specimen Z16, prior and post failure,
s/t = 5
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Table 5.6: Specimen width and thickness for each specimen in SBS test with s/t = 5
Specimen ID Width (mm) Thickness (mm)
Z4 14.34 3.08
Z15 15.28 2.94
Z1 15.03 3.10
Z12 14.40 2.91
Z16 14.42 2.97
Table 5.7: Data summary table for angle weave specimens tested at s/t = 5
Specimen ID Max Load (kN) Max Stress (GPa) Work to failure (J) Work/span (J/mm)
Z4 4.339 0.0507 2.419 0.161
Z15 4.209 0.0483 2.182 0.145
Z1 4.749 0.0526 2.125 0.142
Z12 4.009 0.0493 1.962 0.131
Z16 4.199 0.0506 2.159 0.144
Average 4.301 0.050 2.169 0.145
CV % 6.43 3.17 7.57 7.57
5.3 Discussion
Table 5.8 summarises the test sets and analyses for the averaged results in each span/thickness
ratio tested for the angle weave architecture.
Table 5.8: Averaged data summary table for all angle weave s/t ratio tests
s/t ratio
Avg. Max
Load (kN)
Avg. Max
Load CV
(%)
Avg. Max
Stress (GPa)
Avg. Max
Stress CV
(%)
Avg. Work
to failure (J)
Avg.
Work/span
(J/mm)
Avg.
Work/span
CV (%)
3 5.275 6.79 0.0593 6.69 1.642 0.182 19.53
4 4.520 5.36 0.0534 2.48 1.564 0.130 14.91
5 4.301 6.43 0.0500 3.17 2.169 0.145 7.57
Under out of plane loading via the FPBT method, strain concentration regions are less
defined and more varied amongst the specimens observed under testing. This is attributed
to the greater variation of fibre tows relative to each other and are highlighted when
comparing the idealised and actual tow locations and cross sections as illustrated in Figure
5.1. The weft tows are not arranged in a regular columnar fashion, but rather have migrated
as a consequence of tensioning the binder tow during weaving, necessary in order to produce
a high performance weave. This tensioning also results in merged weft tows, as seen by
the bottom most row of weft tows in Figure 5.1d, and alter the cross section of the weft
tows along their length across the width of the specimen, taking a somewhat parallelogram
or trapezium shape that will vary through the width of the specimen depending on their
proximity and adjacency to the binder tows due to localised fibre tow crimping. This in turn
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Figure 5.14: Plan view of specimen Z6, showing binder tow location and corresponding
FOV as seen by DIC analysis
Figure 5.15: Plan view of specimen Z1, highlighting weft fibre tow deviation and resin rich
regions
creates much variation in resin rich and resin poor regions due to the lack of a consistent
weft tow location and cross section, and indeed these observations are compounded by
those seen in the DIC analyses where the results can highly depend upon where the cut
was made through the width of the woven material in order to present the face seen by the
camera, as edge strain is calculated. This can be seen when comparing the DIC analyses
with the specimen viewed from the top, as illustrated by Figure 5.14, where the binder
tow is in line with the cutting plane for the specimen, and so the binder tow appears on
the surface of the face viewed by the camera.
The variability in size and location of resin rich regions attributed to the weave archi-
tecture and weave quality is highlighted in Figure 5.15. Here the resin rich regions can
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clearly be seen as the weft tows do not follow their ideal path or alignment as the distance
between successive binding points along a weft tow (most easily seen on the surface) is
much greater than that of the orthogonal weave architecture. It can also be seen how the
weft tows are not perfectly perpendicular to the edges of the specimen, hence may have an
effect on the crack propagation if the crack front is assumed to be straight and planar.
5.4 Weave architecture comparison
Both the orthogonal weave and angle interlock weave architecture have been tested under
the FPBT method. Table 5.9 summarises the data from both sets of tests in order to draw
comparisons.
Table 5.9: Data summary table for both weave architectures under FPBT
Weave
architecture
s/t
Avg. Max.
Load (kN)
Avg. Max.
Load CV
(%)
Avg. Max.
Stress (GPa)
Avg. Max
Stress CV
(%)
Work to
failure (J)
Work/span
(J/mm)
Work/span
CV (%)
Orthogonal
3 4.224 5.61 0.0486 3.25 1.002 0.111 7.07
4 3.715 6.43 0.0447 2.15 1.245 0.104 14.48
5 3.578 2.82 0.0435 1.87 1.657 0.110 7.94
Angle
3 5.275 6.79 0.0593 6.69 1.642 0.182 19.53
4 4.520 5.36 0.0534 2.48 1.564 0.130 14.91
5 4.301 6.43 0.0500 3.17 2.169 0.145 7.57
Both the average maximum loads and average maximum stresses are consistently higher
between equivalent span/thickness ratios for the Angle interlock weave architecture. The
coefficient of variance for maximum load between weave architectures is similar, however
is higher in general for the angle weave architecture. This highlights the stochasticity in
crack development and damage progression in the angle weave architecture, complemented
by the higher coefficient of variance values for work done to failure/span for the angle
interlock weave architecture. The work done to failure and corresponding work done to
failure/span are also consistently higher between equivalent test spans, indicating the angle
weave architecture is much more resistant to shear failure.
Upon observation of both sets of DIC strain distribution analyses for the weave archi-
tectures, it is clear that the angle interlocking weave architecture regularly has much longer
debonding cracks, as mentioned previously. These debonding cracks are also not linear as
they tend to deflect or migrate along tow interfaces once encountered at the crack front.
This is in comparison to the orthogonal weave architecture where debonding cracks tend
to occur in discrete regions often at the warp/weft tow interface and bridged by the binder
tow, and highlighted by the distinct load drops shown as the characteristic saw-tooth
pattern in the orthogonal weave architecture load-displacement plots. The higher work to
failure may be due to the binder tow in the angle interlock weave architecture having a
fibre orientation more in aligned with warp tows along the length of the specimen, and so
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shear forces are acting more in a tensile manner, given that the weave architecture results
in the binder tows never being perpendicular to the shear plane, unlike the orthogonal
weave architecture where the binder tow is repeatedly perpendicular to the shear plane
between each set of weft tow insertions.
Post failure load response for the angle interlock weave architecture show less sudden
load drops, with a more gradual decrease in load, and no saw-tooth pattern, indicating a
gradual failure with a more progressive crack propagation and damage evolution, although
overall residual load carrying capacity is typically the same or higher than the orthogonal
weave architecture under equivalent test conditions.
5.5 Conclusion
Following the success of the mechanical testing and analysis of the orthogonal weave ar-
chitecture using the FPBT, an identical test set up has been used to test the angle weave
architecture. When comparing to the orthogonal weave, the angle weave architecture has
demonstrated:
• To be more damage tolerant, indicated by a higher work/failure load, and work/span.
• Possess a more gradual failure as opposed to the saw-tooth pattern observed in the
orthogonal weave.
• Deflected crack progression along the binder tow path, resulting in a higher work/failure
load.
• The same or higher failure loads.
• Greater variability in manufacturing quality.
• That the DIC analysis method is not as effective as when used with the orthogonal
weave, due to the greater possibility of failure occurring within the structure as
opposed to the edge viewed by the camera, and highly depends on the cutting location
on the specimen.
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6.1 Introduction
The precise modelling of every detail of a textile composite is both very complex and also
very computationally expensive, often making it impractical due to excessive computational
requirements. 3D woven composites make this even more complex due to the variety of
architectures and tow paths. Whitcomb (1991), Whitcomb and Woo (1993) stated that
in order to obtain reasonable predictions of mechanical properties with minimal analysis
effort, computational efficiency is key.
All numerical modelling in this work is carried out on the orthogonal weave structure
as the binder tow path and regular repeating weave architecture can be easily and ef-
fectively modelled using the Mosaic modelling method. The numerical modelling results
will be compared to the corresponding equivalent physical experimental tests conducted
previously, in Chapters 3 and 4.
The aim is to develop a simple, yet effective numerical model to simulate shear failure
within the orthogonal weave architecture using cohesive elements. This will represent
the two different out of plane loading test configurations; Short Beam Strength (SBS)
(Representative of test standard ASTM D2344) and Five Point Bending Test (FPBT) as
described in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, and the results presented together in order for
comparisons to be made.
A technique called Mass scaling is used in order to speed up the calculation time as
this is an explicit simulation. This method involves artificially stiffening the materials by
increasing their densities and material properties by a factor of 1 × 109. The resulting
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values for stresses are therefore this multiplied by this factor, and this has been accounted
for in the plotted data.
6.2 General Modelling Strategy
The general modelling strategy employed for this study is a modified form of the Mosaic
model (Bogdanovich 2006) whereby the macroscopic components of the composite structure
are homogenised into cuboidal bricks, known as voxels. Each of these possess individual
material properties that are applied to them and are subsequently assembled together to
form a composite structure consisting of the separate components. In this case they are the
warp, weft, and binder tows. Each tow modelled as an orthotropic material to represent the
tows with local material co-ordinates. The matrix material makes up the voxels between
all tows and has the material properties of the resin. Finally, thin cohesive elements that
simulate the interface between tows on the x-y plane also possess the material properties
of the resin, but with added properties relating to failure behaviour.
In both simulations, the loader and supports are modelled as rigid semi-cylinder sur-
faces, and can be seen in the FPBT configuration in Figure 6.3. Dimensions of the tows used
in the model are listed in Table 6.1. They are representative of the physical specimens to
validate the numerical modelling, and were determined from averaged measurements taken
from cut sections of sample specimens, as shown in Figures 6.1a and 6.1b.
Table 6.1: Tow dimensions and spacing
Tow Width (mm) Height (mm) Spacing (mm)
Warp 1.7 0.48 2
Weft 2.8 0.3 3
Binder 0.3 0.16 2
Material properties assigned to the tows used in the model are listed in Table 6.3, and
were calculated using the Chamis equations listed in equations 6.1a - 6.1f (Chamis 1983),
equation 6.2 and using fibre properties obtained from manufacturer data sheets, listed in
Table 6.2. It should be noted that the Young's modulus in the principal fibre direction,
E1, is the dominant material property for the out of plane loading regime. It is not known
how the remaining material properties were obtained for the fibres.
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(a) Cross-section of orthogonal weave specimen along the length (x-z plane) showing weft tow size
and spacing
(b) Cross-section of orthogonal weave specimen along the width (y-z plane) showing warp tow and
binder tow size and spacing
Figure 6.1: Micrograph cross-section images along warp and weft direction of orthogonal
weave architecture from which measurements were made
Table 6.2: Fibre and resin elastic properties
Tow Warp Weft Binder Resin
Fibre type IMS60 E13 HTA40 E13 T300 TORAY Gurit Prime 20LV
Fibre count 24K 6K 1K -
E1 (GPa) 290.00 239.00 233.00 3.5
E2 (E3) (GPa) 28.00 28.00 23.10 3.5
ν12 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.4
ν23 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.4
G12 (G13)(GPa) 8.96 8.96 15.00 1.25
G23 (GPa) 10.00 10.00 7.00 1.25
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Table 6.3: Calculated tow elastic properties
Properties Warp Weft Binder
Vpf (%) 65.23 56.52 61.35
E1 (GPa) 190.38 136.61 144.31
E2 (E3) (GPa) 11.93 10.23 10.44
ν12 0.12 0.29 0.27
ν23 0.4 0.4 0.4
G12 (G13) (GPa) 4.1 3.54 3.84
G23 (GPa) 4.26 3.65 3.73
E1 = E1fVpf + Em(1− Vpf ) (6.1a)
E2 = E3 =
Em
1−√Vpf (1− Em/E2f ) (6.1b)
G12 = G13 =
Gm
1−√Vpf (1−Gm/G12f ) (6.1c)
G23 =
Gm
1−√Vpf (1−Gm/G23f ) (6.1d)
ν12 = ν13 = ν12fVpf + νm(1− Vpf ) (6.1e)
ν23 =
E22
2G23
− 1 (6.1f)
Vpf =
VftowVall
Vtow
(6.2)
where Vpf is the inter-tow fibre volume fraction, or packing factor, assuming hexagonal
packing as it is more representative of the real physical tow structure and maximises fibre
content. The quantities with subscript f are the fibre properties, and m the matrix prop-
erties. The subscript 1 indicates the fibre direction, and subscripts 2 and 3 the transverse
directions. Vtow is the volume of the specific tow type within the model geometry, Vall
the geometric volume of the entire model, and Vftow is the experimentally obtained fibre
volume fraction of the particular tow.
The tows are modelled as unidirectional fibre reinforced composites, with the binder
tow following a swept path to represent the orthogonal weave architecture as illustrated
in Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8. Each Mosaic brick is modelled as a C3D8 element in the
ABAQUS element library, representing an 8-node tetrahedral element with full integration
(quadratic interpolation) as it was found that using reduced integration elements (C3D8R)
resulted in excessive hourglassing and element interpenetration, causing the simulations
to abort. The discretisation of the overall composite specimen into its constituent materials
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and fibre tows can be seen in Figure 6.3. Thin cohesive elements were used to simulate the
interface between warp and weft tow elements and are discussed in the next section.
6.2.1 Strength Analysis
Strength analysis is very important when considering the potential applications of 3D wo-
ven composites as full scale experimental testing can be extremely expensive and time
consuming. Simulating failure and damage can allow a greater understanding of the fail-
ure modes, and particularly limitations pertaining to specific weave architectures. This
will allow utilisation of the optimum weave architecture for a specific design requirement.
Bogdanovich (2006), Bogdanovich (2009) developed and used the Mosaic model at the
Repeating Volume Element (RVE) level to predict failure of 3D orthogonal woven com-
posites. This model consists of matrix blocks and unidirectional composite lamina blocks
oriented in warp, fill and thickness directions. Iso-stress or iso-strain conditions are en-
forced to apply stress or displacement controlled loading to the matrix and composite
lamina blocks, and failure is identified by using the maximum stress failure criterion for
tensile, compressive and shear failure modes. The analysis is carried out in cycles where
a property degradation factor of 0.1 is applied to reduce the elastic moduli, Poisson's ra-
tios and shear moduli according to the respective criterion when failure is identified. The
main advantages of the Mosaic model are that all details of the individual yarn centreline
curvatures, cross-sectional shapes, yarn interlacing in the cross-over regions etc., do not
need to be explicitly addressed as they do in the full FE analyses described previously.
The limitations of this model however involve the application of the reduced material
properties after failure occurs, in that each material block can experience only one failure
occurrence corresponding to each failure mode, and progressive failure analysis results may
strongly depend on the initial quality of discretisation of the composite into its constituent
material blocks. This is the main challenge when using this modified mosaic modelling
strategy to model shear failure of the 3D woven composite material.
Failure analysis can still be carried out using the homogenised micro-scale unit cell
or RVE models, however inevitably the failure mechanism may be different given that the
scale of inspection is now larger. So for example, tensile fibre rupture would be represented
by an entire failed element. This is also heavily dependent upon the discretisation scheme
used to break down the composite into its constituents and model them effectively. The
more accurate models tend to require higher computational times due to the increased
complexity of the models or sufficient level of mesh refinement required to capture the
material properties effectively in the homogenised model, and hence the challenge lies in
the accurate modelling of failure with relatively large elements.
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6.2.2 Failure modelling through use of cohesive elements
Cohesive elements are a special type of element often used to model bonded interfaces
where the interface thickness is negligibly small. The constitutive response of the cohesive
elements may be defined directly in terms of traction and separation, making them very
useful for modelling delamination in composite materials. They can be seen in Figure 6.9.
The cohesive behaviour of the elements can be defined directly in terms of this traction-
separation law and allows specification of material data such as fracture energy as a function
of the mode mix (normal to shear deformation). They assume that failure of the elements
is characterised by progressive degradation of the material stiffness, and also assume a
linear elastic traction separation law prior to damage, as illustrated by Figure 6.2.
separation
traction
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1
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Figure 6.2: Traction-Separation behaviour for cohesive elements
This traction-separation model in the ABAQUS software assumes linear elastic behaviour
prior to the onset of damage. An elastic constitutive matrix relates the nominal stresses
to the nominal strains across the interface. The nominal stresses are the force compo-
nents divided by the original area at each integration point. The nominal strains are the
separations divided by the original thickness at each integration point.
The nominal traction stress vector, t consists of three components (two components in
two-dimensional problems): tn, ts, and tt, which represent the normal and the two shear
tractions respectively. The corresponding separations are denoted by δn, δs and δt.
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The nominal strains can be defined as
εn =
δn
T0
(6.3a)
εs =
δs
T0
(6.3b)
εt =
δt
T0
(6.3c)
Where T0 is the initial thickness of the cohesive element. The elastic behaviour is then
expressed as
t =

tn
ts
tt
 =
Enn Ens EntEns Ess Est
Ent Est Ett


εn
εs
εt
 = Eε (6.4)
Which represents fully coupled behaviour. However, uncoupled behaviour is often desired
between the normal and shear components, hence the off-diagonal terms are set to zero.Enn 0 00 Ess 0
0 0 Ett


εn
εs
εt
 = Eε (6.5)
Damage initiation occurs after the maximum traction is obtained when satisfying a speci-
fied damage initiation criteria. The cohesive elements used in the simulations use a maxi-
mum stress failure criterion of 0.05 GPa as established from the experiments conducted in
Chapters 4 and 5, listed in Table 3.4 and 4.4 where a maximum shear stress throughout
the entire set of tests was 0.0495 GPa for SBS tests and 0.0507 GPa for FPBT, rounded
to 0.05 GPa for simplicity.
Damage evolution can be modelled through a damage evolution law that describes the
rate at which material stiffness degrades once the initiation criterion is reached. This is
represented through a scalar damage variable, D, and represents the overall damage in the
material, capturing the combined effects of all the mechanisms active in the model. The
initial value is zero and monotonically evolved to a value of 1 after further loading from
damage initiation. Damage affects the stress components of the traction separation model
according to equations:
tn =
{
(1−D)t¯n
t¯n
,
t¯n ≥ 0
otherwise no damage to compressive stiffness
(6.6a)
ts = (1−D)t¯s (6.6b)
tt = (1−D)t¯t (6.6c)
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Where t¯n, t¯s and t¯t are the stress components predicted by the elastic traction separation
behaviour for the current strains without damage. When D = 1, the element has failed
and can no longer transfer loads, indicating debonding has occurred.
6.3 Discretisation of specimen into Mosaic elements
The effective discretisation of the specimen into elements used within the Modified Mosaic
Modelling method can be described by the following process:
1. The unit cell geometry is generated in ABAQUS FEA software as a series of planes.
2. This unit cell is then meshed within ABAQUS with the appropriate elements as-
signed.
3. This geometry is then exported as a .inp file in Python script.
4. The first of four MATLAB scripts (detailed in Appendix D) is then run in order to
generate and output the final specimen geometry of the specified dimensions as a
new .inp script file.
5. The outputted geometry is then imported into ABAQUS FEA software, and the
boundaries and loading constraints applied for either Short Beam Strength or Five
Point Bending Test.
A MATLAB script was developed and modified by inclusion of cohesive elements from
the one used by Dai (2014) to generate an orphan mesh from a point cloud of nodes,
based upon the repeating architecture of the Repeating Unit Cell (RUC). These nodes
are assembled into elements that are subsequently assigned the corresponding material
properties according to the assigned element set, and local coordinate orientation according
to the material the element is representing, as each fibre tow element is represented as
a unidirectional composite. The manufactured specimens used in the previous chapters
measure 75 × 15 × 3 mm, however the nature of the repeating unit cell architecture used
within the MATLAB script to generate the entire specimen results in dimensions of 78 ×
16 × 3 mm. This is a result of the unit cell measuring 6 × 2 × 3 mm, hence any specimens
generated must be a multiple of 6 mm in length and 2 mm in width. The generated model
is therefore slightly stiffer due to its larger size, in comparison to its physical counterpart.
Comparisons using shear stress are made, accounting for the increased cross-sectional area
through the width of the specimen. The generated elements were discretised to keep aspect
ratios as close to one as possible, with exception of cohesive elements that are required to
be very thin and measure 0.001 mm. These can be seen exposed in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.3: Full FE Model of orthogonal weave composite specimen in FPBT configuration
Figure 6.4: FE model with exposed warp tows running along the length of the specimen
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Figure 6.5: FE model with exposed weft tows running across the width of the specimen
Figure 6.6: FE model with exposed binder tows running along the length of the specimen
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Figure 6.7: Repeating binder tow section with arrows indicating local 1- direction of ma-
terial orientation for each element
Figure 6.8: FE model showing a single binder tow running along the length of the specimen
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Figure 6.9: FE model with exposed thin cohesive elements at the interfaces between warp
and weft tows
6.4 Numerical model setup and configuration
The numerical models are set up for both the SBS test, (representing the physical ASTM
D2344 test standard) and the FPBT. Each simulation contains four cases, representing the
same range of loading nose and support spacing in order to draw comparisons and validate
against the experimental results found in Chapters 3 and 4. The models are run using the
ABAQUS/Explicit interpreter as the simulation is dynamic due to the stiffness degradation
and deletion of the cohesive elements used to simulate the interface debonding mechanism.
The loading noses move vertically as a displacement controlled simulation and resulting
reaction forces are recorded and used to calculate shear stress. Contact modelling is used
to simulate contact between the specimen, loading nose and supports, with coefficient of
friction 0.23 for tangential contact and hard normal contact. The supports are constrained
in all directions and all rotations, and loaders in all but the vertical (z-) direction.
6.5 Results and discussion
This section discusses the general behaviour of the model up to and including the failure
event, and the behaviour of the model in both the SBS test, and the FPBT.
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6.5.1 Short Beam Strength Test Modelling
Span/thickness ratio = 2
The corresponding Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for the simu-
lations are shown plotted over experimental data in Figure 6.10a and 6.10b respectively.
Shear stress is calculated as previously, using Equation 2.1. The simulation plots show
an elastic region that is almost perfectly linear, and have very similar gradient to those
obtained experimentally. Table 6.4 summarises the averaged experimental results in com-
parison to the numerical simulation results. Here it can be seen that the averaged failure
load and maximum shear stress is higher than those calculated from experimental data.
This is due to the combination of failure modes as described previously in Chapter 3, where
the specimens often fail in both shear and matrix crushing, indicated by the non-linearity
of the plots for the experimental data in the region just prior to failure. The simulation
data beyond the point of failure is not an accurate representation of the damage progres-
sion due to the configuration of the numerical model, as the numerical model is designed
purely to model shear failure through the use of cohesive elements.
Table 6.4: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for SBS method with s/t = 2
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 2.731 3.123 14.36
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0455 0.0488 7.21
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.388 0.366 -5.63
Span/thickness ratio = 3
With s/t increased to 3, again the elastic region is nearly perfectly linear up to failure, with
very similar gradient to those of the experimental results. The failure load and maximum
shear stress are again higher than those from the experimental data, due to the softening
of the matrix and cracking during loading as detailed in Chapter 3. The displacement at
which failure occurs for the simulation is lower than that of the experimental test results,
again attributed to the matrix crushing, which the model does not simulate, as it is built
to model only pure shear failure along the warp-weft tow interfaces. Again the data
plotted for the numerical simulation beyond the point of failure is not representative of
physical behaviour or damage progression. A summary of these comparisons is presented
in Table 6.5. The corresponding Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots
for the simulations are shown plotted over experimental data in Figure 6.11a and 6.11b
respectively.
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(a) Load-Displacement plot
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 6.10: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of SBS test showing
simulation results plotted over experimental results for s/t = 2
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(a) Load-Displacement plot
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 6.11: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of SBS test showing
simulation results plotted over experimental results for s/t = 3
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Table 6.5: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for SBS method with s/t = 3
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 2.386 2.837 18.91
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0398 0.0443 11.47
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.563 0.547 -2.83
Span/thickness ratio = 4
As the s/t ratio increased to 4, it can clearly be seen how the simulation no longer accu-
rately represents the corresponding physical test as the elastic region does not follow the
experimental data. It continues far beyond the displacement to failure (maximum load)
for the physical tests. This reiterates the observation of how the SBS test has a limited
span for effectively inducing shear failure, in that the model is designed to model shear
failure exclusively. It could possibly indicate the point at which shear failure would occur,
removing the manifestation of other failure mechanisms as observed through the exper-
imental tests in Chapter 3. For this reason the displacement at failure is much greater
than those found in the experimental dataset. The data supporting these comparisons is
summarised and presented in Table 6.6, where the difference between experimental and
numerical data is evident with load and shear stress percentage differences of over 25%.
The Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for these simulations can be
seen plotted over experimental data in Figure 6.12a and 6.12b respectively.
Table 6.6: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for SBS method with s/t = 4
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 1.941 2.636 35.78
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0324 0.0412 27.29
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.805 0.907 12.71
Span/thickness ratio = 5
Finally with s/t = 5 it is apparent from Figures 6.13a and 6.13b that the numerical simu-
lation is no longer an accurate representation of the physical behaviour of the material for
this specific span/thickness ratio. Both Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement
plots are largely different to the experimental dataset. The elastic region is definitely not
linear and may be due to the model configuration not set up to model flexural failure as
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(a) Load-Displacement plot
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 6.12: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots showing simulation
results for SBS test with s/t = 4
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indicated by the experimental observations at this span/thickness ratio. The large differ-
ences are highlighted in the data summary table presented in Table 6.7, with differences
in load and shear stress of over 50%.
Table 6.7: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation data for SBS method with s/t = 5
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 1.553 2.540 63.55
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0259 0.0397 53.33
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.997 1.401 40.55
General model behaviour for Short Beam Strength Test
The general model behaviour can be described as having an elastic load-displacement up to
the point of failure, but dependent upon the s/t ratio. Once the cohesive elements begin to
degrade, a loss of stiffness, and hence loss of ability to carry load, represents the debonding
between the warp and weft tows at the interface as shear stress reaches maximum. The
element is subsequently deleted. Shear failure occurs either side of a central loading nose as
expected from the shear force and bending moment diagrams of the SBS test. This process
can be seen in Figure 6.14, showing only the cohesive elements as they change from blue
(undamaged) to red (damaged) prior to and post failure and is indicated by the ABAQUS
specific output variable SDEG reaching a value of 1, reflected in the load-displacement
plot as the first drop in load. This element deletion event corresponds to the point at
which maximum shear stress is reached, and hence shear failure.
The effect of the shear failure can be seen very clearly when inspecting the shear stresses
on the binder tow. Figure 6.15 shows the shear stress, τ13 (referring to the local tow orien-
tation axis) as experienced by the binder immediately before and after the onset of shear
failure (i.e. cohesive element deletion). Here it can be seen that the shear stress doubles
after the failure event, indicating that the binder tow acts in a crack bridging fashion and
takes up the shear load previously carried through the interface as it is transferred onto
the binder tow upon element deletion. Note the concentration of shear stress above and
below where the central layer of warp tows would be located.
The effect of the shear failure, hence interface debonding, can also be observed upon
inspecting the shear stresses surrounding the binder tow as experienced by the warp and
weft tows. Though the model does not incorporate an interface between the binder tow
and other tows (binder tow and weft tow or warp tow elements share nodes and faces), the
increase in shear stresses experienced by the warp and weft tows prior and post failure can
be seen in Figures 6.16 to 6.18 respectively.
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(a) Load-Displacement plot
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot
Figure 6.13: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots showing simulation
results for SBS test with s/t = 5
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(a) Prior to failure, cohesive elements intact (blue)
(b) Cut section of numerical model showing only cohesive elements, with damaged (deleted) ele-
ments in red, indicating debonding
Figure 6.14: Numerical model of SBS test showing cohesive elements only, prior to and
post failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Prior to shear failure
(b) Post shear failure
Figure 6.15: Cut section of numerical model under SBS test, showing shear stress τ13 in
binder tow elements only, prior to and post failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Prior to shear failure
(b) Post shear failure
Figure 6.16: Numerical model under SBS test, showing shear stress τ13 in warp tow ele-
ments only, prior to and post shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Prior to shear failure
(b) Post shear failure
Figure 6.17: Numerical model under SBS test, showing shear stress τ12 in warp tow ele-
ments only, prior to and post shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Prior to shear failure
(b) Post shear failure
Figure 6.18: Cut plane of numerical model under SBS test, showing shear stress τ23 in weft
tow elements only, prior to and post shear failure, s/t = 3
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It is important to note the location of these shear stress concentrations on each tow type.
They are located directly adjacent to the binder tow path, modelling the crack bridging
mechanism as the cohesive interface elements are deleted and the shear stresses transfer to
the binder tow.
Comparison of span/thickness ratios
The Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement results up to failure for numerical
simulations of all s/t ratios are plotted together in Figure 6.19. As s/t ratio increases
from 2 to 5, the failure loads and failure shear stresses decrease in a non-linear fashion.
It can also be seen how the elastic regions prior to failure migrate from an almost perfect
linear response to a non-linear response with increasing s/t ratio. However as discussed
previously, the models for s/t > 4 no longer represent the physical behaviour as observed
within the experimental results and is reflected by the large percentage differences as
s/t ratio increases. This is shown in Table 6.8. It is worth mentioning again that the
data beyond failure is no longer representative of an accurate numerical or experimental
result, due to the limitations of the model configuration in that it is set up to exclusively
model shear failure. As the model uses the maximum stress failure criterion, once cohesive
elements along the entire width of the specimen have failed, the specimen is no longer
contiguous, and so the model behaves erratically with increasing load. There are also no
contact surfaces or interactions programmed in the model between adjacent tows, so stress
transfer between tow types and the surrounding material is not accurate. The cohesive
elements are relatively large so cannot accurately represent crack progression, a major
limitation of the mosaic modelling method.
Figure 6.20 shows the divergence between the numerical simulations and averaged ex-
perimental data for load and shear stress at failure as s/t ratio increases. The numerical
simulations do show a non-linear decrease but they are not all representative of the physical
failure mechanism observed in the experiments as explained previously in Chapter 3. The
percentage difference in averaged experimental and numerical simulations is summarised
in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8: Data summary table of percentage difference between numerical simulation and
averaged experimental data for all s/t ratios in the SBS test condition
s/t
Difference in Failure
Load (%)
Difference in Failure
Shear stress (%)
Difference in Failure
displacement (%)
2 14.36 7.21 -5.63
3 18.91 11.47 -2.83
4 35.78 27.29 12.71
5 63.55 53.33 40.55
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Figure 6.19: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots comparing all s/t
ratios for SBS simulations
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(b) Failure shear stress vs s/t ratio
Figure 6.20: Failure loads and failure shear stress plotted against s/t ratio for Averaged
Experimental and Numerical Simulations under SBS test conditions
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6.5.2 Five Point Bending Test Modelling
Span/thickness ratio = 2
As with the simulations for the SBS test, the numerical simulation data beyond the point
of failure is not representative of realistic physical behaviour for the same set of reasons.
The elastic region of the simulation is linear with a very similar gradient to that of the
experimental data. As the model uses idealised tow geometry and layout, there is no
reflection of the tow straightening that occurs within the initial section of the plot. Given
how failure was not a distinct event within the experimental data, the displacement at
maximum load and maximum shear stress for the simulation does appear to line up well
with the elastic limit found in the experimental data, however the maximum load and
maximum shear stress values are slightly higher in the simulation than the experimental
data. This could be attributed to the inherent over-stiffness in finite element modelling
due to the idealised layout and orientation of the tows and matrix, as this model does not
account for manufacturing imperfections such as the previously described misalignment of
the weft tows to loading noses and supports due to waviness and/or tow movement during
the resin infusion process. A summary of the differences between averaged experimental
values and the numerical simulation is shown in Table 6.9. The corresponding Load-
Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots for the simulation are shown plotted
over the equivalent experimental data in Figures 6.21a and 6.21b respectively. Shear stress
is calculated as previously, using Equation 4.1.
Table 6.9: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for FPBT method with s/t = 2
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 4.927 5.892 19.59
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0565 0.0633 12.11
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.389 0.355 -8.73
Span/thickness ratio = 3
With s/t = 3, again the gradients of both plots are very similar to those found in the
linear elastic region for the experimental data. The displacement at failure matches that
found within the experimental data with a difference of less than 2%, however maximum
load is higher for the simulation. This again could be attributed to the model not ac-
counting for the matrix softening immediately prior to failure, and also the idealised tow
geometry and slightly larger specimen within the model. The shear stress-displacement
plot accounts for this small size difference and shows a maximum shear stress of around
5GPa, very close to those found in the experimental data, with an 8.42% difference from
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(a) Load-Displacement plot for FPBT simulations with s/t = 2
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plot for FPBT simulations with s/t = 2
Figure 6.21: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of FPBT simulation
for s/t = 2
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the averaged experimental value. The results show that the numerical simulations are in
excellent agreement with determining the failure shear stress and displacement, although
failure loads are slightly higher. A summary of the differences between averaged experi-
mental values and the numerical simulation is presented in Table 6.9. These differences
can be seen in the corresponding Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots
for the simulation, shown plotted over the equivalent experimental data in Figures 6.22a
and 6.22b respectively.
Table 6.10: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for FPBT method with s/t = 3
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 4.130 4.776 15.64
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0473 0.0513 8.42
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.458 0.450 -1.69
Span/thickness ratio = 4
A similar pattern emerges to the previous span/thickness ratio, in that the gradients of
both plots for the numerical simulation and experimental data match closely in the lin-
ear elastic region. Displacement at failure corresponds extremely well to those found in
the experimental dataset, being less than 1% different. Failure load is greater for the
aforementioned reasons however the failure shear stress is within 10% of the averaged ex-
perimental data. A summary of the differences between averaged experimental values and
the representative numerical simulation is shown in Table 6.11, and these can be viewed
in the corresponding Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots in Figures
6.23a and 6.23b respectively.
Table 6.11: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for FPBT method with s/t = 4
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 3.715 4.354 17.21
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0426 0.0468 9.88
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.609 0.604 -0.77
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(a) Load-Displacement plots
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plots
Figure 6.22: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of FPBT test showing
simulation results for s/t = 3
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Span/thickness ratio = 5
With the final s/t ratio, yet again the linear elastic region lies very close to that found
in the experimental dataset, however there is a greater degree of matrix softening prior
to failure, which explains the greater failure load as it is not modelled. The failure shear
stress is again very similar to those found in the experimental dataset, along with the dis-
placement at failure. A summary of the differences between averaged experimental values
and the representative numerical simulation is shown in Table 6.12 and the corresponding
Load-Displacement and Shear stress-Displacement plots plotted over experimental data
are presented in Figures 6.24a and 6.24b respectively.
Table 6.12: Comparison summary table of averaged experimental results and numerical
simulation for FPBT method with s/t = 5
Averaged
experimental
Numerical
simulation
Difference (%)
Load (kN) 3.578 4.191 17.14
Shear stress (GPa) 0.0410 0.0450 9.82
Displacement at failure (mm) 0.828 0.811 -2.10
General model behaviour for Five Point Bending Test
The general model behaviour for the Five Point Bending Test is best described as linear
elastic up to the point of failure, and consistent across the entire s/t ratios tested. As
mentioned previously, the model is only representative of the physical behaviour up to the
point of failure.
The cohesive elements representing the interface between the warp and weft tows fail
either side of the central support, as expected from the maximum shear force in the re-
spective shear force bending moment diagram. The shear stress distribution can be seen
in Figure 6.25, with both full and cut section illustrations. Note the localised decrease in
shear stress around where the binder tows passes through indicating the binder tow takes
up some of the shear stress in the immediate vicinity of the binding points in the planes of
the interface. Failure of the cohesive elements can be seen in Figure 6.26. Here, two clear
regions can be seen, either side of the central support, with failure occurring in two distinct
planes, above and below the central warp tow. This is representative of the physical failure
observed with the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) results discussed in Chapter 5. As the
numerical model is created with a perfect, ideal arrangement of the tow architecture, the
failure extends throughout the entire width of the specimen immediately as the cohesive
elements fail simultaneously.
The dramatic increase in shear stress experienced by the binder tow immediately after
failure of the cohesive elements can be seen when comparing Figures 6.27 and 6.28. Here
the shear stress τ13 more than doubles from around 0.67 GPa to around 1.56 GPa. The
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(a) Load-Displacement plots
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plots
Figure 6.23: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of FPBT test showing
simulation results for s/t = 4
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plots
Figure 6.24: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots of FPBT test showing
simulation results for s/t = 5
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effect of the cohesive elements failing in the distinct planes above and below the centre
warp tow can clearly be seen in Figure 6.28a, where the shear stress concentrations can be
seen corresponding to the locations at which those failure planes intersect the binder tow
elements.
Inspection of the warp tows post shear failure indicate stress concentrations that sur-
round the binder tow path and can be seen in Figure 6.29. The stress concentrations are
higher on the surface warp tows, as illustrated by Figure 6.30b, and is expected as these
locations coincide with the locations for expected maximum lateral displacement under the
specific FPBT loading condition.
Comparison of s/t ratios
The simulation results for all s/t ratios up to the point of failure are plotted together in
Figure 6.31. Here the non-linear decrease in maximum load and displacement can be seen.
The failure load and failure shear stresses are plotted against s/t ratio in Figure 6.32.
These results align well with the findings of Fridley and French (2000), whereby the shear
strength follows a similar trend with increasing s/t ratio; indicating the failure load and
failure shear stress look to stabilise after a s/t ratio of around 6, although more data with
s/t ratio above 5 would be necessary to draw this conclusion. Figure 6.32 also shows how
the simulations are consistently 15 - 20% greater in failure loads, and 8 - 12% greater in
failure shear stresses than those found from the averaged experimental results. A summary
of this data can be found along with the percentage difference in displacement at failure
in Table 6.13.
Table 6.13: Data summary table of percentage difference between numerical simulation
and averaged experimental data for all s/t ratios in the FPBT condition
s/t
Difference in Failure
Load (%)
Difference in Failure
Shear stress (%)
Difference in
Displacement at
failure(%)
2 19.59 12.11 -8.73
3 15.64 8.42 -1.69
4 17.21 9.88 -0.77
5 17.14 8.92 -2.10
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(a) Prior to shear failure
(b) Cut section prior to shear failure
Figure 6.25: Numerical model under FPBT, showing shear stress τ13 in cohesive elements
only, prior to shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Post shear failure, failed elements indicated by SDEG = 1
(b) Cut section post shear failure, showing failure extends through the width of the specimen
Figure 6.26: Numerical model under FPBT, showing failed cohesive elements only, post
shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Prior to shear failure, side view
(b) Prior to shear failure, Isometric view
Figure 6.27: Numerical model under FPBT, showing shear stress τ13 in binder tow elements
only, prior to shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Post shear failure, side view
(b) Post shear failure, Isometric view
Figure 6.28: Numerical model under FPBT, showing shear stress τ13 in binder tow elements
only, post shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Post shear failure
(b) Post shear failure, Cut plane view
Figure 6.29: Numerical model under FPBT, showing shear stress τ13 in warp tow elements
only, post shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Post shear failure, cut plane view
(b) Post shear failure, Cut plane view with binder tow
Figure 6.30: Cut section of numerical model under FPBT, showing shear stress τ23 in weft
tow elements, with binder tow also partially shown, post shear failure, s/t = 3
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(a) Load-Displacement plots for all FPBT simulations over all s/t ratios
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(b) Shear stress-Displacement plots for all FPBT simulations over all s/t ratios
Figure 6.31: Load-displacement and Shear stress-displacement plots comparing all
Span/Thickness ratios for FPBT simulations up to point of failure
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(b) Failure Shear stress vs s/t ratio
Figure 6.32: Failure loads and failure shear stress plotted against s/t ratio for FPBT
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6.5.3 Conclusion
The modified mosaic modelling technique has shown to be effective and efficient in mod-
elling purely shear failure within the 3D orthogonal woven composite specimens. The
cohesive elements used to simulate the interface between the warp and weft tow elements
prove effective in modelling the debonding that occurs during the initial shear failure, with
the sharp increase in shear stress observed in the binder tow elements indicating crack
bridging occurs. The loads and shear stresses are typically higher than those observed in
the corresponding experimental tests, however this is expected as the numerical model has
a perfect arrangement of the tows and weave architecture. The model however, does not
model other failure mechanisms such as fibre failure, flexural failure or matrix crushing;
mechanisms that occur at either end of the span/thickness ratios tested, observed in the
experimental data through measurement of edge strain via the DIC analysis technique,
with no failure behaviour observable within the material between edges. The model also
does not represent the damage progression beyond initial failure as this would require a
more comprehensive and complex model, which would ultimately increase computational
time due to a greater number of interfaces, element and node count.
When comparing the two loading conditions, SBS and FPBT the model works well
to replicate the findings of those in the experimental datasets, presented in Chapters 3
and 4, whereby the s/t ratio has an effect on the failure mechanism dependent upon the
loading condition. Here it can be seen how for the higher s/t ratios under the SBS loading
condition, the mechanism for failure is not shear, or shear dominated, and is illustrated
by the diverging results when comparing the experimental and numerical datasets for each
testing span in Figure 6.19.
Equally for the FPBT, the numerical model results do not accurately reflect the obser-
vations found in the experimental data for s/t = 2 as matrix cracking/crushing was the
dominant failure mechanism, and not shear failure as designed in the numerical model.
However, all other s/t ratios tested follow the observed experimental dataset quite closely,
as indicated by Figure 6.32. Therefore the numerical model for the FPBT can be seen to
more accurately represent, and be useful for, modelling shear failure over a wider range of
s/t ratios, as also reflected by the comparisons drawn between the two experimental test
methods. Overall the models:
• Represent the physical experiments very well up to the point of failure.
• Accurately predict failure stress, with only slight over-stiffening
• Have a higher peak load compared with experimental data, due to the perfect tow
orientation and path nature of the model, and being slightly wider than experimental
test specimens.
• Reflect the findings with respect to SBS test in the sensitivity to test span shown by
the diverging results, whereas the FPBT tests do not.
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• Demonstrate that the Modified Mosaic Model with Cohesive elements is a good
candidate for computationally cheap and effective modelling of shear failure for 3D
orthogonal woven composites, and can be easily adapted for much larger components.
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7.1 Overall Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis successfully evaluates shear failure and damage pro-
gression in 3D woven carbon composite specimens of orthogonal weave and angle weave
architectures subjected to out of plane loading.
The use of the non contact Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measurement technique
was used to evaluate the strain distribution and view failure and damage progression on
the edge of the specimens during testing under different loading conditions and was able
to generate full field strain maps of the edge of the specimens under loading. Numerical
models making used of the Modified Mosaic Modelling Method were also developed with the
use of cohesive elements to model shear failure within the orthogonal weave architecture
with excellent agreement to the equivalent physical test, showing, in general, a slightly
higher failure load, but similar failure stress. The post failure/damage progression was not
modelled.
For the orthogonal weave architecture, the out of plane loading was conducted through
two testing methods;
• the Short Beam Strength test to represent ASTM D2344
• the Five Point Bending Test
Both test methods were conducted with span to thickness ratios of 2, 3, 4 and 5 tested
on specimens cut from a single manufactured panel.
The Short Beam Strength (SBS) test method results showed a very limited span/thickness
ratio for which shear would be the dominant failure mechanism, and would often have a
mixture of failure modes. Low span to thickness ratios resulted in crushing failure, and
high span to thickness ratios resulted in flexural failure, as indicated by the DIC strain
distribution analyses. This demonstrated the lack of suitability of existing test methods
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for the experimental analysis of out of plane loading and specifically shear failure, for 3D
woven composites.
As an improvement, the Five Point Bending Test (FPBT) was adapted for use with
these 3D woven composites, and showed lower sensitivity to span to thickness ratio, pro-
viding a more consistent shear dominated failure over a wider range of span to thickness
ratios. The through the thickness reinforcement provided by the binder tow demonstrated
crack bridging in both test methods, however was more prevalent and observed with greater
clarity within the FPBT results, as damage progression could be seen with a characteristic
saw-tooth pattern in the load-displacement data. This paves the way to generate a new
test standard to fit in at the bottom of the testing pyramid.
Following the success of testing the orthogonal woven composites using the Five Point
Bending Test method, it was then used to understand the failure and damage progression
of the Angle Weave architecture, providing a more consistent test method to induce shear
dominated failure with lower coefficient of variance values across load, stress and work. It
was hence used exclusively with span to thickness ratios of 3 to 5. This also allowed a like
for like comparison to be made with the orthogonal weave architecture for identical span
to thickness ratio tests.
The angle weave architecture consistently failed at higher loads, (hence higher shear
stresses) when compared to the equivalent tests for the orthogonal weave architecture,
along with higher work to failure and work/span indicating greater damage tolerance.
Debonding crack lengths were much longer due to the binder tow path and distance between
successive binder tow insertions along the warp/weft tow interface plane. The higher work
to failure and subsequently higher work/span is attributed to the longer crack length and
deflection along the binder tow path. No sudden load drops or saw-tooth pattern are
present, indicating greater damage tolerance and gradual failure with greater sustained
load beyond failure. Overall, the Angle Weave architecture can be considered the better
performing weave architecture in terms of damage tolerance under out of plane shear
loading.
In order to complement the physical test methods used for the orthogonal weave ar-
chitecture, a numerical model was developed to replicate shear failure using the modified
mosaic method with cohesive elements to simulate the interface between warp and weft
tows. The modelling results show divergence between numerical and experimental datasets
with increasing span to thickness ratio for the SBS; not present within the FPBT models.
The limited range in which shear dominated failure occurs is reflected by this divergence as
the numerical model only models shear failure and not flexural failure at large s/t ratios,
or crushing failure at small s/t ratios. With the FPBT simulations, the models match
the experimental data extremely well, shown by low coefficient of variance values upon
comparison. A numerical model that is computationally inexpensive yet accurate has been
developed, and successfully simulates shear failure within orthogonal woven architecture
composites with closely matching failure load and displacement for the FPBT condition.
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Overall, this thesis has presented an investigation to the failure behaviour and damage
propagation of two architectures of 3D woven composite structures through the use of
Digital Image Correlation and two different test methods. The five point bending method
was deemed the more consistent test method for producing shear failure and was therefore
also used in testing the angle weave architecture. A numerical model was constructed to
model the shear failure within orthogonal architecture 3D woven composite specimens and
provided a good prediction of failure strength within acceptable span/thickness ratios. The
models of the FPBT models showed a consistent tracking of failure stress with increasing
span/thickness ratio when compared to their physical test counterparts, whereas the SBS
test models diverged from physical test data.
7.2 Novel contributions to the field
The work presented in this thesis demonstrates all of the objectives have been met. It
has presented a thorough literature review examining the state of the art in terms of
experimental and modelling methods used for 3D woven carbon composite structures, and
has demonstrated a novel testing method by combining the Five Point Bending Test and
non-contact Digital Image Correlation technique in order to gain a greater understanding
of the failure and damage progression for two entirely different weave architectures.
An existing modelling method has been extensively modified and adapted with use
of cohesive elements in order to simulate the shear failure within orthogonal 3D woven
composites, in a method that is easily adapted for larger components with low node and
element counts, providing a relatively cheap, yet effective modelling method.
7.3 Recommendations for future work
Following the work explored in this thesis, there remain plenty of opportunities for further
development in understanding the failure and damage progression of 3D woven composite
structures subjected to out of plane loading. This can be through both further experimental
investigation and also numerical modelling.
7.3.1 Experimental investigation
The DIC method proved an effective means of viewing the strain distribution during loading
and particularly for damage progression, however it is only able to view the edge of the
specimen and as discussed, is not representative of the strain throughout the width of the
specimens, as the crack is likely not to be planar. Use of non-destructive test methods
such as acoustic emissions and X-ray computer tomography scanning during testing will
enable a much more detailed view of the failure within the specimen that cannot otherwise
be observed. This is particularly useful for understanding crack initiation and progression
within the specimen, and especially for comparing different weave architectures.
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Further configurations of the weave architectures could also be investigated, along with
thicker specimens consisting of more warp and weft tow layers. This also extends to
structures such as I-, T- and J- stiffener shapes in order to gain further understanding of
real-world applications.
7.3.2 Numerical modelling
The modified mosaic model used with cohesive elements proved effective and accurate in
the prediction of shear failure within the orthogonal weave architecture. These models
can be developed to include cohesive elements at more interfaces, particularly between
the binder tow/warp tow and binder tow/weft tow interfaces, simulating debonding that
occurs between the binder tow and surrounding material.
A model could also be built for the angle weave architecture, potentially using a finer
discretisation, although considerations regarding element number and complexity will still
have to be made. The mosaic model was not deemed entirely suitable for the angle weave
architecture due to the high number of elements required in order to accurately represent
the binder tow path, and failures along the binder tow interface would occur in orthogonal
planes due to the use of cuboidal elements. Using non-cuboidal elements in order to
simulate the binder tow path more accurately could be a better strategy, particularly as
an angled crack plane was observed during experimental testing.
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Figure A.1: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A3, s/t = 2
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Figure A.2: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B8, s/t = 2
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Figure A.3: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C6 s/t = 2
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Figure A.4: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D4 s/t = 2
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Figure A.5: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E9 s/t = 2
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Figure A.6: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A7 s/t = 3
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Figure A.7: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B2 s/t = 3
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Figure A.8: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C5 s/t = 3
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Figure A.9: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D11 s/t = 3
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Figure A.10: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E1 s/t = 3
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Figure A.11: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A10 s/t = 4
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Figure A.12: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B7 s/t = 4
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Figure A.13: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C8 s/t = 4
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Figure A.14: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D5 s/t = 4
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Figure A.15: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E6 s/t = 4
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Figure A.16: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A2 s/t = 5
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Figure A.17: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B5 s/t = 5
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Figure A.18: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C9 s/t = 5
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Figure A.19: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D3 s/t = 5
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Figure A.20: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E11 s/t = 5
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Figure B.1: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A6, s/t = 2
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Figure B.2: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B1, s/t = 2
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Figure B.3: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C7 s/t = 2
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Figure B.4: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D1 s/t = 2
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Figure B.5: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E5 s/t = 2
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Figure B.6: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A12 s/t = 3
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Figure B.7: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B10 s/t = 3
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Figure B.8: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C3 s/t = 3
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Figure B.9: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D9 s/t = 3
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Figure B.10: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E4 s/t = 3
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Figure B.11: DIC strain distribution map for specimen A4 s/t = 4
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Figure B.12: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B1 s/t = 4
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Figure B.13: DIC strain distribution map for specimen C2 s/t = 4
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Figure B.14: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D8 s/t = 4
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Figure B.15: DIC strain distribution map for specimen E2 s/t = 4
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B.4 Span to thickness ratio = 5
For this span to thickness ratio, unfortunately failure was only observed in two specimens
for the observed field of view. The other specimens did fail, however the failure was outside
the field of view seen by the DIC camera setup.
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Figure B.16: DIC strain distribution map for specimen B3 s/t = 5
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Figure B.17: DIC strain distribution map for specimen D2 s/t = 5
Appendix C
DIC Analyses results for Angle
Weave Architecture
This appendix contains the DIC analyses of all angle weave architecture specimens tested
under FBPT, for span to thickness ratios of 3, 4 and 5. Only the DIC analyses that show
the intial failure are presented as the failures sometimes fell outside the observed field of
view of the camera.
C.1 Span to thickness ratio = 3
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Figure C.1: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z7, s/t = 3
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Figure C.2: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z5, s/t = 3
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Figure C.3: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z8 s/t = 3
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Figure C.4: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z3 s/t = 3
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C.2 Span to thickness ratio = 4
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Figure C.5: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z2 s/t = 4
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Figure C.6: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z6 s/t = 4
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Figure C.7: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z9 s/t = 4
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C.3 Span to thickness ratio = 5
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Figure C.8: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z13 s/t = 5
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Figure C.9: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z1 s/t = 5
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Figure C.10: DIC strain distribution map for specimen Z12 s/t = 5

Appendix D
MATLAB Code
This appendix contains the MATLAB code used to generate the ABAQUS FEA model. It
consist of 5 MATLAB scripts that run sequentially in order to input material properties,
build the unit cell, mirror the unit cell and replicate them to build a structure of the desired
specimen size, then finally output the data in a form readable to the ABAQUS software.
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AbaqusModification.m 1
clc
clear all
FileName= uigetfile({'*.inp'},'Select the input file to read','MultiSelect','off');
fid=fopen(FileName);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Input Material Properties
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Packing factors
% %%% %W-1 Full FE
Vwarp=0.7470;
Vweft=0.5619;
Vweftsurf=0.7086;
Vbinder=0.8911;
% Matrix
Em=3.5e9;
NUm=0.4;
Gm=Em/(2*(NUm+1));
RHOm=1144;
alphaM=3.5e-5; % thermal expansion coefficient /K
CpM=1000; % Specific heat J/kgK
Xtm=73e6; % tensile strengh
Xcm=55e6; % Compressive strength
Sm=40e6; % Shear strength
% Warp Fibre
Ep11=290e9;
Ep22=28e9;
Ep33=28e9;
NUp12=0.2;
NUp13=0.2;
NUp23=0.4;
Gp12=8.963e9;
Gp13=8.963e9;
Gp23=10e9;
RHOp=1790;
alphap1=-5.4e-7;
alphap2=1e-5;
Cpp=800;
Xtp=5.69e9; %Tensile strength
Diap=5; % diameter;
tptow=0.56; % thickness of the tow
% Weft Fibre
Ef11=239e9;
Ef22=28e9;
Ef33=28e9;
NUf12=0.2;
NUf13=0.2;
NUf23=0.4;
Gf12=8.963e9;
Gf13=8.963e9;
Gf23=10e9;
RHOf=1760;
alphaf1=-5.4e-7;
alphaf2=1e-5;
Cpf=800;
Xtf=3825e6;
Diaf=7; % diameter;
-
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tftow=0.23; % thickness of the tow
% Binder Fibre
Eb11=230e9;
Eb22=15e9;
Eb33=15e9;
NUb12=0.2;
NUb13=0.2;
NUb23=0.4;
Gb12=15e9;
Gb13=15e9;
Gb23=7e9;
RHOb=1760;
alphab1=-5.4e-7;
alphab2=1e-5;
Cpb=800;
% Xtb=3530e6;
Xtb=3450e6; %W-3
Diab=7; % diameter;
tbtow=0.17; % thickness of the tow
% Cohesive Element
RHcoh=RHOm;
Ecoh=Em;
Gcoh12=Gm;
Gcoh23=Gm;
Scoh11=7.5e7; % MaxDirect Stress;
Scoh12=6.5e7; % MaxDirect Shear Stress;
Scoh23=6.5e7; % MaxDirect Shear Stress;
Energycoh=4e6; % Damage evolution;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate Tow Properties using Chamis laws for elastic and thermal
% expansion
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Warp tow
Eptow11=Ep11*Vwarp+Em*(1-Vwarp);
Eptow22=Em/(1-Vwarp^0.5*(1-Em/Ep22));
Eptow33=Eptow22;
Gptow12=Gm/(1-Vwarp^0.5*(1-Gm/Gp12));
Gptow13=Gm/(1-Vwarp^0.5*(1-Gm/Gp13));
Gptow23=Gm/(1-Vwarp^0.5*(1-Gm/Gp23));
NUptow12=NUp12*Vwarp+NUm*(1-Vwarp);
NUptow13=NUptow12;
NUptow23=Eptow22/(2*Gptow23)-1;
RHOptow=RHOp*Vwarp+RHOm*(1-Vwarp);
Cpptow=Cpp*Vwarp*RHOp/RHOptow+CpM*(1-Vwarp)*RHOm/RHOptow;
alphaptow1=(Ep11*alphap1*Vwarp+Em*alphaM*(1-Vwarp))/(Ep11*Vwarp+Em*(1-Vwarp));
alphaptow2=alphap2*Vwarp^0.5+(1-Vwarp^0.5)*(1+Vwarp*(1-Vwarp)*Ep11/Eptow11)*alphaM;
Xtptow=Xtp*Vwarp+Xtm*(1-Vwarp);% Tensile strength of the tow
if Vwarp>pi/4
sf=(2*pi*(Diap/2)^2/(3^0.5*Vwarp))^0.5;
else
sf=(pi*(Diap/2)^2/Vwarp)^0.5;
end
Ytptow=Xtm/(Em/(Eptow22*((Diap/sf)*(Em/Ep22-1)+1))); % Transverse tensile strength
Stptow=Sm/(Gm/(Gptow23*((Diap/sf)*(Gm/Gp23-1)+1))); % Transverse shear
Xcptow=1590e6;
Ycptow=185e6;
Slptow=90e6;
-
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% Weft tow on surface
Eftowsurf11=Ef11*Vweftsurf+Em*(1-Vweftsurf);
Eftowsurf22=Em/(1-Vweftsurf^0.5*(1-Em/Ef22));
Eftowsurf33=Eftowsurf22;
Gftowsurf12=Gm/(1-Vweftsurf^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf12));
Gftowsurf13=Gm/(1-Vweftsurf^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf13));
Gftowsurf23=Gm/(1-Vweftsurf^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf23));
NUftowsurf12=NUf12*Vweftsurf+NUm*(1-Vweftsurf);
NUftowsurf13=NUftowsurf12;
NUftowsurf23=Eftowsurf22/(2*Gftowsurf23)-1;
RHOftowsurf=RHOf*Vweftsurf+RHOm*(1-Vweftsurf);
Cpftowsurf=Cpf*Vweftsurf*RHOf/RHOftowsurf+CpM*(1-Vweftsurf)*RHOm/RHOftowsurf;
alphaftowsurf1=(Ef11*alphaf1*Vweftsurf+Em*alphaM*(1-Vweftsurf))/(Ef11*Vweftsurf+Em*(1-
Vweftsurf));
alphaftowsurf2=alphaf2*Vweftsurf^0.5+(1-Vweftsurf^0.5)*(1+Vweftsurf*(1-Vweftsurf)*Ef11/
Eftowsurf11)*alphaM;
Xtftowsurf=Xtf*Vweftsurf+Xtm*(1-Vweftsurf);% Tensile strength of the tow
if Vweftsurf>pi/4
sf=(2*pi*(Diaf/2)^2/(3^0.5*Vweftsurf))^0.5;
else
sf=(pi*(Diaf/2)^2/Vweftsurf)^0.5;
end
Ytftowsurf=Xtm/(Em/(Eftowsurf22*((Diaf/sf)*(Em/Ef22-1)+1))); % Transverse tensile strength
Stftowsurf=Sm/(Gm/(Gftowsurf23*((Diaf/sf)*(Gm/Gf23-1)+1))); % Transverse shear
Xcftowsurf=1500e6;
Ycftowsurf=150e6;
Slftowsurf=70e6;
% Weft tow
Eftow11=Ef11*Vweft+Em*(1-Vweft);
Eftow22=Em/(1-Vweft^0.5*(1-Em/Ef22));
Eftow33=Eftow22;
Gftow12=Gm/(1-Vweft^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf12));
Gftow13=Gm/(1-Vweft^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf13));
Gftow23=Gm/(1-Vweft^0.5*(1-Gm/Gf23));
NUftow12=NUf12*Vweft+NUm*(1-Vweft);
NUftow13=NUftow12;
NUftow23=Eftow22/(2*Gftow23)-1;
RHOftow=RHOf*Vweft+RHOm*(1-Vweft);
Cpftow=Cpf*Vweft*RHOf/RHOftow+CpM*(1-Vweft)*RHOm/RHOftow;
alphaftow1=(Ef11*alphaf1*Vweft+Em*alphaM*(1-Vweft))/(Ef11*Vweft+Em*(1-Vweft));
alphaftow2=alphaf2*Vweft^0.5+(1-Vweft^0.5)*(1+Vweft*(1-Vweft)*Ef11/Eftow11)*alphaM;
Xtftow=Xtf*Vweft+Xtm*(1-Vweft);% Tensile strength of the tow
if Vweft>pi/4
sf=(2*pi*(Diaf/2)^2/(3^0.5*Vweft))^0.5;
else
sf=(pi*(Diaf/2)^2/Vweft)^0.5;
end
Ytftow=Xtm/(Em/(Eftow22*((Diaf/sf)*(Em/Ef22-1)+1))); % Transverse tensile strength
Stftow=Sm/(Gm/(Gftow23*((Diaf/sf)*(Gm/Gf23-1)+1))); % Transverse shear
Xcftow=1500e6;
Ycftow=150e6;
Slftow=70e6;
% Binder tow
Ebtow11=Eb11*Vbinder+Em*(1-Vbinder);
Ebtow22=Em/(1-Vbinder^0.5*(1-Em/Eb22));
Ebtow33=Ebtow22;
-
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Gbtow12=Gm/(1-Vbinder^0.5*(1-Gm/Gb12));
Gbtow13=Gm/(1-Vbinder^0.5*(1-Gm/Gb13));
Gbtow23=Gm/(1-Vbinder^0.5*(1-Gm/Gb23));
NUbtow12=NUb12*Vbinder+NUm*(1-Vbinder);
NUbtow13=NUbtow12;
NUbtow23=Ebtow22/(2*Gbtow23)-1;
RHObtow=RHOb*Vbinder+RHOm*(1-Vbinder);
Cpbtow=Cpb*Vbinder*RHOb/RHObtow+CpM*(1-Vbinder)*RHOm/RHObtow;
alphabtow1=(Eb11*alphab1*Vbinder+Em*alphaM*(1-Vbinder))/(Eb11*Vbinder+Em*(1-Vbinder));
alphabtow2=alphab2*Vbinder^0.5+(1-Vbinder^0.5)*(1+Vbinder*(1-Vbinder)*Eb11/Ebtow11)*alphaM;
Xtbtow=Xtb*Vbinder+Xtm*(1-Vbinder);% Tensile strength of the tow
if Vbinder>pi/4
sf=(2*pi*(Diab/2)^2/(3^0.5*Vbinder))^0.5;
else
sf=(pi*(Diab/2)^2/Vbinder)^0.5;
end
Ytbtow=Xtm/(Em/(Ebtow22*((Diab/sf)*(Em/Eb22-1)+1))); % Transverse tensile strength
Stbtow=Sm/(Gm/(Gbtow23*((Diab/sf)*(Gm/Gb23-1)+1))); % Transverse shear
Xcbtow=950e6;
Ycbtow=125e6;
Slbtow=97e6;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
save Input.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
AbaqusModification_1_Input;
AbaqusModification_2_Mirror;
AbaqusModification_3_PBC;
AbaqusModification_4_Output;
-
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AbaqusModification_1_Input.m 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%              Input             %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Note: Requirement for Input file:
% Remove white space in the end of the file.
% All Element sets should be named as follows: All letters capitalised
% ELMATRIX,ELWARP ELWEFT,ELBINDER,ELWARPCOHESIVE,ELWEFTCOHESIVE,ELBINDERCOHESIVE
% clc;
% clear all;
% fid=fopen('Input.inp');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Import Nodes
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[AllNodes,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f','headerlines',9,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},
'CollectOutput', 1);
AllNodes=AllNodes{1,1}; %% Change from Cell to a Matrix
AllNodes=sortrows(AllNodes,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ELMATRIX=zeros(1,16);
ELWARP=zeros(1,16);
ELWEFT=zeros(1,16);
ELWEFTSURF=zeros(1,16);
ELBINDER=zeros(1,16);
ELWARPCOHESIVE=zeros(1,16);
ELWEFTCOHESIVE=zeros(1,16);
ELBINDERCOHESIVE=zeros(1,16);
while ~feof(fid) % till the end of file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%
% [Name,pos]=textscan(fid,'%s%s\n', 'CollectOutput', 1);                      %Obtain 
description line
Name=fgetl(fid); %Obtain description line
if strcmp(Name,'*End Part')
break
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import Elements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if length(Name)<7
% emplty line to avoid stop when dimension of Name is less than required 
elseif strcmp(Name(1:9),'*Element,')==1
Name=textscan(Name,'*Element, type=%s'); %Delete unwanted strings
switch Name{1,1}{1,1}
case 'C3D4'
[C3D4,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
C3D4=sortrows(C3D4{1,1},1);
case 'C3D10'
[COH3D6,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',',
'CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
COH3D6=sortrows(COH3D6{1,1},1);
end
-
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Import Sets
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Name(1:7),'*Elset,')==1 %For Element set
switch Name
case '*Elset, elset=ElMatrix'
[ELMATRIX,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,
'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
ELMATRIX=ELMATRIX{1,1};
case '*Elset, elset=ElMatrix, generate'
generate=fgetl(fid);
generate=textscan(generate,'%f%f%f\n','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
generate=generate{1,1};
Length=(generate(2)-generate(1))/generate(3)+1;
for i=1:Length
ELMATRIX(i)=generate(1)+(i-1)*generate(3);
end
L=(round(length(ELMATRIX)/16)+1)*16;
for i=length(ELMATRIX)+1:L
ELMATRIX(i)=nan;
end
ELMATRIX=reshape(ELMATRIX,[],16);
case '*Elset, elset=ElWarp'
[ELWARP,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,
'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
ELWARP=ELWARP{1,1};
case '*Elset, elset=ElWarp, generate'
generate=fgetl(fid);
generate=textscan(generate,'%f%f%f\n','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
generate=generate{1,1};
Length=(generate(2)-generate(1))/generate(3)+1;
for i=1:Length
ELWARP(i)=generate(1)+(i-1)*generate(3);
end
L=(round(length(ELWARP)/16)+1)*16;
for i=length(ELWARP)+1:L
ELWARP(i)=nan;
end
ELWARP=reshape(ELWARP,[],16);
case '*Elset, elset=ElWeft'
[ELWEFT,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,
'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
ELWEFT=ELWEFT{1,1};
case '*Elset, elset=ElWeft, generate'
generate=fgetl(fid);
generate=textscan(generate,'%f%f%f\n','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
generate=generate{1,1};
Length=(generate(2)-generate(1))/generate(3)+1;
for i=1:Length
ELWEFT(i)=generate(1)+(i-1)*generate(3);
end
L=(round(length(ELWEFT)/16)+1)*16;
for i=length(ELWEFT)+1:L
ELWEFT(i)=nan;
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end
ELWEFT=reshape(ELWEFT,[],16);
case '*Elset, elset=ElWeftSurf'
[ELWEFTSURF,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,
'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
ELWEFTSURF=ELWEFTSURF{1,1};
case '*Elset, elset=ElWeftSurf, generate'
generate=fgetl(fid);
generate=textscan(generate,'%f%f%f\n','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
generate=generate{1,1};
Length=(generate(2)-generate(1))/generate(3)+1;
for i=1:Length
ELWEFTSURF(i)=generate(1)+(i-1)*generate(3);
end
L=(round(length(ELWEFTSURF)/16)+1)*16;
for i=length(ELWEFTSURF)+1:L
ELWEFTSURF(i)=nan;
end
ELWEFTSURF=reshape(ELWEFTSURF,[],16);
case '*Elset, elset=ElBinder'
[ELBINDER,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',0,
'delimiter',',','CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
ELBINDER=ELBINDER{1,1};
case '*Elset, elset=ElBinder, generate'
generate=fgetl(fid);
generate=textscan(generate,'%f%f%f\n','headerlines',0,'delimiter',',','CommentStyle'
,{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
generate=generate{1,1};
Length=(generate(2)-generate(1))/generate(3)+1;
for i=1:Length
ELBINDER(i)=generate(1)+(i-1)*generate(3);
end
L=(round(length(ELBINDER)/16)+1)*16;
for i=length(ELBINDER)+1:L
ELBINDER(i)=nan;
end
ELBINDER=reshape(ELBINDER,[],16);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import Orientation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Name(1:14),'*Distribution,')==1
[Ori,pos]=textscan(fid,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','headerlines',3,'delimiter',',',
'CommentStyle',{'**'},'CollectOutput', 1);
Ori=sortrows(Ori{1,1},1);
end
end
Pos=pos;
fclose(fid);
clear ans Name pos Pos fileName fid
save Input1.mat
clear all
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%              Mirror            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear all
load Input1.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Define boundary and sets of the model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Xmin=min(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(AllNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(AllNodes(:,4));
Xcenter=0.5*(Xmax+Xmin);
Ycenter=0.5*(Ymax+Ymin);
Zcenter=0.5*(Zmax+Zmin);
Distance(:,1:4)=AllNodes;% find the distance between an arbitrary node and centre
for i=1:length(Distance)
Distance(i,5)=((AllNodes(i,2)-Xcenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,3)-Ycenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,4)-Zcenter
)^2)^0.5;
end
Distance=sortrows(Distance,-5); %find the furthest nodes
MasterNodes=Distance(1:8,1:4); % the 8 nodes furthest from center are vertices
Xmin=min(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(MasterNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(MasterNodes(:,4));
% Vertice Coordinates
MasterNode1=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode2=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode3=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode4=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode5=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode6=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode7=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmax];
MasterNode8=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmax];
% Find Vertices ID
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode1)
MasterNodes(1,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode2)
MasterNodes(2,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode3)
MasterNodes(3,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode4)
MasterNodes(4,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode5)
MasterNodes(5,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode6)
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MasterNodes(6,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode7)
MasterNodes(7,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode8)
MasterNodes(8,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
end
end
% Find Faces include edges and vertices
J=[1,1,1,1]';
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(2,2))<1.0000e-006 %Allowing mesh deviates from 
straight boundary walls
FaceA(J(1))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(1)=J(1)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(1,2))<1.0000e-006
FaceB(J(2))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(2)=J(2)+1;
end
end
% % use two loops avoid shared nodes by two faces.
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(3,3))<1.0000e-006
FaceC(J(3))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(3)=J(3)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(1,3))<1.0000e-006
FaceD(J(4))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(4)=J(4)+1;
end
end
OldFaceA=FaceA;
OldFaceB=FaceB;
OldFaceC=FaceC;
OldFaceD=FaceD;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MirrorPlane='XZ'; %%        InPut      %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Create Mirrored Nodes and Elements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Mirror Nodes
AllNodes=sortrows(AllNodes,1);
NodeShift=AllNodes(length(AllNodes),1); %Obtain the last Node ID. Use largest Node ID as 
nodeshift
if strcmp(MirrorPlane,'XZ')
MPN=OldFaceD;
X=MasterNodes(1,2);
Y=MasterNodes(1,3);
Z=MasterNodes(1,4);
MirroredNodes(:,1)=AllNodes(:,1)+NodeShift;
MirroredNodes(:,2)=AllNodes(:,2);
MirroredNodes(:,3)=2*Y-AllNodes(:,3);
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MirroredNodes(:,4)=AllNodes(:,4);
elseif strcmp(MirrorPlane,'YZ')
MPN=OldFaceB;
X=MasterNodes(1,2);
Y=MasterNodes(1,3);
Z=MasterNodes(1,4);
MirroredNodes(:,1)=AllNodes(:,1)+NodeShift;
MirroredNodes(:,2)=2*X-AllNodes(:,2);
MirroredNodes(:,3)=AllNodes(:,3);
MirroredNodes(:,4)=AllNodes(:,4);
else
disp('Error: Incorrect Mirror Plane Indicator')
Program Terminated
end
NewAllNodes=[AllNodes;MirroredNodes];
% Find Mirror-Plane Elements
AllC3D4=C3D4;
AllC3D4(:,6)=nan;
AllC3D4(:,7)=nan;
AllElements=[AllC3D4];
AllElements=sortrows(AllElements,1);
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllElements) % Find Mirror-Plane Elements
if ismember(AllElements(i,2),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,3),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,4),
MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,5),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,6),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,
7),MPN)
MPE(j)=AllElements(i,1); % MirrorPlaneElements
MPEC(j,:)=AllElements(i,:);% MirrorPlaneElementsCoordinates
j=j+1;
else j=j;
end
end
% Mirror Elements & Change element Nodes sequence
AllElements=sortrows(AllElements,1);
ElementShift=AllElements(length(AllElements),1);
MirroredC3D4=AllC3D4;
MirroredC3D4(:,1)=AllC3D4(:,1)+ElementShift;
MirroredC3D4(:,2)=AllC3D4(:,2)+NodeShift; % 1st Node unchange
MirroredC3D4(:,3)=AllC3D4(:,5)+NodeShift; % 2nd Node switch with old 4th Node
MirroredC3D4(:,4)=AllC3D4(:,4)+NodeShift; % 3th Node unchange
MirroredC3D4(:,5)=AllC3D4(:,3)+NodeShift; % 2nd Node switch with old 4th Node
NewAllC3D4=[AllC3D4;MirroredC3D4];
NewAllElements=[NewAllC3D4];
NewAllElements=sortrows(NewAllElements,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Replace Mirror-plane-Nodes in the original mirror-plane-elements with the shifted nodes
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MPE=reshape(MPE,[],1);%Mirror Plane Elements
MPE=sort(MPE);
MPE=MPE(~isnan(MPE));
MPN=reshape(MPN,[],1); %Mirror Plane Nodes
MPN=sort(MPN(~isnan(MPN)));
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OriginalMPN=MPN;
OriginalMPEC=MPEC;
NewAllNodes=sortrows(NewAllNodes,1);
% Replace original Mirror-plane-Nodes with shifted Nodes in Mirror Plane Elements definition% 
for i=1:length(MPEC)
for j=1:length(MPN)
if MPEC(i,2)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,2)=MPEC(i,2)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,3)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,3)=MPEC(i,3)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,4)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,4)=MPEC(i,4)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,5)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,5)=MPEC(i,5)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,6)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,6)=MPEC(i,6)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,7)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,7)=MPEC(i,7)+NodeShift;
end
end
end
% Replace original Mirror-plane-Nodes with shifted Nodes in All Elements% 
j=1;
for i=1:length(NewAllElements)
if NewAllElements(i,1)==MPE(j);
NewAllElements(i,:)=MPEC(j,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(MPE)
break
end
end
% Update NewC3D4 elements
j=1;
for i=1:length(NewAllElements)
if NewAllElements(i,1)==NewAllC3D4(j,1);
NewAllC3D4(j,:)=NewAllElements(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(NewAllC3D4)
break
end
end
% Delete Coincident nodes(Unused nodes which are the old MPN)
for i= 1:length(NewAllNodes)
for j=1:length(MPN)
if NewAllNodes(i,1)==MPN(j)
NewAllNodes(i,1)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,2)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,3)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,4)=nan;
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end
end
end
NewAllNodes=NewAllNodes(~isnan(NewAllNodes));
NewAllNodes=reshape(NewAllNodes,[],4);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Update Node,Element sets
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Update ElementSets
if ELBINDER==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElBinder=0;
else
NewElBinder=ELBINDER+ElementShift;
NewElBinder=[ELBINDER;NewElBinder];
NewElBinder=NewElBinder(~isnan(NewElBinder));
end
if ELBINDERCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElBinderCoh=0;
else
NewElBinderCoh=ELBINDERCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
NewElBinderCoh=[ELBINDERCOHESIVE;NewElBinderCoh];
NewElBinderCoh=NewElBinderCoh(~isnan(NewElBinderCoh));
end
if ELWARP==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWarp=0;
else
NewElWarp=ELWARP+ElementShift;
NewElWarp=[ELWARP;NewElWarp];
NewElWarp=NewElWarp(~isnan(NewElWarp));
end
if ELWARPCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWarpCoh=0;
else
NewElWarpCoh=ELWARPCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
NewElWarpCoh=[ELWARPCOHESIVE;NewElWarpCoh];
NewElWarpCoh=NewElWarpCoh(~isnan(NewElWarpCoh));
end
if ELWEFT==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWeft=0;
else
NewElWeft=ELWEFT+ElementShift;
NewElWeft=[ELWEFT;NewElWeft];
NewElWeft=NewElWeft(~isnan(NewElWeft));
end
if ELWEFTCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWeftCoh=0;
else
NewElWeftCoh=ELWEFTCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
NewElWeftCoh=[ELWEFTCOHESIVE;NewElWeftCoh];
NewElWeftCoh=NewElWeftCoh(~isnan(NewElWeftCoh));
end
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if ELWEFTSURF==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewELWEFTSURF=0;
else
NewELWEFTSURF=ELWEFTSURF+ElementShift;
NewELWEFTSURF=[ELWEFTSURF;NewELWEFTSURF];
NewELWEFTSURF=NewELWEFTSURF(~isnan(NewELWEFTSURF));
end
if ELMATRIX==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElMatrix=0;
else
NewElMatrix=ELMATRIX+ElementShift;
NewElMatrix=[ELMATRIX;NewElMatrix];
NewElMatrix=NewElMatrix(~isnan(NewElMatrix));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Change orientation table (Material orientation)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if strcmp(MirrorPlane,'XZ')
OriBinder=Ori;
NewOri=OriBinder;
NewOri(:,1)=OriBinder(:,1)+ElementShift;
NewOri(:,2)=OriBinder(:,2);
NewOri(:,3)=OriBinder(:,3);
NewOri(:,4)=OriBinder(:,4);
NewOri(:,5)=OriBinder(:,5);
NewOri(:,6)=OriBinder(:,6);
NewOri(:,7)=OriBinder(:,7);
NewOri=[OriBinder;NewOri];
elseif strcmp(MirrorPlane,'YZ')
OriBinder=Ori;
NewOri=OriBinder;
NewOri(:,1)=OriBinder(:,1)+ElementShift;
NewOri(:,2)=OriBinder(:,2);
NewOri(:,3)=OriBinder(:,3);
NewOri(:,4)=-OriBinder(:,4);
NewOri(:,5)=-OriBinder(:,5);
NewOri(:,6)=OriBinder(:,6);
NewOri(:,7)=OriBinder(:,7);
NewOri=[OriBinder;NewOri];
else
disp('Error: Incorrect Mirror Plane Indicator')
Program_Terminated
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Second Mirror
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Rename new nodes&Elements to Old names;
AllNodes=NewAllNodes;
C3D4=NewAllC3D4;
ELBINDER=NewElBinder;
ELWARP=NewElWarp;
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ELWEFT=NewElWeft;
ELWEFTSURF=NewELWEFTSURF;
ELMATRIX=NewElMatrix;
Ori=NewOri;
if strcmp(MirrorPlane,'YZ')
MirrorPlane='XZ';
elseif strcmp(MirrorPlane,'XZ')
MirrorPlane='YZ';
else
disp('Error: Incorrect Mirror Plane Indicator')
Program Terminated
end
NodeShift1=NodeShift;
save ('Input2.mat', 'AllNodes','C3D4','ELBINDER','ELBINDERCOHESIVE','ELWARP','ELWARPCOHESIVE'
,'ELWEFT','ELWEFTSURF','ELWEFTCOHESIVE','ELMATRIX','Ori','MirrorPlane','NodeShift1')
clear all
load Input2.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Define boundary and sets of the model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Xmin=min(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(AllNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(AllNodes(:,4));
Xcenter=0.5*(Xmax+Xmin);
Ycenter=0.5*(Ymax+Ymin);
Zcenter=0.5*(Zmax+Zmin);
Distance(:,1:4)=AllNodes;% find the distance between an arbitrary node and centre
for i=1:length(Distance)
Distance(i,5)=((AllNodes(i,2)-Xcenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,3)-Ycenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,4)-Zcenter
)^2)^0.5;
end
Distance=sortrows(Distance,-5); %find the furthest nodes
MasterNodes=Distance(1:8,1:4); % the 8 nodes furthest from center are vertices
Xmin=min(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(MasterNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(MasterNodes(:,4));
% Vertice Coordinates
MasterNode1=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode2=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode3=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode4=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode5=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode6=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode7=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmax];
MasterNode8=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmax];
% Find Vertices ID
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
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if eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode1)
MasterNodes(1,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode2)
MasterNodes(2,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode3)
MasterNodes(3,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode4)
MasterNodes(4,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode5)
MasterNodes(5,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode6)
MasterNodes(6,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode7)
MasterNodes(7,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode8)
MasterNodes(8,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
end
end
% Find Faces include edges and vertices
J=[1,1,1,1]';
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(2,2))<1.0000e-006 %Allowing mesh deviates from 
straight boundary walls
FaceA(J(1))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(1)=J(1)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(1,2))<1.0000e-006
FaceB(J(2))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(2)=J(2)+1;
end
end
% % use two loops avoid shared nodes by two faces.
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(3,3))<1.0000e-006
FaceC(J(3))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(3)=J(3)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(1,3))<1.0000e-006
FaceD(J(4))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(4)=J(4)+1;
end
end
OldFaceA=FaceA;
OldFaceB=FaceB;
OldFaceC=FaceC;
OldFaceD=FaceD;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Create Mirrored Nodes and Elements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Mirror Nodes
AllNodes=sortrows(AllNodes,1);
NodeShift=AllNodes(length(AllNodes),1); %Obtain the last Node ID. Use largest Node ID as 
nodeshift
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if strcmp(MirrorPlane,'XZ')
MPN=OldFaceD;
X=MasterNodes(1,2);
Y=MasterNodes(1,3);
Z=MasterNodes(1,4);
MirroredNodes(:,1)=AllNodes(:,1)+NodeShift;
MirroredNodes(:,2)=AllNodes(:,2);
MirroredNodes(:,3)=2*Y-AllNodes(:,3);
MirroredNodes(:,4)=AllNodes(:,4);
elseif strcmp(MirrorPlane,'YZ')
MPN=OldFaceA;
X=MasterNodes(2,2);
Y=MasterNodes(2,3);
Z=MasterNodes(2,4);
MirroredNodes(:,1)=AllNodes(:,1)+NodeShift;
MirroredNodes(:,2)=2*X-AllNodes(:,2);
MirroredNodes(:,3)=AllNodes(:,3);
MirroredNodes(:,4)=AllNodes(:,4);
else
disp('Error: Incorrect Mirror Plane Indicator')
Program Terminated
end
NewAllNodes=[AllNodes;MirroredNodes];
% Find Mirror-Plane Elements
AllC3D4=C3D4;
AllC3D4(:,6)=nan;
AllC3D4(:,7)=nan;
AllElements=[AllC3D4];
AllElements=sortrows(AllElements,1);
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllElements) % Find Mirror-Plane Elements
if ismember(AllElements(i,2),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,3),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,4),
MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,5),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,6),MPN)||ismember(AllElements(i,
7),MPN)
MPE(j)=AllElements(i,1); % MirrorPlaneElements
MPEC(j,:)=AllElements(i,:);% MirrorPlaneElementsCoordinates
j=j+1;
else j=j;
end
end
% Mirror Elements & Change element Nodes sequence
AllElements=sortrows(AllElements,1);
ElementShift=AllElements(length(AllElements),1);
MirroredC3D4=AllC3D4;
MirroredC3D4(:,1)=AllC3D4(:,1)+ElementShift;
MirroredC3D4(:,2)=AllC3D4(:,2)+NodeShift; % 1st Node unchange
MirroredC3D4(:,3)=AllC3D4(:,5)+NodeShift; % 2nd Node switch with old 4th Node
MirroredC3D4(:,4)=AllC3D4(:,4)+NodeShift; % 3th Node unchange
MirroredC3D4(:,5)=AllC3D4(:,3)+NodeShift; % 2nd Node switch with old 4th Node
NewAllC3D4=[AllC3D4;MirroredC3D4];
NewAllElements=[NewAllC3D4];
NewAllElements=sortrows(NewAllElements,1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Replace Mirror-plane-Nodes in the original mirror-plane-elements with the shifted nodes
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MPE=reshape(MPE,[],1);%Mirror Plane Elements
MPE=sort(MPE);
MPE=MPE(~isnan(MPE));
MPN=reshape(MPN,[],1); %Mirror Plane Nodes
MPN=sort(MPN(~isnan(MPN)));
OriginalMPN=MPN;
OriginalMPEC=MPEC;
NewAllNodes=sortrows(NewAllNodes,1);
% Replace original Mirror-plane-Nodes with shifted Nodes in Mirror Plane Elements definition% 
for i=1:length(MPEC)
for j=1:length(MPN)
if MPEC(i,2)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,2)=MPEC(i,2)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,3)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,3)=MPEC(i,3)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,4)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,4)=MPEC(i,4)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,5)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,5)=MPEC(i,5)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,6)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,6)=MPEC(i,6)+NodeShift;
elseif MPEC(i,7)==MPN(j)
MPEC(i,7)=MPEC(i,7)+NodeShift;
end
end
end
% Replace original Mirror-plane-Nodes with shifted Nodes in All Elements% 
j=1;
for i=1:length(NewAllElements)
if NewAllElements(i,1)==MPE(j);
NewAllElements(i,:)=MPEC(j,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(MPE)
break
end
end
% Update NewC3D4 elements
j=1;
for i=1:length(NewAllElements)
if NewAllElements(i,1)==NewAllC3D4(j,1);
NewAllC3D4(j,:)=NewAllElements(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(NewAllC3D4)
break
end
end
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% Delete Coincident nodes(Unused nodes which are the old MPN)
for i= 1:length(NewAllNodes)
for j=1:length(MPN)
if NewAllNodes(i,1)==MPN(j)
NewAllNodes(i,1)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,2)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,3)=nan;
NewAllNodes(i,4)=nan;
end
end
end
NewAllNodes=NewAllNodes(~isnan(NewAllNodes));
NewAllNodes=reshape(NewAllNodes,[],4);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Update Node,Element sets
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % % Update Nset AllNodes.
% % NewNsetAllNodes(:,1)=NewAllNodes(:,1);
% % L=(round(length(NewNsetAllNodes)/16)+1)*16;
% % for i=length(NewNsetAllNodes)+1:L
% % NewNsetAllNodes(i)=nan;
% % end
% % NewNsetAllNodes=reshape(NewNsetAllNodes,[],16);
% Update ElementSets
if ELBINDER==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElBinder=0;
else
NewElBinder=ELBINDER+ElementShift;
NewElBinder=[ELBINDER;NewElBinder];
NewElBinder=NewElBinder(~isnan(NewElBinder));
end
if ELBINDERCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElBinderCoh=0;
else
NewElBinderCoh=ELBINDERCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
NewElBinderCoh=[ELBINDERCOHESIVE;NewElBinderCoh];
NewElBinderCoh=NewElBinderCoh(~isnan(NewElBinderCoh));
end
if ELWARP==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWarp=0;
else
NewElWarp=ELWARP+ElementShift;
NewElWarp=[ELWARP;NewElWarp];
NewElWarp=NewElWarp(~isnan(NewElWarp));
end
if ELWARPCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWarpCoh=0;
else
NewElWarpCoh=ELWARPCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
-
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NewElWarpCoh=[ELWARPCOHESIVE;NewElWarpCoh];
NewElWarpCoh=NewElWarpCoh(~isnan(NewElWarpCoh));
end
if ELWEFT==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWeft=0;
else
NewElWeft=ELWEFT+ElementShift;
NewElWeft=[ELWEFT;NewElWeft];
NewElWeft=NewElWeft(~isnan(NewElWeft));
end
if ELWEFTCOHESIVE==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElWeftCoh=0;
else
NewElWeftCoh=ELWEFTCOHESIVE+ElementShift;
NewElWeftCoh=[ELWEFTCOHESIVE;NewElWeftCoh];
NewElWeftCoh=NewElWeftCoh(~isnan(NewElWeftCoh));
end
if ELWEFTSURF==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewELWEFTSURF=0;
else
NewELWEFTSURF=ELWEFTSURF+ElementShift;
NewELWEFTSURF=[ELWEFTSURF;NewELWEFTSURF];
NewELWEFTSURF=NewELWEFTSURF(~isnan(NewELWEFTSURF));
end
if ELMATRIX==0 %FOR CASES WITHOUT SUCH ELEMENTS
NewElMatrix=0;
else
NewElMatrix=ELMATRIX+ElementShift;
NewElMatrix=[ELMATRIX;NewElMatrix];
NewElMatrix=NewElMatrix(~isnan(NewElMatrix));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Change orientation table (Material orientation)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if strcmp(MirrorPlane,'XZ')
OriBinder=Ori;
NewOri=OriBinder;
NewOri(:,1)=OriBinder(:,1)+ElementShift;
NewOri(:,2)=OriBinder(:,2);
NewOri(:,3)=OriBinder(:,3);
NewOri(:,4)=OriBinder(:,4);
NewOri(:,5)=OriBinder(:,5);
NewOri(:,6)=OriBinder(:,6);
NewOri(:,7)=OriBinder(:,7);
NewOri=[OriBinder;NewOri];
elseif strcmp(MirrorPlane,'YZ')
OriBinder=Ori;
NewOri=OriBinder;
NewOri(:,1)=OriBinder(:,1)+ElementShift;
NewOri(:,2)=OriBinder(:,2);
NewOri(:,3)=OriBinder(:,3);
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NewOri(:,4)=-OriBinder(:,4);
NewOri(:,5)=-OriBinder(:,5);
NewOri(:,6)=OriBinder(:,6);
NewOri(:,7)=OriBinder(:,7);
NewOri=[OriBinder;NewOri];
else
disp('Error: Incorrect Mirror Plane Indicator')
Program_Terminated
end
AllNodes=NewAllNodes;
C3D4=NewAllC3D4;
ELBINDER=NewElBinder;
ELBINDERCOHESIVE=NewElBinderCoh;
ELWARP=NewElWarp;
ELWARPCOHESIVE=NewElWarpCoh;
ELWEFT=NewElWeft;
ELWEFTSURF=NewELWEFTSURF;
ELWEFTCOHESIVE=NewElWeftCoh;
ELMATRIX=NewElMatrix;
Ori=NewOri;
NodeShift2=NodeShift;
save Mirrored.mat
save ('Input3.mat','AllNodes','C3D4','ELBINDER','ELBINDERCOHESIVE','ELWARP','ELWARPCOHESIVE',
'ELWEFT','ELWEFTSURF','ELWEFTCOHESIVE','ELMATRIX','Ori','NodeShift1','NodeShift2')
clear all;
-
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%              Sort              %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear all
load Input3.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Define boundary and sets of the model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Xmin=min(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(AllNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(AllNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(AllNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(AllNodes(:,4));
Xcenter=0.5*(Xmax+Xmin);
Ycenter=0.5*(Ymax+Ymin);
Zcenter=0.5*(Zmax+Zmin);
Distance(:,1:4)=AllNodes;% find the distance between an arbitrary node and centre
for i=1:length(Distance)
Distance(i,5)=((AllNodes(i,2)-Xcenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,3)-Ycenter)^2+(AllNodes(i,4)-Zcenter
)^2)^0.5;
end
Distance=sortrows(Distance,-5); %find the furthest nodes
MasterNodes=Distance(1:8,1:4); % the 8 nodes furthest from center are vertices
Xmin=min(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymin=min(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmin=min(MasterNodes(:,4));
Xmax=max(MasterNodes(:,2));
Ymax=max(MasterNodes(:,3));
Zmax=max(MasterNodes(:,4));
% Vertice Coordinates
MasterNode1=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode2=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmin];
MasterNode3=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode4=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmin];
MasterNode5=[Xmin,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode6=[Xmax,Ymin,Zmax];
MasterNode7=[Xmax,Ymax,Zmax];
MasterNode8=[Xmin,Ymax,Zmax];
% Find Vertices ID
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode1)
MasterNodes(1,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode2)
MasterNodes(2,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode3)
MasterNodes(3,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode4)
MasterNodes(4,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode5)
MasterNodes(5,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode6)
MasterNodes(6,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
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elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode7)
MasterNodes(7,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
elseif eq(AllNodes(i,2:4),MasterNode8)
MasterNodes(8,:)=AllNodes(i,:);
end
end
% Find Edge Nodes and exclude vertices
J=[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]';
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(1,2)&&AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(1,3)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(1)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(5)
Edge1(J(1))=AllNodes(i);
J(1)=J(1)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(2,2)&&AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(2,3)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(2)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(6)
Edge2(J(2))=AllNodes(i);
J(2)=J(2)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(3,2)&&AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(3,3)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(3)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(7)
Edge3(J(3))=AllNodes(i);
J(3)=J(3)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(4,2)&&AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(4,3)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(4)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(8)
Edge4(J(4))=AllNodes(i);
J(4)=J(4)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(1,2)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(1,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(1)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(4)
Edge5(J(5))=AllNodes(i);
J(5)=J(5)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(2,2)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(2,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(2)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(3)
Edge6(J(6))=AllNodes(i);
J(6)=J(6)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(6,2)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(6,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(6)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(7)
Edge7(J(7))=AllNodes(i);
J(7)=J(7)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,2)==MasterNodes(5,2)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(5,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(5)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(8)
Edge8(J(8))=AllNodes(i);
J(8)=J(8)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(1,3)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(1,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(1)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(2)
Edge9(J(9))=AllNodes(i);
J(9)=J(9)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(3,3)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(3,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(3)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(4)
Edge10(J(10))=AllNodes(i);
J(10)=J(10)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(8,3)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(8,4)&&AllNodes(i,
1)~=MasterNodes(8)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(7)
Edge11(J(11))=AllNodes(i);
J(11)=J(11)+1;
elseif AllNodes(i,3)==MasterNodes(5,3)&&AllNodes(i,4)==MasterNodes(5,4)&&AllNodes(i,
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1)~=MasterNodes(5)&&AllNodes(i,1)~=MasterNodes(6)
Edge12(J(12))=AllNodes(i);
J(12)=J(12)+1;
end
end
% Find Faces include edges and vertices
J=[1,1,1,1]';
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(2,2))<0.0000001 %Allowing mesh deviates from 
straight boundary walls
FaceA(J(1))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(1)=J(1)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,2)-MasterNodes(1,2))<0.0000001
FaceB(J(2))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(2)=J(2)+1;
end
end
% % use two loops avoid shared nodes by two faces (A&C.eg)
for i=1:length(AllNodes)
if abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(3,3))<0.0001
FaceC(J(3))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(3)=J(3)+1;
elseif abs(AllNodes(i,3)-MasterNodes(1,3))<0.0001
FaceD(J(4))=AllNodes(i,1);
J(4)=J(4)+1;
end
end
ExFaceA=[MasterNodes(2,1),MasterNodes(3,1),MasterNodes(6,1),MasterNodes(7,1),Edge2,Edge3,
Edge6,Edge7];
ExFaceB=[MasterNodes(1,1),MasterNodes(4,1),MasterNodes(5,1),MasterNodes(8,1),Edge1,Edge4,
Edge5,Edge8];
ExFaceC=[MasterNodes(3,1),MasterNodes(4,1),MasterNodes(7,1),MasterNodes(8,1),Edge3,Edge4,
Edge10,Edge11];
ExFaceD=[MasterNodes(1,1),MasterNodes(2,1),MasterNodes(5,1),MasterNodes(6,1),Edge1,Edge2,
Edge9,Edge12];
% Delete edges & vertices.% Delete edges & vertices.
AllFaceA=FaceA;
AllFaceB=FaceB;
AllFaceC=FaceC;
AllFaceD=FaceD;
FaceA=setxor(FaceA,ExFaceA); %setxor returns the values that are not in the intersection of 
A&B.
FaceB=setxor(FaceB,ExFaceB);
FaceC=setxor(FaceC,ExFaceC);
FaceD=setxor(FaceD,ExFaceD);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % sort nodes from full model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
AllNodes1=sortrows(AllNodes,1);
AllNodes2(:,1)=AllNodes1(:,1); % Creat a virtual nodes with all Nodes coordinates altered.
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AllNodes2(:,2)=-AllNodes1(:,2);
AllNodes2(:,3)=AllNodes1(:,3);
AllNodes2(:,4)=(Zmax+Zmin)-AllNodes1(:,4);
AllNodes2=AllNodes1;
% AllNodes2=AllNodes1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Match Faces
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FaceA=sort(FaceA(~isnan(FaceA)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==FaceA(j);
FaceAC(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(FaceA)
break
end
end
FaceB=sort(FaceB(~isnan(FaceB)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==FaceB(j);
FaceBC(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(FaceB)
break
end
end
% Find the distance between Nodes1 in FaceA and Nodes2 in FaceB
for i=1:length(FaceAC)
for j=1:length(FaceBC)
MatchDistanceAB(i,j)=((FaceAC(i,3)-FaceBC(j,3))^2+(FaceAC(i,4)-FaceBC(j,4))^2)^0.5;
end
end
% Find the closest node2 in FaecB to one node1 in FaceA. Once found clear
% calculated distance values for nodes2inB to all NodesinA.
for i=1:length(FaceAC)
[Min,Pos]=min(MatchDistanceAB(i,:));
MatchAB(i,1)=FaceAC(i,1);
SortFaceAC2(i,:)=FaceAC(i,:);
MatchAB(i,2)=FaceBC(Pos,1);
SortFaceBC2(i,:)=FaceBC(Pos,:);
MatchDistanceAB(:,Pos)=nan;
end
FaceC=sort(FaceC(~isnan(FaceC)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
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if AllNodes1(i,1)==FaceC(j);
FaceCC(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(FaceC)
break
end
end
FaceD=sort(FaceD(~isnan(FaceD)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes2)
if AllNodes2(i,1)==FaceD(j);
FaceDC(j,:)=AllNodes2(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(FaceD)
break
end
end
% Find the distance between Nodes1 in FaceC and Nodes2 in FaceD
for i=1:length(FaceCC)
for j=1:length(FaceDC)
MatchDistanceCD(i,j)=((FaceCC(i,2)-FaceDC(j,2))^2+(FaceCC(i,4)-FaceDC(j,4))^2)^0.5;
end
end
% Find the closest node2 in FaecB to one node1 in FaceA. Once found clear
% calculated distance values for nodes2inB to all NodesinA.
for i=1:length(FaceCC)
[Min,Pos]=min(MatchDistanceCD(i,:));
MatchCD(i,1)=FaceCC(i,1);
SortFaceCC2(i,:)=FaceCC(i,:);
MatchCD(i,2)=FaceDC(Pos,1);
SortFaceDC2(i,:)=FaceDC(Pos,:);
MatchDistanceCD(:,Pos)=nan;
end
FaceAC=sortrows(FaceAC,4);
FaceAC=sortrows(FaceAC,3);
SortFaceA=FaceAC(:,1);
FaceBC=sortrows(FaceBC,4);
FaceBC=sortrows(FaceBC,3);
SortFaceB=FaceBC(:,1);
FaceCC=sortrows(FaceCC,4);
FaceCC=sortrows(FaceCC,2);
SortFaceC=FaceCC(:,1);
FaceDC=sortrows(FaceDC,4);
FaceDC=sortrows(FaceDC,2);
SortFaceD=FaceDC(:,1);
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SortFaceA2=MatchAB(:,1);
SortFaceB2=MatchAB(:,2);
SortFaceC2=MatchCD(:,1);
SortFaceD2=MatchCD(:,2);
SortFaceA=MatchAB(:,1);
SortFaceB=MatchAB(:,2);
SortFaceC=MatchCD(:,1);
SortFaceD=MatchCD(:,2);
% % % Since all parts are mirrored, match nodes are mirroed nodes and original
% % % nodes FaceA,B are mirrored nodes with nodeshift1.
% % SortFaceA=FaceA;
% % SortFaceB=SortFaceA+NodeShift1;
% % SortFaceC=FaceC;
% % SortFaceD=SortFaceC+NodeShift2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Match Edges
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Edge1=sort(Edge1(~isnan(Edge1)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge1(j);
Edge1C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge1)
break
end
end
Edge2=sort(Edge2(~isnan(Edge2)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge2(j);
Edge2C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge2)
break
end
end
Edge3=sort(Edge3(~isnan(Edge3)));
j=1;
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for i=1:length(AllNodes2)
if AllNodes2(i,1)==Edge3(j);
Edge3C(j,:)=AllNodes2(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge3)
break
end
end
Edge4=sort(Edge4(~isnan(Edge4)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes2)
if AllNodes2(i,1)==Edge4(j);
Edge4C(j,:)=AllNodes2(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge4)
break
end
end
Edge5=sort(Edge5(~isnan(Edge5)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge5(j);
Edge5C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge5)
break
end
end
Edge6=sort(Edge6(~isnan(Edge6)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge6(j);
Edge6C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge6)
break
end
end
Edge7=sort(Edge7(~isnan(Edge7)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
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if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge7(j);
Edge7C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge7)
break
end
end
Edge8=sort(Edge8(~isnan(Edge8)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge8(j);
Edge8C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge8)
break
end
end
Edge9=sort(Edge9(~isnan(Edge9)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge9(j);
Edge9C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge9)
break
end
end
Edge10=sort(Edge10(~isnan(Edge10)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes2)
if AllNodes2(i,1)==Edge10(j);
Edge10C(j,:)=AllNodes2(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge10)
break
end
end
Edge11=sort(Edge11(~isnan(Edge11)));
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j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes2)
if AllNodes2(i,1)==Edge11(j);
Edge11C(j,:)=AllNodes2(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge11)
break
end
end
Edge12=sort(Edge12(~isnan(Edge12)));
j=1;
for i=1:length(AllNodes1)
if AllNodes1(i,1)==Edge12(j);
Edge12C(j,:)=AllNodes1(i,:);
j=j+1;
else
j=j;
end
if j>length(Edge12)
break
end
end
Edge1C=sortrows(Edge1C,4);
SortEdge1=Edge1C(:,1);
Edge2C=sortrows(Edge2C,4);
SortEdge2=Edge2C(:,1);
Edge3C=sortrows(Edge3C,4);
SortEdge3=Edge3C(:,1);
Edge4C=sortrows(Edge4C,4);
SortEdge4=Edge4C(:,1);
Edge5C=sortrows(Edge5C,3);
SortEdge5=Edge5C(:,1);
Edge6C=sortrows(Edge6C,3);
SortEdge6=Edge6C(:,1);
Edge7C=sortrows(Edge7C,3);
SortEdge7=Edge7C(:,1);
Edge8C=sortrows(Edge8C,3);
SortEdge8=Edge8C(:,1);
Edge9C=sortrows(Edge9C,2);
SortEdge9=Edge9C(:,1);
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Edge10C=sortrows(Edge10C,2);
SortEdge10=Edge10C(:,1);
Edge11C=sortrows(Edge11C,2);
SortEdge11=Edge11C(:,1);
Edge12C=sortrows(Edge12C,2);
SortEdge12=Edge12C(:,1);
Length=round(100*abs(Xmax-Xmin))/100;
Width=round(100*abs(Ymax-Ymin))/100;
Height=round(100*abs(Zmax-Zmin))/100;
save ('Input4.mat','AllNodes','C3D4','ELBINDER','ELBINDERCOHESIVE','ELWARP','ELWARPCOHESIVE',
'ELWEFT','ELWEFTSURF','ELWEFTCOHESIVE','ELMATRIX','Ori','MasterNodes');
save ('Input4.mat','SortFaceA','SortFaceB','SortFaceC','SortFaceD','-append');
save ('Input4.mat','AllFaceA','AllFaceB','AllFaceC','AllFaceD','-append');
save ('Input4.mat','SortEdge1','SortEdge2','SortEdge3','SortEdge4','SortEdge5','SortEdge6',
'-append');
save ('Input4.mat','SortEdge7','SortEdge8','SortEdge9','SortEdge10','SortEdge11','SortEdge12'
,'-append');
save ('Input4.mat','Length','Width','Height','-append');
clear all;
-
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%              Output              %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear all
load Input.mat
load Input1.mat
load Input4.mat
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Reshape Output variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Out put format
% % *Heading
% % *Node
% % *Part,name=Weave-1
% % *Node
% % 1,x,y,z
% % ...
% % *Element, type=C3D8
% % 1,x,y,z
% % ...
% % *Element, type=COH3D6
% % 2,x,y,z
% % ...
% % *Elset,Elset=
% % No.El
% % ...
% % 
% % *Cohesive Section, elset=ElWarpCohesive, material=WarpCohesive, response=TRACTION 
SEPARATION, 
% % *Cohesive Section, elset=ElBinderCohesive, material=BinderCohesive, response=TRACTION 
SEPARATION, 
% % *Cohesive Section, elset=ElWeftCohesive, material=WeftCohesive, response=TRACTION 
SEPARATION, 
% % *Solid Section, elset=ElMatrix, material=Matrix,
% % 
% % *Distribution, name=Ori-3-DiscOrient, location=ELEMENT, Table=Ori-3-Table
% % ,           1.,           0.,           0.,           0.,           1.,           0.
% % Ori...
% % *Orientation, name=Ori-3, system=RECTANGULAR
% % Ori-3-DiscOrient
% % 1,0
% % *Solid Section, elset=ElBinder, orientation=Ori-3, material=Binder,
% % 
% % *Orientation, name=Ori-1
% %           1.,           0.,           0.,           0.,           1.,           0.
% % 1, 0.
% % *Solid Section, elset=ElWarp, orientation=Ori-1, material=Warp,
% % 
% % *Orientation, name=Ori-2
% %           0.,           1.,           0.,           1.,           0.,           0.
% % 1, 0.
% % *Solid Section, elset=ElWeft, orientation=Ori-2, material=Weft
% % *End Part
% % *Distribution Table, name=Ori-3-Table
% % COORD3D, COORD3D
% % 
-
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% % *Assembly
% % *Instance, name=WEAVE-1-1, part=WEAVE-1
% % *End Instance
% % *Node % ConstrainDrives
% % 1,x,y,z
% % ...
% % *Nset, nset=..., instance=WEAVE-1-1
% % ...
% % All node sets
% % 
% % *Equations
% % *End Assembly
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
% % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Write New Input file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
NewFile=['New-',FileName];
FidNewInput=fopen(NewFile,'wt');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Heading');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.11-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** Input modified by Matlab-SHUO DAI');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','**');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** PARTS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','**');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Part, name=WEAVE-1');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Node Definition
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Node');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%14.12g,%14.12g,%14.12g\n',AllNodes(:,1:4).');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Element Definition
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
C3D4=C3D4(~isnan(C3D4));
C3D4=reshape(C3D4,[],5);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Element, type=C3D4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',C3D4(:,1:5).');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Element Sets
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
-
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if ELMATRIX~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elset, elset=ELMATRIX');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
ELMATRIX);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof'); %Delete ',' in the last line when the last line contains 
less than 16 nodes
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' '); %Delete ',' in the last line when the last line contains 
less than 16 nodes
end
if ELWARP~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elset, elset=ELWARP');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
ELWARP);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
end
if ELWEFT~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elset, elset=ELWEFT');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
ELWEFT);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
end
if ELWEFTSURF~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elset, elset=ELWEFTSURF');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
ELWEFTSURF);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
end
if ELBINDER~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elset, elset=ELBINDER');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
ELBINDER);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Sections
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n,\n','*Solid Section, elset=ElMatrix, controls=ElementDeletion, 
material=USERMatrix');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Distribution, name=Ori-3-DiscOrient, location=ELEMENT, 
Table=Ori-3-Table');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',',1,0,0,  0,1,0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%-d,%16.14g,%16.14g,%16.14g,    %16.14g,%4.2g,%4.2g \n',Ori(:,1:7).');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Orientation, name=Ori-3, system=RECTANGULAR');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Ori-3-DiscOrient');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','1, 0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n,\n','*Solid Section, elset=ElBinder, 
orientation=Ori-3,controls=ElementDeletion, material=USERBinder');
-
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Orientation, name=Ori-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','          1.,           0.,           0.,           
0.,           1.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','1, 0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n,\n','*Solid Section, elset=ElWarp, orientation=Ori-1, 
controls=ElementDeletion, material=USERWarp');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Orientation, name=Ori-2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','          0.,           1.,           0.,          
-1.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','1, 0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n,\n','*Solid Section, elset=ElWeft, orientation=Ori-2, 
controls=ElementDeletion, material=USERWeft');
if ELWEFTSURF~=0;
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n,\n','*Solid Section, elset=ElWeftSurf, orientation=Ori-2, 
controls=ElementDeletion, material=USERSURF');
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Create faces for interaction
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=ALLFACEA');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
AllFaceA);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=ALLFACEB');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
AllFaceB);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=ALLFACEC');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
AllFaceC);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=ALLFACED');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
AllFaceD);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*End Part');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Distribution Table, name=Ori-3-Table'); % Distribution table 
(under'Model')
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','COORD3D, COORD3D');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %Assembly
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ASSEMBLY');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Assembly, name=Assembly');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Instance, name=WEAVE-1-1, part=WEAVE-1');
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*End Instance');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','**');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Node');
% % Define ConstrainDriveNodes
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000000,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000001,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000002,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000003,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000004,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000005,           0.,           0.,           0.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000000,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000001,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000002,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000003,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000004,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=CONSTRAINTSDRIVER5');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','100000005,');
% % Define MaterNodes
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE1, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(1,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE2, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(2,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE3, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(3,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE4, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(4,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE5, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(5,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE6, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(6,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE7, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(7,1));
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=MASTERNODE8, instance=WEAVE-1-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%d,\n',MasterNodes(8,1));
% % Define Edges
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE1, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge1);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE2, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge2);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE3, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge3);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE4, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
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SortEdge4);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE5, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge5);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE6, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge6);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE7, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge7);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE8, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge8);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE9, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge9);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE10, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge10);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE11, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge11);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=EDGE12, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortEdge12);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
% % Define Faces
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=FACEA, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortFaceA);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=FACEB, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortFaceB);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=FACEC, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortFaceC);
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fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Nset, nset=FACED, instance=WEAVE-1-1,unsorted');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d,%8d\n',
SortFaceD);
fseek(FidNewInput,-1,'eof');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',' ');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Define Equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','FaceA, 1, 1.0, FaceB, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length );
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','FaceA, 2, 1.0, FaceB, 2, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','FaceA, 3, 1.0, FaceB, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','FaceC, 1, 1.0, FaceD, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','FaceC, 2, 1.0, FaceD, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','FaceC, 3, 1.0, FaceD, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge2, 1, 1.0, Edge1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length );
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Edge2, 2, 1.0, Edge1, 2, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Edge2, 3, 1.0, Edge1, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge3, 1, 1.0, Edge1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Length);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver3, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge3, 2, 1.0, Edge1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge3, 3, 1.0, Edge1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge4, 1, 1.0, Edge1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge4, 2, 1.0, Edge1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge4, 3, 1.0, Edge1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge6, 1, 1.0, Edge5, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length );
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Edge6, 2, 1.0, Edge5, 2, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Edge6, 3, 1.0, Edge5, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge7, 1, 1.0, Edge5, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver4, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver0, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge7, 2, 1.0, Edge5, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver5, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge7, 3, 1.0, Edge5, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge8, 1, 1.0, Edge5, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver4, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge8, 2, 1.0, Edge5, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver5, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge8, 3, 1.0, Edge5, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge10, 1, 1.0, Edge9, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge10, 2, 1.0, Edge9, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','Edge10, 3, 1.0, Edge9, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge11, 1, 1.0, Edge9, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver4, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge11, 2, 1.0, Edge9, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver5, 1,  ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge11, 3, 1.0, Edge9, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge12, 1, 1.0, Edge9, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver4, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge12, 2, 1.0, Edge9, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver5, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','Edge12, 3, 1.0, Edge9, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode2, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length );
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode2, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode2, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode3, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Length);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver3, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode3, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode3, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode4, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode4, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode4, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, -1.0');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode5, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver4, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode5, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver5, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode5, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode6, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver4, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver0, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Length);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode6, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode6, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver5, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','5');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode7, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver0, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Length);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver4, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n',',');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','ConstraintsDriver3, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode7, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver5, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode7, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode8, 1, 1.0, MasterNode1, 1, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver3, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver4, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','4');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode8, 2, 1.0, MasterNode1, 2, -1.0, ConstraintsDriver1, 1, '
);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g',-Width);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s',', ConstraintsDriver5, 1, ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Equation');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s','MasterNode8, 3, 1.0, MasterNode1, 3, 1.0, ConstraintsDriver2, 1,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%g\n',-Height);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Define Material Properties 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*End AssEmbly');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Amplitude, name=Smooth, definition=SMOOTH STEP');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','0.,  0., 1, 1.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Section Controls, name=ElementDeletion, ELEMENT DELETION=YES');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','1., 1., 1.');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** MATERIALS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Material, name=USERMATRIX');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Density');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,\n',RHOm);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elastic');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Em );
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n',NUm);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Material, name=USERBINDER');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Density');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,\n',RHObtow);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elastic, type=ENGINEERING CONSTANTS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Ebtow11);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Ebtow22);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Ebtow33);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUbtow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUbtow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUbtow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Gbtow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gbtow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gbtow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Material, name=USERWARP');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Density');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,\n',RHOptow);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elastic, type=ENGINEERING CONSTANTS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eptow11);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eptow22);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eptow33);
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUptow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUptow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUptow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Gptow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gptow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gptow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Material, name=USERWEFT');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Density');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,\n',RHOftow);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elastic, type=ENGINEERING CONSTANTS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftow11);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftow22);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftow33);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Gftow12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gftow13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gftow23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Material, name=USERSURF');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Density');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,\n',RHOftowsurf);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Elastic, type=ENGINEERING CONSTANTS');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftowsurf11);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftowsurf22);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Eftowsurf33);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftowsurf12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftowsurf13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', NUftowsurf23);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e,', Gftowsurf12);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gftowsurf13);
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%5.3e\n', Gftowsurf23);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% % Define Steps
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Boundary');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode1, 1, 1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode1, 2, 2');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','MasterNode1, 3, 3');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*******************');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*** CREATE STEP ***');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*******************');
%%%%%%%%% Abaqus Standard %%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Step, name=Step-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Static');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','1., 1., 1e-05, 1.');
%%%%%%%%% Apply Load %%%%%%%%%
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','******************');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*** LOAD CASES ***');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','******************');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Boundary, amplitude=Smooth');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','ConstraintsDriver0, 1, 1, 0.02');
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fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','***********************');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*** OUTPUT REQUESTS ***');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','***********************');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Restart, write, number interval=1, time marks=NO');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Output, field, number interval=50');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Element Output, directions=YES');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','LE, PE, PEEQ, S, SP, SDV, STATUS, TEMP');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*** FIELD OUTPUT: Output Request Fx ***');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Node Output');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','U,RF,');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','** ');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Output, history');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Energy Output');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','ALLAE, ALLCD, ALLDMD, ALLFD, ALLIE, ALLKE, ALLPD, ALLSE, ALLVD, 
ALLWK, ETOTAL');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*Incrementation Output');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','DMASS, DT');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','**');
fprintf(FidNewInput,'%s\n','*End Step');
fclose(FidNewInput);
clear all
fclose all;
clc
disp('Check Equations && Material Properties && strength.for!!')
-
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